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, , ABSTRACT 
. . 
This investigation set out to discover" whether good 
. . .... .. . 
~ and, ·poor. re~ding comprehenders utit'ize semantic and syntactic 
. ~ _, 
information to facilitate word recognition. Cur_rent reading 
t~eories rang~. from "bottom-up" models, in which precise word, 
identification is a prerequ_isite to accurate comprehension, to 
"top~down" p~ycholinguistic models, in which identification of ' 
each letter or even· each word is not only· unnecessary for 
comprehension to t_ake place, but also, act\ to impede reading 
fluency. Prediction of upcoming·material, grounded in an 
implicit knowledge of grammatical constraints and the' 'redunda'l\Cy 
* of the English language is an essential -component of psycholin-
.... 
guistic theory. · No consen~us has yet been reached ·on the . 
respecti,ve importance of visual and contextual information to 
\..-.~~.~;Jent readi'ng. ..,. 
In this investigation, sixty grade four subjects from 
ten schools were selected on the basis of their grade equivalent 
scores on the Gates~MacGinitie reading ~est, so that they were· 
all average in word recognition ability, but either high or low 
in comprehension. The subje~ts were asked to orally read a set 
~f forty-'five sentences selected from the thir'd, fourt:h, and 
fifth g~ade Eyaluation Manuals of -~Nelson Reading Program. 
Two forms of each sentence were presented to the subjects: a) 
as it .appeared in the story, and b) altered semantically, or 
semantically and· syntactically simultaneously, the verb having 
been replaced by · another verb which changed the meaning of the 
sentence only, with an ~lternate type of verb, or with another 
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·Part ~f speech. • ! f . . 
, If proficient readi?g could be char~cterized by 
•· . 
minimal attention to'visual information and~a strong reliance on 
• • ' # I I • ' 
cont~ual cues, good compreh~ftders' could have · b~en: expected to . 
.. 
overlook the del:iberately ins~~te~ anomalies, ,substituting words-._ 
which w"·uld be acceptable semantically" and syntactical •• 
. -
However, the results showed that the investigative technique di4. 
. . . 
\ not ~ifferentiate good and poor readers on any measu~e ol 
dependence on contextual informat~on. Level of difficulty of 
the material h'ad the effect of reducing . the semantic and 
. . . 
. .. 
. . ... 
syntactic acceptability of substitution errors, as expected, but 
graphemic and phonemic similarity scores did not increase 
~ ~ 
correspondingly. The low comprehenders made slightly fewer 
. .. 
"""' unacceptable errors than tho.se wh~ch were semantically an·d I . 
syntactical~y acceptable i~ the sentence . High ~ompreheqders, ' ~ 
however, corrected more. than twic~ as many unacceptable errors 
as those which were acceptabl~, even when the correction 
.• 
resulted in an accurate ~endering of a~violated sentence, which 
was, by its nature, anomalous. This finding was taken t~--~--- ~-~---- ----
indicate that good comprehenders were better able to ~lize 
vi.sUal lnformat~0han poo;· .comprehenders, as the contextual 
information was unsupportive of the correction. · 
The failure of the instrument to differentiate good 
, 
and poor read~rs raised ~~rious questions concerning the validi-
ty and rel~ability of the error det~ction paradigm, and of oral 
reading error anal.ysis. For this reason, case studies were 
undertaken of four subjects, two scoring at each end of the 
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case studies showed good ·readers to oe·more relian~ on 
" t t. 
cof'!textual information than poor readers. Both reader types 
. '· 
J\_ - . . 
displa~ed an awareness - of the contravention of . ·• lingui~tic rules, 
by'fmaking si.g.~ficant paus~~ before or a·f ·tei' a tar.get word,. in' 
.\,,,., 
. the case of the good readers, or .by saying the altered word more . 
,. ' , I 
. . \ . ' . 
slowly ,than others i,b .the se.ntence, in the case 'of the ppor 
' • . t . 
·readers. , Only the high. comprehenders repeated portions (yjt the 
. 
•· 
' . 
. ' 
sentence- in order to Feso;ve ~he anomaly, and the length \ Qf 
'i:hei< pauses suggested. t~at even when they did not n\pea~ \he ' 
context aloud, tliey were revie~ it silently, · · \ , .· 
In sqmmary, results of the error analysis showed ~~~. ·. . ' 
.. _. ~ - ·-~>/'--------. ; ; .. 
readers to be better users of visual information than · poor . . ~ 
. ···..J reade~s, and observations arising .from the case 's~udies ~ed _ 
them to be better users of contextual information. Both \groups 
' 1 I · . f 
displayed an awar:eness of' t;he inserted · anomalous words, but the 
unr:elated sentences did not pro* ide _sufficie·nt context ~o. i .enable 
them _!:~0 demonstrate _the'ir ability t 'o utilize contextual informa-
tion to facilitate word recognition. The findings led to -two 
mai'n suggestions:. a) that "the disrupt! ve effect" not be used 
. . 
in further research, and b.) that educational programs and . 
methods should stress ~he .development of both .botto~u~· a~d 
top-down abilities. ., _ 
•. 
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THE . PROBLEM 
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Ji!adkground of ·t:he s·~udy._. '· ... . · · 
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I . . ·: < ·.; · .. ·. :·. In ~h~ _past 'his~ory/',~f :ps~c~o~~9X ,- _alm.ost . , ~ . .. , . ~ :::· · · 
, .. · ----. ·:·. · . as .. fat bac:k as _the·b_eg_ lnnu~gs . of moder~ _ . . · · · .:.--. ·-·· 
.. . . .. •. · · P,hllosophy., ~ there );las . been much . controve.rsy · · . ,· , . . • . . ·.· ·. ·X 
> t·· . ..-. . . · · ·_ . a·s· to · whet~er· · the 1nunediate. _·da~~m 'of · sense·-·· ·. __ ._. _'/ .:-'~-, __ 
· .: .... · . . • . · _. .. _or: spme more gener~l fact~r-. pf .mind · plays · · ),~ .,. 
·.,• . ·-"""· . :t ~ · . . · " the_-' greater _. i;>ar·t . in ._~et~:rmini_rig . the · nature . . -~ . · ~-;.:. . !' -'~ .~, ·v -. . / · . _pf -~onscious - ~~o~ess~~ •.•• The ,twp vi'ews ar:.e ·. • . , '_.. · .~ -.!. 
, · · ·~ - . _, ·, -: . .· . · ,. the .. psyc~olog!.c~I echo of .. the old phil.osofn- ... ·_\; .. · -~-.·· . _ .... · -~--. .. · ~.' _ .. 
. ' ~ · ..,' ical war cries ..ef "innate. ideas" .... and · "the 
·· - •• · ~ · • 1 ·. • impre~s~on1sm and the Kimtia'~ a pri:pri. · · . , : . . , 
.1" •• 0 
· · . . ·· ;· · ~-~ , · · .' · mind· a tabula · rasa":. a legacy of, ·Hume' s 
· .. .. · \· .- _. \ :.· 1PillsburY~, ' 1897, , 31 1 _ s_> 
· ·"·. ,. · ·.: \: .. ··.· ·"'' pur _ren~_ -.re~di~~ theori.es may. be thou~ht:' of_ ;9 bei'ng on. · · 
~ .. \ 
· .. 
! . '• 
.• 
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. '. 'I) 
a(' ~"t.op-dow~" ·- ~bottom-u'pn'· continuum, the main point_ on whidh, 
·'_. .· .. ·.- . : .. \he:y _' ~if~~r · being esse~tially _·the amount qf a~tive co_~nl'i:ive . 
. eff~rt~-~eq~ir~i of ·the r~ad~~">to achiev~. compr_eh.ens:O~. This 
.. 
' · . 
.· .. w_.:~. ~e~.,.- i bed liY ~i.1t"~ and mn; ,c; 9 79 , .;;... " · " .· \ 
' · •• ~· a continuous dimension ••• bounded on' one end •· 
J. ' ( 
.. · 
. 
. -
I 
> • 
by .t.he theories wl:lich assign ta,the reader r 
a. totally t' passive' role';, his~·· enses mere'ly . s 
.P.i~ce tog,~ther coded visua~ s imuli, on~ ~ ·. , 
. a .ti.mE{an'd i:n le_,ft-to-right equenc.e., . \ 
·.· result~ngn in an abstract representation of .- ~ 
' words; Theseo "word~" are translated by 
reterence . to a mental lexicon and are then 
integrated-·to comprise a meaningful "statement. • 
dh the other end of the . active-pas~ive spectrum 
are theories which envision the rea ,.. . 
_esaentially ·and implicitly a writer. Tha is , . 
the reader ·c.ontinual]S generates hyp,othese 
_about what is befng read~ these are .·periodi 
confirmed or disconfirmed by a~omparison to· 
· sample 9f the vispal array. 
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Between these two extreme models the 
majority .of r~~ding theories can be arranged 
according to~tbe extent of active reader 
involvemeJ1t<they require or allow.· An impor-
tant subj,l-et of the ·cogn_itive activit_ies which 
compri$~~ that involvement can be labeled . 
generically~as "antici~ation." (130) . ' 
; 
The theories at the active end of' the r~nge can be 
described as · "hypothesis testing" or "analysis-by-synthes.is" 
2 
' models. Th1 term. "analys~bt;,ynthesi~" was us~d originally to 
describe a theory formulated to -enable _computers to identify 
cursive writing, and was subsequ~ntl~ appl'led to the field of 
speech perception by Halle and Stevens (1964) • . 
. . 
7. 
__ A~cording to this model, a context predisposes a 
.. 
subject to generate a~et of general expectations about the 
~ . . 
0 
material, to be read. A preliminary scanning of .. the print . allows· 
' 
the reader to extract distinctive features -from which he con-
struc'fs, or synthesizes., a possible fo.Jrm of the visual array of 
letters. This _ te'n~ative hypot.he~is is checked against the · 
visual features for a match: if success is achieved, the pro- . 
cess continues. 
The message being formulated is organized _into .a 
. larger pattern., incorporating new information. The effecti've-
. . "' . . 
ness of the constructive activity is thus.affected by the 
reader's experience, linguistic skill, and cdgnitive abilities. ~ 
Ne·is~er (·1967) suggests that without a proper strategy for 
selecting the ' order in which ·patterns.are 'sy~thesized , the 
• 0 \ • 
notion of Bnalysis-by-synthesis woul~ reduce to a crude form of . 
~rial and erro~. Hence, the rule of linguistic structure can be 
seen to .be essential to reading activity. 
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The ·reading model of Goodman (1976) is probab~y the 
most widely known .<?~ .the ' t:ec.ent theor~es. and is one .w~ich .· 
place~ . heavy em~~asls .. on ~he roJ:.~ .of a:.nticipation, mini.mizini 
the t~portance 'of decod,ing' . each w'ord. Reading .to Goodman { 1976 ). 
is a "~sych~linguistic 9!-l.~~~lf{g gamei', · which · he describes 
., . 
'· 
~ : . . 
••• a selective ' process. '\It involves. partial 
use of ~vailable · minim~l language ques selected 
t ·rom perceptual ·input on the basis of readers' 
expectations. · ~s ~ .this · p.artial inf·ormati'on is 
as: 
! 
; . 
J 
. processed, tenta.tive decis·ions are · made to . be 
confirmed, r,ejecte;d, or. ·refined as reading .- .·:·~· :·/·· :\,-
progresses. ·' · , . "'· · . · . . >\ .. ;· ; 
. . .. Refding · in:volves ··an interaction between· .· . .. .. . 
thought a~~ · l~J;tgua·g~. · ,.Ef;flcient reading does · ': \., :' .-.. ·, ··.::
1 
.··.: 
n.ot result f~om · precise ·:perception and · identi.:. ., ·. 
fication ·p:f ·:all· elements,":: but from . skill in . ':>:. /.-. . <'., 
selectin<{ the' fewest, ~o~'t prQductlve cues· ,, ' 
nece'ssary t~o produc~ g!J'e~·s7s : ~l:li.c~:t . ': are: right .... ' : 
. the fi~st ,ti~e ~ The abili~y. ·':to. ·anticipate ·that.· 
.' ~ · which has·.·nbt 1'been seen,,- . of. cou·rs~~ i~ vital ~n : 
.' r~a~~.n~~i " , ~:·(4_9·~~ · . ·· '.' ~ ·.: _, · ' ,; · .. · . :; .. · ·· 
Accor~ding ·'~ to psycholingu: i:sti'c: theory:~ -~nt~~i.p~tion of 
' • • ' • ' • ' • : • ··~ '• t ~ :.· I .~ ., ~, : . ~ ' , : , • ' , '1 o 
. t .he semantic, a:nd,> ilynta'ctic · features 'Of upqoming m'at~;t:ial · is an ' 
• ' • ' .~~ I ~ ·, - ~ , 
1 
• • ' t ' 1 •, ' ~t: 
integral . ftinct.i'pn ·of .'_most reading·. tasks·~·· aithou'gri· it: ma·y no;: be ' 
.. .or. - . ' . : . : :· . . .,;. ~ . i' .l . • : • ....  ' • ' . 
neces~ary f .Qr successful comprehension ·to" take place··; :. Reading 
~ ; . -. 
. ' 
dif.ficu_lt, .u-~us~al, or unfamiliar text may ·require·.a ; slower 
. . 
. ' 
one~word-at-a-~ime approach ·which would likely in~ibit ·. ,compr~-
hension _of more ' oonunon reading· matt_er. where such .. a · m~thod would 
. ' -
.. ' · pl~ce too great a strain on the .functions of'· m~mory. ;. ! . . · . . . . . . . 
.. No ~ precise definition · of pre/diction mechanisms· has 
\ • J . • • • ' 
' . ,. 
. ':. 
., 
't. 
l. 
' ··.., 
·.· ( . 
.· ... 
I 
, ' , I 
~ been attempted by •psycholincjuistic researchers, but ~ilpman and·· 
~ . . . 
Kling ( 1·; ·76) have described three type~ of ant~cipation w~i~h · 
appear to operate· below the reader's level of awareness. Seman-
: '. \ ',. ·, 
:. r . ~ 
·.-d··. 
·1' •. 
tic anticipation refers ·to the reader·• s processing of ·semantic: '· 
' !• I 
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·~~ormatio~· to predict underlying ideas of upcoming words, and 
~ 
'!syntactic ~nticipati9n r~fer~ · to his ability to rel~ on · his 
awareness of ~he syntactic structure of the language\ to predict 
\ 
the ' graminati_~a~, ca.tegories of upcoming · words. Spatia\ . :~ 
anticipation ·r_ef'ers to the reader's use of peripheral ~sion to 
'•,_ . ' . . 
determine ·. the.- s~ape and length of ~pcoming words and to note the 
piac.einent. ·-'of · empty spaces~ This information may guide hi~ to 
' . 
. fixate upon words providing significant clues. 
. . . . . . .. 
• ' ' 1 • r , • 
· . · ' Th~· 'ide~ that reading . activity is ponceptually:,A~rec-
. '· . 
' 
• I 
Piilsbury' s (189?) tachistoscopic experiments, / . .. 
.. .. ~ - \ . . . 
ted is :not new. 
.. .. 
··. 
' . .. 
I ' , , 
cond}l<*ed nearly .a · :.?en.tury ago, found ~at adul~ 'subjects' of~~·~ '!. 
, . : . . · - ~ ~- ... ' . l . 
. ·o'verlooked letferi substitutiops, omissions,'. and )m~tilatiqns, and 
. .. ~· · .. ·:·their . resp,pns~,s ·~ere often a£ fected by the . inean~:·~~ . of a;. word~: ;:· . 
ti' .. • ' • : • • • • • • 
~ ; 
; • • ,.... • - •• .:::. 11 • • - ~ 
.... / ' . . · .~:· . ~ead a~oud · prior'.~t~· . th~,_' ~~~osure of the target. · , .. .'.' 
., 
· .. 
t ...... 
.....  
. '• 
. . 
I '• ' 
' . t l .. 
.. :: . : ,·. )~o .~e rece~t.iy:~ . the impo!='tance of the reader t fil cog.ni -
. ·.·: ... :.·: :. tive input ·was ~e~o~~ttated ln .a study.by Goodman (1965) in .: 
.. :. ·. .. . ·. . .. ... . . ·' _. . . 
. , 
. .. ~-. -. . . 
·~hich child'ien ·:who ·.had.;'difficulty dl!coding words ,in· isolation 
' ' 
\• ,· . ,. " • •' -r., .. 
. . 
' ·1. '!' r' :·· • , " : ~ 11 ". , ,. • ~ .- • ; • 
deal.t ·successfu·lly with' those 
' · ;. • ' . . I I • 1 j • • 
1 
; •: ! \ -· ~· ' 
same . words in a running .context. 
'., " · · ' ' Kclers (Mio >·found that seventy-five percent of .the' 
' ~ ~ ' I~~-:"": ' • , ( ' 
. \_\tim~: ~hen errors \wer~ ~ade re~ding nouns, verbs, and preposi:·; 
' :~~'. t • • • ' ': : • • • : ~ : ' • • . . t ; 
. tiona·, othe"r nouns,· v~rb.s '~' · and p·repositions, · respectivel_t were · 
. I ' . T 
,· ;s.ubstituted, and· ~ighty;_~ight percent of th~ : errors were seman-· 
' I •1' • ' . , . , ~ -,• ~ ' 
. ·~ \ ~ ' ~ ' ., . 
·· ... ~.ic~l~y ~nd .~y.~tac~ically ,: acceptable : 
· :.- ' . ._:" ·subjec.ts . appe~red . ~ot to be reading . .' ~C?rds as · 
: ~uch, ••• but wo.rds. ~n terms of their grammatical 
. •'.; 
.· . : relati.ons ,to other-'. ~ords. ( 106) 
'' 
,. 
,· 
~ se~~nal and .wideiy .cited study by Weber (1970) found 
, · . 
. ·~ 
. •. 
. . ' 
.that for both good and rpoQ·r readers, ninety- one percent of first 
.;. · ... ,~· :·.. .. ·:. , ' ., . . - ~ \ ~ 
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graders' oral ' ~eading errors were grammatically acceptable in 
. .. 
. ' 
terms of the preceding contex.t. 
MacKinno~ (1959) found children overlooked errors.that 
made little or no difference to the ,...grammatical struc'ture or 
. 
acceptability of· a sentence •. 
. ' 
Wildman and' .Kling ( 1976) concluded fro~ their' .examina-
tion of the evidence that rea~e.rs use anticipation ~hen it is 
stra~egic to do so, and when they do, they ord~r their expecta-
, . . 
tioq's according ':to their. knowledge. of (a)· the rules of gr1immar, 
. ' (b) : th~ experimental situa~ion, · and (c) the rela~ive frequencies . 
of syntactical sequences • \ b ' 
Gibson (1975) does not:discount the vi~bility of the 
analy~is-by-synthesis model, but ' raises the following questions:. 
<,__:_1. What units ·is the reader predicting, letters, 
words, phrases', sentences, or . th~ g~neral plot ·or 
meaning? · ,' · "' · 
2. What informs the reader where to focus attention? 
3. What constitutes confirmation? · What happens if he 
finds he ha~ gaessed wrong? 1451-452) · 
McConkie and Rayner (1976), who have done innovative 
~search in !he area of eye movements and the role of per~pheral ~ 
~ vision in 'reading by asing an on-line computer technlque, · also 
cast d~ubt upon the tena.bility of tbe extreme top-down position. 
Their research shows that a reader does not make a distinction 
~ be~~~en ~ords and non-words 
~positions to the right of a 
further · than four to six character A 
"iJ 
fixation point. They argue thata 
./ 
••• as hypotheses 6£ syntactic form do not. lead 
to predictions of specific words to be encoun-· 
tered,.it is difficult to see how it could 
account for the semantic and syntacti~ · 
appropriateness of misreadinga. The words 
emitted must be selected on some other basis 
than the hypothesis itself, if t~~ hypothesis 
------ ·-··· --------·----- -. · ~.__ _______ .. - .,. ~ 
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is not assumed to be .an anticipation of words 
to be encountered. Thus the model resorts 
to direct· percept~on of visual features to 
select words, arid analysis -b'y-synt~es is 
becomes a theory _permitting words to be 
i'dentified with fewer visual cue.s. ~.The 
analysis-by-synthesis· position assumes 
making hypotheses'is faster·than visual 
processing, that the reader anticipates 
actu~l words. But prose is not sufficiently 
red~ndant; "next word guesses" _are wrong 
more often than not. ( 157') · 
I . ' 
6 
. 
\ 
To s~~e ex~ent, what is at issue is the t~me required · 
to generate a hypcft:hesis.. That is, can a ski~led reader recog-
nize most words . on the oasis of visual information more quickly 
. . . . ·. . . - I 
than he could g~n~~md test a hypothesis? If he can, d?es. · 
he\ ~n fact, generate hypotheses or utilize ~\.prediction mechan-
ism .at all? 
\ .. : \ 
Rationale for the Study 
Th-is study investiga_ted the ·J.nteraction of readers' 
comprehension ab~lity and their strategic use of semantic.and 
-·syntactic cues ~o facilitatf word . recognition • 
• - • • ' • i - • 
\ 
The role of1 anti~lpation in reading was tested in a 
study -by Isakson and Miller ( 1976) employing the "disrupt! ve . 
effect," which ~hey define as: . I 
••• the degree to · which the pr'obability of 
an occurrence of oral reading errors is 
increased by the. inclusion of an unknown 
or confusing wor.d or structured. ele~ent_ in 
writt~n context. (788) .. 
Twelve sentence trios· were ·constructed so. that the 
\ 
verbs remained . unaltered, were" violated -s.emantically, or were 
,violated semantically and syntactically. Por exa'mple2 
Normalz. The old farmer planted\ ~he bean seeds in .. the rich, 
brown soil. : • · \ . . 
\ . 
semantic Violat'ions · The old fa~mer laid the bean seeds in the· 
rich, brown a~i • ~ 
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Syn~actic and Semantic Violation: The old farmer went the bean 
seeds in the dch, ·brown soil. 
Using scores. from the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the investiga:.;: 
I . 
tlrs selected subjects who were average· on word recognition, but 
high or low tn compreh~n~ion. 
' 
· The investfgators found that the errors of the poor 
.. 
. 
comprehenders were not affected by. t:he nature of the sentence, 
~hereas good comprehenders ma~e few etrors on normal sentences, 
more errors on those which has been violated semantically, and 
more again ~~ t~e · semantically and sy-ntactically violated 
• 
sentences • . Isakson· and Miller ( 1.~.?6) concluded that poor 
.readers· process only one word ·at a time, ~fail to i~tegrate' word 
• . . I 
meanings,, and are not sensitive to semantic and syntactic . . con-
straints. 
ft 
These fand~ngs are contradicted ·by .the re~ults of ... 
·· studies Which show that poo~ readers are equally aware of 
ling~istic features .. of the .r~ading ·material (Allington and 
. # \ 
. Fleming, 1978J Allington and Strange, 1968b: Cioffi, 1982: 
Butson, Cowger,· arid Wallbrown, 1980: Merrill, Spe~ber, and · 
. McCauley~ 1980: Schvaneveldt, Ackerman, Semlear, 1977: Schwartz 
·and Stanovich, 1981:, and, Weber, .1970), and those· which show 
that poor readers' deficiency in deco.ding skills forces them 
r~ly on contextual · . infor~ati'on tc(facili"tate 
1978': Allington and Flemin~, 1978 1 Ali~ngton and Strange, 19 
Biemiller, ~9707 Schvaneveldt, ACkerman, and Semlear, 
Stanovich·," West., and Feeman, 1981). 
This study will attempt to shed further . light 
issue of whether semantic and syntactic anticipation is 
,, 
\' 
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feature of both good and poor. · reader behavior. 
I 
' \ 
i \ . 
I 
Significance of the Study 
I 
· '- ~ If a~ticipation can be shown to be a feature of 
I 
8 
skilled readin~ behavior, and if .knowledge of grammar is funda- ' 
mental to' the +~lity _ to . ~nticipat.e, then . r·eading··_ln.struction 
ought to· refl~c~ ~hese ideas. · .* • .. I 
Sente~ce complexity, in recent years described in 
-·: . -··terms "of the. number and type of elements in the deep s:truct~re 
·' 
. 
of a sentence,. appears to play a role in processing;. The con-
cepts of deep strupture and surface structu~e have cQme into 
. . '\ . . . 
prominence with "7he widespread acceptance of. Chomsky.' s linguis~ 
" ' ' . . . 
tic .theory (1957, 1965). · A tree ..... diagrani can be cqnstructed for 
each1 sentence·, whic-h. shows all the . underlying concepts 'imp!.ied' i . . 
- . 
by the surface structure, the form of the sentence which is 
-· 
written or· spoken. For example, the deep structure of "Bill 
i . . 
cracked the mirror with ·a hammer" can be represented by the 
following tree diagram: 
past 
S· - sentence ~ Prop - position 
M - modality V - verb · 
· t. 
\.· 
~ 
thi "' .l !ill 
. .. 
mirror hammer 
P · ~.patient A - agent 
I - instrument 
' 
· : ·_(L!lea, 1972, p. 39) 
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The · surface structure of a sentence is realized after 
I 
t~ans~orma~ions are applied i~ an . ordered fashion, · as follows: 
.. 
deep structure 
. I . 
underlying structure 3 (transformation applied) 
underl~ing structure 2 (transformatlon applied) 
. underl~in~ structure l·(trans~ormation applied) 
surfac! gtructure 
(Liles, 1972, p. 34) 
flentences such as passives must undergo many transfer-
. . ~ ., 
mat ions t ·o_ .get fro~ the level of ·:underlying concept t~ surface 
structur' . .. . The . effect, deep structu·r~ can have _on reading behav-
··~ I . , 
~ 
' . 
\ 
l 
1 / ./'1\ 
/ . I 
. I : . \ 
' l : 1 
.. 
1, 
. i . 
! 
. _ _ -.. , ior was -illustrated 'in a study b.y Wanat ·and Levin (1967)'. They .. 
., . 
• u 
found that when ch~nges ~ere made in the deep structure, the 
' 
eye-voice span, ·the number. of words correctly reported after the 
re~ding ~aterial had ~een remov~d, varied-; Pairs of sentences 
having the same surface structure but different dee·p structures 
.. ---.. wer_e -constructed-.·- -·For example: 
A His brother . was beaten -up by the gang. 
B. , His brother was beaten up by the_ park. 
Sentenqe B was found to · be l'more difii~ult to ·process bee\.•'••,.{~ · 
had an extra category, an adverbial phrase, and it requ~ 
-slot for an agent ·. ('that. is·, his brother was beaten up by someone 
' I 
· by the park) ., even th_o.ugh this is -not -realized iri· the s\\rface 
structure. 
On the basis of the results .of the eye-v~ice span 
• • 0 
experiment, ~an~t and Levin (1967) concluded · t~at ·efficiency of 
reading processing is a function of the congruence of con-
. .. . 
. . 
stra_i!lts between the surface structure and the· deep structure of 
'\, 
: I 
-· ---------- --·- ·- ··-------- -·--- -- -- ··-- ·~--'"~ 
........ ___ ~ ... ..... .. 
I 
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10 
·'· 
sentences, and also a function of ~he' number of st.ructural. cate-
gories required·., in the deep structure . . 
. f 
The · foliciwlng diagram clearly. i:q&strate~ the tran~­
.. formationalfst viE!w of grammar, the struc'ture which organiJzes 
. \' . . ·- . 
linguistic elements into meaningfu~ phrases. · 
. . . 
; 
. _, 
, 
I . 
rJea .. 
Deep Structure 
. I 
Tran.sforj~ti.o~~ . 
Surface structure 
. . F 
; • 
• Fhonologiral Rules 
Surf~ce .Phonefic Structure 
Performancf Features 
English Senten'ce · 
(Liles,· 1972, p. 56) 
If -research can establish a strong 1 link between aware-
. \ . 
· n~~.s of- grammatical c~nstraints, .. anticipatlon, _an_d · 1\:om~rehen- · 
- ----- - - ;____slon7 :-then- read·ing- programs· stressing decoding skills or repeti-
l' 
f . 
. '· i 
\ 
'.( 
t 
r 
1f • 
·•· 
tive reading of unnatural language· patterns might be replaced by 
.. 
those based -upon an integrated . liuiguage _ arts ·apprc:)ach, which 
would a'im to develop the reader's inherent ling~istic abilities. ~ . 
•. 
' 
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Chapter 2 
~· 
REVIEW QF THE LITE~TURE 
.., 
~fntactic Anticipation 
E e-Voice s· an tudies . 
-
j 
The "eJ~e-voice . span (~chniqu~ ~~s been used for 
over si.xty ye~rs \ to investigate the ~elationship b~tween gram-
matical structur~ and readlng. The most common procedure, the I . . . 
, 
. .. 
"liq!lts · oUt' met1od, ·requires. sUbjects to t'i>ad a . sentence orally 
• 
from ~ lit screen.- · When the light is tu'rn·ed off, the subject . · 
· ' "must continue to l eci t<i what he has: 
1
seen, . Th~ EVS is take~- to \ 
be the·n~ber Qf ·Lords read after the "lights : out" positi~n. As - . 
it is difficult ·t~ .judge· - wh~t~er . a subje~t · i~ reporting all 
that . h~ actually _1aw, · or only tha~ which :he ;e:...ember.ed seOing, 
this method may be'\ cr~tic~zed for bein~ . : · _test of memory •. 
~otw~thstanding th1fs/ li_mitatiop, EVS1 studies allow a fascinating 
· lnsight into the rkadlng. ~roce~s, ·and th~ resuli\:s have been 
. . ·,j . . 
shown to be ·congruent with inferences made ;rom ~tudies. of eye 
·movements _ (Glbson~ ~~d Levin,, 197Sr. 
. \ 
The studies which follow reveal that readers do rely 
u~on. grammatical sJ·ructu·r~ t~ g~in me-aning. Syntactic a~areness 
. , I . . 
allows a : reader ... ~o \ant~cipate the class .of upcom~~g words, 
' . 
thereby faciilit.atin~. recognition and comprehension • 
. . . . I . . . . , _ 
Levin -and : Turner (l970) gave· subjects at grades two, 
1. 
I ~ 
four, six, ·eight., · ten,_ and college level four types of 
sentencesa .active, ieach phr~se having two words7 active, each . 
' phrase having three wordt;~J passi~e, each phrase having three 
• 
words.,· and passive, e~ch ph~ase having· four word~. They found ·, 
. ' 0 • 
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that across all ages and sentence types the mean EVS was 2.19 
• 
( 
12 . 
words for unstructured word lists, but 3.91 for sentences. The 
EVS increased, with ·age, and even grade twos · showed they used 
\;' 
grammatical str·ucture, in 'that their mean EVS was 2 ~ 74 ·compared· 
., · ' 
to 2.l9 tor the ·word list. However, the grade ~W?s did not 'end . 
the EVS at phrase boundaries as a.11 other age groups did. , 
,.. . ' 
~ study by , Levin and• Cohn ( 1968') foupd that by grade 
four 1 children. are able. to ~se gramma~ical structure., that they 
.. 
improve with age~ and ·g9od readers are more adept at using . . ' 
\ . . 
grarnm.ar. to simplify the. reading task. . The subjects at grade_s 
-! . -
two,. four 1 ·nine, and eiev~~ were given0 instructions t.~ read · 
passages (a) normally; like reading to a friend aloud, (b) care-
. fully, in .,preparatlon for reading, and (c) right through fcfr the 
. . . 
general idea. Across ali grades reading carefully prqduced the 
. . . . 
shorte~t · EVS, 3.69. 
sk~mming, 4.14. 
Normal re~ding produced an EVS of 3. 9 7, and 
• • • '1\) 
Levin, Grossman, Kaplan, and Yang {1972) found the EVS ~­
· to be longer in the more constrained right embedded sentences, 
those having a dependent clause follo~ing the main verb, than 
\ 
for· left embedded· sentences, the . most signif !cant lights-out 
\ 
position being ·at the verb. In _the ·first experiment, nine 
,.. ' 
college students read sixty sentences which were 'either l~ft or 
. . .... , ... 
right 'embedded, and th'e EVS was measured at f'ive critical 
. \ ' 
positions. Two further experiments. increased the number of 
crit·ical positions. In addi~ion to the finding that the EVS was 
· long·er in right · emb~dded sentencd'B 1 the researchers ·found the,, 
.. EVS increased with successive critical positions, indicating 
.. 
------~Y· ________ ...._ __ .....-:-
-----·-; .. - --- ,_.,. ·-··---
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that an inurease in s~quential constraints in sentences affects 
sentence processing. 
Levin and Kaplan ( 1968) found the EVS to · ~.e longer f~r. 
passive sentences, whose grammatical form is more constrained, 
~ ' . 
. 
.than for . active ones. Eighteen college studen·ts were presented 
.- ~ 
' ' 
... with four types of sentence: ltctive and passive, each contai.n-
.M • ~~- . ' 
,~ og phrases four words in length, and active and l?ass.ive, each ~ot-'t,~···.,t • '-, ' 
~) ., 
cpntaining five word phrases. Each sente~ce was embedded in 
. separate paragraphs of . ~.our or five unrelated sentences-':. The 
EVS sc~res' were obtained -~t various points starting 
.. 
after the 
·-·r - . . - . 
third word and every ~ucceeding word up to· the "Jjy" 
. ·. - - · I . 
' phrase in 
' . 
passive sentences, and the corresponding point . in the active• .· 
. 
forms, whicn·was a p·repositional phrase~ -Tlie firidings showed 
' . 
·the EVS was longe·r for passiv_e .than · active ~~ntenc~·~ . ·at the 
. . . . . , ... 
point where J:.he two fo.rms began t ·o be differentially · 
·~· \ . d 
-- constr:_alne , _and that the E~S tended to te.rminate at phras~ 
\ . 
boundaries. {,.' 
1 Levin and Tyrner (1966} also found the J!:VS to be · 
'· 
longer for passive sentences, but only· for subjects past the 
. . . . 
~.ixth lgrade levei." · Two similar sets' of: .sentences, one using 
-~- \_; . , I ' . - - . . . 
grade two vocabulary and · t~e other having vocabulary at the 
' grade six level,. were presented t<?...t.en students in each of 
~ 
.grades two: four ·, six., eight, ~en, and adults .· For · the yo~n-~er 
StUden.tS 1 in gra~eS tWO and foUr r there WaS a Sig~ificant ' . . ,,. 
.  
interaction between the voice of the sentence and · the light~-out 
position: 
. . .... 
the EVS was longer b\tore the verb in passive 
. · I , · 
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14 
sentences but , longer after the verb fn active 'orles 0 , The.' I 
·, 
findings also showed that the good and f~ster. readers read to 
0 , c.~ 
the end of phrase b?undari~s more of~en ~han slower or poor 
readers. 
. 
Resnick (1970) found that . when ·the EVS. falls, endiqg 
' i 
at phrase boundaries fa~ ~s well. Fifty-four ' passages 'were . 
presented on . a scr~en (o. fo~r groups: · grades· .three, · five; .'' 
•-\ . . . ' . . . ~ / · ----...~-- . . 
colleg,e , student~, and college · stude~ts reading u~si.de:-dowr:t .I . 
' • 
. • . ' • ' r. . ' 
material. . The &VS and{ stops-· at· phrase boundaries ·were measured ~· 
• • ' 
0 ~ 1 • , I J 00 • I 0 : : • , ' \ • 
0 
.. f • , 0 , o 4 
0 
0 0 
\ 
The college students rea~.ing the inv.erted matt!rial · perfor.meq at . · 
, O ', I 
0 
' ' • : • , 
0 
' • 
0 
' .. i- O ' 
0 
I 
0 
,1 \ • 0 0 ;, i' 0 ' ~ 0 & ' f t• • 
th~ same level as the grade · threes .; ln. the .study, t but u'niJ:ke the . · 
• • • • J 
• •• ' ' • :. 1 ~ ' j . : ·. . ' 
_· grade threes, ~hen they overcame t~e . . P.efceptual problema, ,.they, ' 
. , I • • 
. did utilize th~ir ·knowiedge of. ~yntaJ." -· ·- ·, . .. , ' . 
·.•· . . . . 
--, ~ 
' ' 
O.ther Studies Which Demonstrate th~ ·j im · ortan~e ~f • '.t> 
"'< ;~ _..-
Comprehension 
I'• 
· Brown. and Miron . ( 1971_) found ~hat fluent oral ' rea~ers ; 
' ' . 
pause at g rat:nmatical junctures •. 
. . 
rendi-tion of the· Meteorological 
A., p'rofessionai t~lker .. g~ve a · 
·M.~~sage, <?~ns.·i~ting. of · : f~c~s . · 
. 
about weather · and inst-rumertta.tion written for Air For'ce 
' . ,. . 
• . I ' ' . 
trainees, material for . which .'pre-knowl'edg·~· was obviously low. 
. 0 
Sixty-four . percent of pause variance could be ·.predicted from· th~ 
' . ~ 
a . 
.. syntactic measures of surfa~e structure, clause· analysis,. or 
• ' ., • • J I 
'structur'al complexity. 
.. 
Cooper (1974) found· that when subject~ :wer1e sim~lta-:,.. ·. 
• . t.. . . . . . . J • • 
neo~sly pr.~sente~ with ~po~en larigua~e ~ and· .. a · visu~l }H!ld (nine 
• I ' •• ,. , 
. . line drawings -on a grid) containing e1ements ~semantically 
. . 
related to the in·formative items · of speech, tJt~Y tended tcr 
• J 
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15 
0 
spontaheously direct their lin"e of · sight to those el~ments which-
.. • • Jf, • \ 
""-' '· .. 
• were ~ost clo~ely relate~ to _the, me~nlng o'f the~ ;Language 
d~rrent_ly heard . ·~t-l~por~a~tly; · ~~ef-ii~ty pe~cen~ .Qf the· •: 
.time S';Jbjects made c'brrect . ·responses ·prior to ·questiod'"' termina.:.. 
tion. . Fo.rty-five pe~cen_t ~f the yisual se~edti.~n ~f . co~~, ..  
answers was based on hearing all or part of . th~ f~rst ant~pa-
_.. 
. : .. i • 
;. 
, .. 
. ... 
' 
. . 
. . - '(, 
• 
-
. 11. ; ; 
·•• ;~ . 
t . 
.' .. , 
. ·: "' . . . s ~bJ. eets ~ften exec~ted .f ix~tion respon•r= even: to . ' : l.. . 
~articles, pr_e~ositions, an~. conjunction~. _ ·Apparen;ly, . unin~or-, _- .; • ..... ·· ·) 
. mative wor4~ may actually po:ssess suf_ficient _ i~f.~rmation :conte_nt' . ·· ' 
. . ' . -~ . . . . . ., . · : . ~- . . . ' •·· 
to .trigg,er co.rr~lated ·.fix·~tioh respo~S~B;: ior ~xample, _ in· the , r ~· ~ 
' • ·~ .I • ' ~ ~ . • .. • ' ..... I '~ • s ' .,., ' : 4 ( '~ .. ; .. 
sentence, "There . ~ould be lions and , ," the -word "and" -
' . . . 
signif·ies _the. sentence j .ill. likely be -co~pl~t~tr by -~ · circus 
S~bjects ·made fixations~n the basls 
•• • ~ : <I • 
animal other than lion. 
\ . ~ . 
a ·minimal number of phonetic 
. . .· . . ~ . 
· · ·To test ~he effect 
and 'syntactic cues. . 
.  - . .· ·-
of. syntaX .Od S.UbjeC,tS I 
· . . · . 
ability to 
, 
-"" . 
rec~il sentenc~s, Epstei~ . (1967) pres~nte~ nlnety-six university 
, . . I . 
sttudents wi'uh unst;ru_cturea senten·ces .• ·. so~e ~£ e':lch jset were ... 
·, . . . . . • ·. . . I . . .. 
chunked, t~at is, had ~heir' phrase bou~darie~ marked with arrows. 
,. 
'. 
. ... 
Analysis of· variance was used to .cdmpare the mean ··i.umbe.r of . 
·, . . . . ·. . . ' . 
correct words recalle~ under . e~ch co~dition. The fin~~ngs 
sho~ed the . effect of'_ syntactic · struct~re ~as signif~cant;, ·~d 
. . . . . ~ . 
the '· diff~rence between str-uctured and unstructured ma~ial was ·. 
. .· . . .. . ·. •....____ . ~ ' 
greater fo~chunked than unchunked sentences. 
.... 
reaction 
Foss and L~nch ( 1969) found. th_at wheh . _subject's I 
. . . . \ . . , . . . 
tim~s . to , the. pre sene~ , of, ~ phoneme .. :.were : .ca.lculat~d, · the 
reaction tlme was longer for : septences . having a diff.icult'·~· . · 
. ~ . J ' 
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.· 
surfa9e structure syntax, for · example, ·a self-embedded sentence 
in which ·one s:ent~mce is embedded in another. A self-embedded 
sentence has t~e form, "The ri.ote~at th,~ whiskey intoxicated 
broke · ~he ~indow," while two sentences are embedded i~, "The 
• .. . 'It 
rioter that the whiskey the store · sold intoxicated broke the 
.. • j ~ ~ I . ' 
· window." As comprehension d~tficulty could not be attributed to 
a.differenpe in words' or conc~pts' , the effect .of surface 
.~tructure w:as apparent. The supj~cts were required to push a 
button~henever they heard a specified phoneme • 
.. 
Wanat (1976) found that the position Of 
' .. 
an ·emb~dded ~ 
·· ··clause affected ·eye movement-s. He · found that more v•isual at ten~ 
tion. wa~ ,required :to · read · a sentence type' _whi9h was less stru.c-
' • • ·. .. \ "II: 
turally·predictable, in ·this case, left embedded sentences, · 
. . ' 
thos~ · having ~ dependent clause occurring before the main verb. •· 
. . t . . •• 
..... · . The study was designed to .irly_e'stigate whet_her a read-
. 'er~~. s eye fixation pattern ' refle~ts his .'internalized . l.~nguil~tid . 
rufes. The eye movement~ of twelve mature readers ·w~r~ rJcorde.d 1 
- a~· they - ~e&~- exa~ples · of left embedd,ed sentences and eight. 
' . ~ - ·~ . 
examples of those · which~'~ were written using the same ph,ra·ses but 
!' •• ~ • ,i 
· cast ,as · right emb~dded • . Half t~e sentences were read 'orallr and 
half' silently, and to · ensur0e the subjects .read for;. meaning, they 
. . . ' .. -;' -
~ • • • ,f : 
were told they would be asked to paraphrase some of the·. 
sentences. The results showed that the total ti~e spent on 
J • 
forward fixational pauses in reading .the less predictable left · 
a. • 0 • 
' I ' 
embedded seriten'ces was significantly .greater tha'n the total ·t·il!le-
. ' o II ' 
spe~t ori forward ffxational pauses in r::.~_!lding the more , 
. . 
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predict~ble right embedd~d . _sent~~ce~ ~ , 
. ' ' 
, , •. 
' . 
. Hamilt~n ~nd Deese' {1971) carrled 
' . ' 
out an investigation 
' . 
-~ . ' 
to determine whether syntactl~ ~r se~~ntic · factors had . the 
. . 
greater. effect on comprehension. Th,ir;ty ~ature ~p.bj~c~s 
• ~- ,. ' 1'.· \ ' . .. . ,.· 
l~sten·ed ,to a tape of 288 · sent~n~es, ·arid indicated ' whe.ther each 
was · c.p,r~he.nsi~le or not'~ Th,~ ' _se~.te~ce's wer.e . c~ns~.r?cted so 
that one1hird were center emb.edde,d~~ ·one thi"rd were -right 
. _br~nchin~, and one. th~rd : w.ere ;:m~~~~d t" that. i~, the subord.inab~ 
clause's contained . . con.tiguou's ~; s~b3e~t~;~ ~nd ' p~e.~icates while :the \ 
~ . • ~ ' • • !I "' . ' • • . • ,. ( . : •• • ..:. • ' • I I • • .. 
I ' 
. ' ' • ' ' \ "!I I' ' , · • • I 
. -. ~~in cl~use did.· not~ · . In . addition, .ea~h of th~se sent-ence types 
1 r ' ' I , ' ' , I 0 , ~ .I I 
cont~ined eithe~ ~em_a~tica.l.ly comp_atible. o·r: in~ompatible . ' 
• • .. ' •• • .• l 4 • • • • : _ ' ~ \ ' : , .. • 
'subject~ . an·d p-redicat~~ •. For exa~p~e, "'k.ing" and "abdicated" 
~ ' ' I e D ~ • " • • : • ~' i ' ' 1 'J ' •: ' 
•.were considered to. ;Constitute. a: w.ell-:-.suit'ed pai'r, whereas ·. •dog~ ·: 
.. . ~ . · ::.l· ~ . ~ ,._ .. ·: .. ·j J· · It ~ . . j' 
. ' ' ·. A . . \. 
and ' "fly~ ~Hd .. no~ ~; .... . ·: .. ' · : •. • . ' · · · ::._ ,. 
The re~~a~ch~~s ~··fou~d ···:t.h'e ~;ceptio~ of a 
\ 0 ' 1 ° ' O ',~ • i 0 0 I • .. ~ O , 0 0 ; ' • 0 ' • 0 I 
0 
' 
0 
0 
I ~~ · 0 •• 
0 
' 
0 J-' 'I 
subject-predicate .. re·lation" wap 'sufficient to determine compre-: 
' .•' . . . ·• : ' . . . . ' . ~ ... ,· . ~~~ •. . . : .· ,· . . 
hen~i:b,ilit¥,. Comp.rehc:msion .· was. ··~mpaire~ when · the s.ubject and 
I I : I o • 
0
1 \ l ' , ·, 1 ° \, I 
predic,ate we're ~isc~nt.ig~·~us· , . as · in the' case of the' cente~ 
. I .. . I . '. ' • 
'" •• .o ' • ' '. • ' ' '. ! "' ' \ I • 
embed,ded .sentences· such. ~s r •. : •Th~· _cl)oi.r that the organ~!:r~ that 
J • ' • • i . . ·' : 
. . '.~·th~; c~ngr~gatio~ compl me~te~: ·air~cted s_ang 
• • • I ' ; ~ 
• , > l ; • . . I ' 
~~,. hym~s •. • . Contig~;..: 
Sel}tt~n.ces was . found · i ty ~o£: subjec.t and redicate ~ with.in. complex 
. .. . 
... • I J , 
0 , I . · ' 4-
to be more si"g.nifica ·t than'· s:entciuice length 
I 0 0 1 ° 
A , • \ ) t . , 
' ' . 
or apptopriateness · .. 
·~ I I 
of . . the ~ubject-no'un ~n ' th'~ ; ·erb: : .. · I~ ! was :also ·found that right 
• . . ~ - . ' .. , f . \ • • :- ,· · . • , · • · · . .• ' · . .• - . . ' . ' 
·. branching. sentenc~s· .w.ere •. mo·re comprehensible th~ the same 
.• .. ' ,i, . . 
. ... .. .. ;' . . .. . - . . . 
sentenc:s ca:r .. ~~ _.ce~ter . e~edded,_ ~upp~rting . ·~Jindi~gs . of 
Foss and Lynch (1969), Lev.in, "et al., (1972), and Wanat (1976). 
·•· . . . '.. ' - ' . 
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The ~ ind~ngs of t:h.e ·uamil ton and Deese ( 1971 t investi-
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'- gation are also congruent ~ith those of· Levin, Pord1 and_ . 
.. , 
.. 
a·eckwit'h ('1 968), who found that hom~graphs were pronounced ·mo·re 
. ·, 
·;~Pfdly . when the preceding w~~d signaled it~ part of speech, for 
I h ~~ II' 
' .example; ·the , they , rather 'than its meaning. · Both 
\1 • • - . - . -- . 0 • 
. ! were more rapid·. than' no context ~all. , •. ,• 
0 
Mehl~r, .Bever, and C~rey· ~967·) . found. that surface 
0 
·· phrase str~c-ture was the linguisti~ally defined level whic~ 
. intera?ted most' strongly with the. visual s~aiming pattern. 
. . 
. :
0 
• • Chllnging the' surface ~phrase structur " f a sentence resulted . in 
'o • • • t . 
· ·. a , larger cha~ge :i'n eye movement changing · ~e voeabulary 
·. l . ' .. 
: ·while . holdi'ng · the · _~:~tructure consta(\t ~ Changing the deep a true.:. 
:\· . l ... . .· :. . . .~. .'·: ' 
• ' 0 
. ' tur.e ·had. a .osmaller·,:effect· than changing the vocabulary. 
: . • ... ~ . - . ~ . r 1 , • 
.' ~· 
.. .-
. . 
0 • 
. .. 
. . ·- P~l~~ .. \~f oambiguous sentences were construgted so as to 
\. 
\ 
.. 
\ 
\ . 
\ . 
1 
~ . 
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.. ' 
: : 1-
• Q, 
. ' 
\ • ~ ~ ~ . . t .' 
be , ~ifferen't ·at the level of surface structure · or dee_p st-ructure 
.only, or different at both leyel13 simultaneously. Each seriterice 
was. · embedd~c:l'_ as the. 1ourt~ o~sent~nce .';of. _ a five sentence ~to;y 
which made ·one interpretfation. more probable; the sentence was 
then pr~sent~d ta forty univ~rsi~y ~tudents. 
. . The following sentences illustrate ·how two a·entences 
J 
• • .. . 0 
can have ·_the same surface structure. but di'fferent deep struc-
' / . 
tures: 
: . 
,-
' ,. ' ~ • • I: 
·(a) The· staring o~o the'· hunters was awful. 
(b) .The staring at the hunters was awful. 
. .. 
Two levels of phrase structure are assigned 
tb ' .each sentence by, the grammar ••• Different 
'surface structure · is· ea~Hy not1ced and 
af~ects stress, pitch, and rhythm •••• Deep . 
structure specifies logical relations words 
and phrases .bear to each other-... actor, action. 
~ .... 
· . 
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object--independently of the actual order of· 
words. (213) 
19 
The researchers'found that, as a rule, the subjects fixated on 
the first half of each immediate constituent of the sentence, 
which 'is .the unit of p~rasal analysis. 
To test the e sequential contextual con-
straints on reading, Miller· and leman (1967) presented varia-· 
tions of the cloze technique to college students reading 
thirty-six reading passages ranging in difficulty from grade one 
·" 
level to technical prose. In one varfation, every. f.ifth word 
., 
was deleted, and•five forms of ' the passage were constructed so 
that the deletions began with the first word, the second word, 
and so on. Thus, the effect of deletions in different parts of 
. . --~ ' ' . ~· ::. .. -
the~~tence could be established. I;n 'a . second . vet,s\~.on, 150 
form~~~the passage were constructed, each having only one word 
deleted. A third version -required subjects. to pro"ceed through 
the passage guessing the next word. After each guess, the-
. \ 
correct word was revealed. · The fi.ndings showed a steady · 
increase in correct -guesses . from the first w9rd of a sentence to 
· ' 
the last, but there was found ~o be little utilizable constraint · 
. . ' 
across sentence boundaries. 
The findings of an oral reading study by Kolers (1970) 
basically agree with this. , Ten to ~hirty word sentences which . 
. . . .... 
· had been geometrically transformed in various ways had c!lause·s 
divided into · fifths for analysis purposes. In all sentences 
except those of fifteen words, the maximum number of errors 
f 
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occurred in the second fifth of a clause, the part of an . 
independent ~lause which cont~in~ parts dealing with verbs •. 
There was a decline in errors after · the seco'nd fifth, showing 
that the more of a grammatical structure a reader had . grasped, 
. the less likely he is to make an error. 
In the Kolers p 970) study, th_e·re was selective 
• patterning of rea~ers' substitution ~rrors. S~venty-five 
... 
percent of the time when errors were made reading nouns,· verbs, 
' and prepositions, other nouns, verbs~ · and prepositions were 
. . ,.; 
.s.ubstituted. Fifty percent' of- the time, errors in the other 
/~ . . 
. . 
fi~e parts· of speech were the same. (By normal odds the figure -. 
would be twelve percent.) 
' 
\ 
Further, adjectives ·were the second most likely 
.. 
substit~te for n\ns. Next· to ~djectives themselves, nouns and 
adverbs were most 'likely to replace adjectives. Nouns were 
. . 
alRiost never replaced by' pronouns, and pronouns, conjune::tions, 
.. ~ 
and articles were hardly ever .~epla!=ed by nouns, cle!irly· demon-
strating readers' subconscious reliance upon syntactic structure. 
. ··- . .., : . . 
Eighty-eight percent of errors were seman~ically_ and. syntactic-
ally acceptable, and only ni~~een ·;percent ~e~e acceptabl~ 
\ ' I \ 
syntactica1ly .but distorted · the\ .f(\eaning .o.f the sentence as a 
'whole. 
\ 
~ ., 
'r 
Sawyer (1'971) tested the hypothesis that: 
.. 
Grammatical structure is a set of . rules 
which facilitates th\ recognition of the 
elements which make up .that structure. (374) 
. , ~ 
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\ 
I 
She exposed legible sentences and those which hadr· been physical-
ly altered to appear blurred; eigh_t degrees o'f bl~r were 
d:eated. It was found that "by plus agent" phras'es .in passive 
sentences were recGgeized under more.blurred conditions than 
ic¢mparable prepositional phrases in active sentences. "By" 
phrases introducing locatives were .more . easily recognized than 
v r 
"by" phrases introducing agents in simple passive sentences. 
Readers· were a_ble to recognize rlght ~beddings under poorer.,.. 
physical ~onditions than left embeddings. 
Weber'~ (1970) study, noted previously, showed both 
' good and poor readers exhibited evidence of using the grammati-
• · 
cal context to facilitate reading. over a six· month period 
I 
·' 
observers record~d portions of. the oral reading of students in 
. . 
two . grade one classes as they performed in their reading g·roups. 
~he · findin9s showed that a h~gh perc~ntage. of .the oral re~ding 
errors in each class, .'ninety-one percent and eighty-eight 
' percent respectiv~ly, were grammatically acceptable to the 
preceding context.~ · This was the case for .both good and poor 
readers. 
' To test the hypothesi~ that the~e is an . inverse 
relation in the use of contextual and stimulus information, a 
\ 
graph,emi~ ~imilarity sc~re was calculated· ~or ·jach grammatical 
and ungrammati~al substitution error. The findings showed the 
mean graphemic . similarity ,' scor~s to _be _ hlghe~ ~hen thetl~stitu­
tion was ungrammatical for ~th gqod and poor .readers. It is 
. .,. 
interesting -to note . that good readers' gra~atical substitution · 
errors had a higher graphemic simi~arity·. acor~ than ~ose of 
I 
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22 
poor readers, indicating that at· the grad~ one level-, at least, 
..... 
~ ~ good readers are better users of ~raphemic information than poor 
readers. 
The high group also aiffered from the low group on the 
measure of the number of corrections on grammatical and ungram-
matical errors. The good readers ignored seventy-three percent 
.of the grammatical errors but only fifteen percent pf those 
· which were not acceptable. The poor readers, however, .over-
looked sixty-five percent of the grammatical errors, a perfor~ 
mance similar to that of the ·high group, but pa~sed over nearly 
an equal nu~ber of syntactica~ly unacceptable errors; 
fifty-eight percent. Web~r ( 1970) concluded that· this compari- · 
son dld n~t necessarily ·indicate that poor. readers were in~ensi-
. . . 
tive to syntactic .violations., but that·. their strategies 'for 
. . .)-
~ . 
locating ungrammatical errors may be inefficient. · 
In contrast to Weber's (1970) findings_, Weinstein and 
,, 
Rabinovitch (1971) found that with I~Q. partialed out,~he 
. · ... 
faci~itative_ effe~t.: _of syntac~~ structure was greater fo.~ good 
readers than poor ones. Twenty-six. good readers :were compared 
, to fifteen poor. readers, all aqed eight to. eleven years, as they 
learned four strings of words, ~wo structured and two unstruc-
tured, and were asked to recal~ them. Good readers learned the 
,structure·d lists in ·fewer- triais than those which were unstruc-
tured, ·and they le.arne~ the structured lists .more rapidly than 
poor ~eaders di~. For poor readers, differences in ·the number 
of trials · required for struetured aAd unstructured material was 
-· 
not s~gnificant. : . 
• 
\ 
• • • • 
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>. 
In two separate experiments the effect ·of knowing .the 
. I 
syntact~ structure of a sentence before reading it was tested 
' . . 
by Wish.er ('1976). When subjects were required to remember a 
sequence of numbers befor~ reading a sentence, it was found that 
when the syntactic struct~re w~s known, the subjects were able 
.. 
t·o devote more effort to rehe-arsing ·the numbers, increasing 
their recall. In the second experiment, subjects were timed as 
tliey. rea'd sentences. When the structure was known, reading 
.times decreased. Wisher (1976) concluded 'that syntax has the 
capacity to·organize text for a reader. 
I 
·,; : .. 
Studies Demonstrating the Importance of .the Verb 
In this present· inv~·sti(]ation, it .was · the~erb. which 
was ma_nipulated. The
11 
following studies illustrate · th~ s~gni.fi-
cance· ot ,the ve·rb in the ~enterice. 
I Several stud~es show the verb to be the most signif i--
cant word in a sent~nce, and therefore the word which provide~ 
: the greatest amount of information for a re.ader. According· to 
CQ.af e ( 1 9 7 0 ) : 
A verb is always present in a sentence 
although it may be deleted before the 
surface structure is reached. The 
nature of the ve.rb determines what ·. the · 
- rest of the sentence will be like: it 
determines what nouns will accompany it 
and how ·they will be semantically 
specified, and what the relations of 
these nouns· to it will be. Inflexiona·l 
units, such as past tense, apply to the 
ve'rb only, not the wb.o!e sentence. Cer-
tain verbs dic\ja ~th~resence . of certain· 
types of noun •• ~ (97) · 
. . 
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Fodor, Garrett, and Bever (1968) found that verb 
complexity, defined in terms of the number of patterns of gram-
~ matical analysis trees a given verb.~lll allow, affects subjects' 
\sentence comprehension. In their first exper:tm.ent, adult 
~-· 
subjects listened .to twel:v~_..prus of sentences and were require~ . 
. ' . ·---··-.../"'~o restate each l:l'l"tbeir own words. Of . ~ach pair, on~ had a 
. . 
\l\ 
'' 
verb which~permitted complement structures and was therefore 
·"'-. ..:_ 
more complex than the other of the pair which had a transitive 
' . 
verb. Sentences having .complelnent verbs permit. a greater : 
variety of . deep stx:ucture configurations than do those with 
' . ..  . .. 
The res,ult's showed ·performance decreased for 
, . . ... . 
... 
those sent~nces containing more cq~plex verbs. " 
. \ 
\ -f 
In ·a se€!ond experiment, adult subjects were. reguired : 
. ' 
. . 
"' I ' ' • ~ 
to form· sen'eenc~s frpm word_s ·typed on i~qividu,al 
. . .. ~ 
fi l e cards. 
. ' Each sentence . had two versions .differing only i .n that, one' had a 
... ,. \ 
m·ain verb which takes botp ·complement . structures and direct 
. . 
objects whilE: the other version had · a transitivJ! ·verb • . Of 
thirty sentences, _tiirteen . showed more ~requent fai.lures to 
complete in their complement versions, four in the non-comple-
' 
·ment versionB and thirteen showed no difference. Of thirty ( . . ' 
. . 
subjects, eighteen made more ·err.ors on complem~nt sentenc~s, six 
showed the reverse effect, and .si; performed equally wel~ 
Heaiy and Miller (1970) had subjects perform .~ 
sentence sorting ta:sk. Sentences - w~tJ{the same ve~b b~t · 
diffecent ~gents were piaced in,. one pile .bY most subjects. 
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·. 
' 
•', In Wanat' ,s (1976) movements and left and 
right embedded s,entence.s, c · ed previously, 'in both types of 
embeddings most fixation. tre was. allocated to the main verbs of 
.,.. 
the sentence. 
f 
Gough (1976) hal proposed tl\at t;he _reading process · . 
• 
consists o! letter-by-letter identification followed by a ·lexi-
cal search for meaning. His "bott·om-up" information processing 
! 
model does no~ permit higher ~rder intellec~ual . ac~ivit~ to · . 
' . 
facilitate letter Qr word recognition. The studies c i ted. here 
--< 
provide ample evidence that readers dO' in 'fact utilize granunati~ 
. . . I 
caf cues and~their linguistic compet~~ce to affect_. their ~ pe~c.ep-
. ......... \. tion arid interpretation of~ the ·visual material. 
. 
Semantic Anticipation • r· 
is not 
Evidence s~pporting se~antic anti~ipation in ~ea~ing 
nearly as abundant as fo'r ·synt~ctic anticipatio~, p1~~bab-
. . . 
·1y because, as B_urke (1976) states, 
• [> 
, Syntax is generated from a finite set . 
\ . •of rules and · structure~. Mean~g 
. ~- ·relationships are infinite and less . 
' predictable. ( 86) 
. ~ --- - : ' 
. ,.. '~ud~~1 dealing with ambiguous . wo,.tds can sh~d light on 
the mechanics of s.emantic prediction, as the · effect of prior 
co.ntext on accessing one meaning 'over another can be tested • 
. 
The're are differing opinions in the li~erature on the mati;er of :. 
cognitive access to meaning's of ambiguous words. While there 
~ . 
are studies which show prior con~ext does not ' bias subject~ 
towards one meaning over another (Con~ad, 1974; Foss and 
II . I . 
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26 
and Jenkins, 1973; Holmes, Arwas :-·mw.. Garrett, 197.7), 1'!\Any 
. 
studies concluded that prior context does lead subjects to 
anticipate one meaning of · ~n ambiguous word over anotper. 
,• 
To explain the ·inconsistent: findings of, the context 
effect on the meaning assigned to ambiguo·us words, Hogaboam and 
Pe.rfe.tti (1975) outlined four models, · rangi_ng from ·the "prior 
~ / . 
decision"· model, which posits : that p·rior . context determines 
whicfi meaning wil~ be accessed, to t .he "orde~·ed seaPch" model at 
..... 
. 
t _he other end of the . SJ?an, in ·whicii"·-~ccess 'to. mult~ple meanin9s 
·. ·.occurs in a fixed order : ~egardless· "of the context in wl\ich the 
__, . . 
.. 
ambiguous word is found. 
. . 
The. findings of the 'studies cited below ·offer substS:n-
-~ial. evidence -in support of 'the former !l'odel ~ \ 
· S~inney,. and Hakes (1976) found context placed s~lec-
. . .I . 
/ 
tive constraints upon information accessed for ambiguous words., , 
? ' . . . . 
• 0 .. . • • . .. • 
b~t only certain~possible typeg of disambiguating .prior contexts 
produced ~ prior effect. 
p~i;s, s~e ~f which were 
Subjects listened to seventy sen~ce 
' D 
' 
ambiguous. Each pair was prece~·ed ·by· 
~ ... . ~ ~ 
dist~nt disambiguating context, an immediate disambiguating 
. . 
. fl • . 
conte~t, or n~ disambiguating pontext At .all. · For each pair, 
subjects were asked_ to press a button when they heard. ~ word 
... . . 
beginning with· a specified phoneme. The results showed· that· 
reaction times ~ere lon?er for ambiguous s~nten~ than _ ..for 
non-'IIDlbiguous sentences when there vas no · dis,ambig~ 
context. For immediate and distant context conditions, reaction . 
• 
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27 
times were not significantly longer for th~ ambiguous pairs than 
· for. the con~rol pairs. 
In ~n experiment by Schuberth and · Eimas (1977), 
observers-classified le~er strings as words or non-words under 
. ' 
three conditions: the target stimulus alone presented, the 
target .preceded by an ·incomplete sentence, and the target 
preceded by a string of four spelled~out digits. 'The targets 
were either semantically congruous or incongruous with the-
. ; . ' 
/-' , 
in~omplete sentence. Non-word targets were either pronounceable 
or non-prc(nounceable. ·.It was found. that s~nte.nce ' contexts 
. 
facilitated classif.ication of both pronounceable ·and 
~on-pronounceable congruous ~ords, but interfered with the 
classJ.fication of ·incongruous words. Digits interfered equally. 
In ·a study ·by Schva~veldt, ·Meyer, and Becker (1976)·, 
, . . 
· subjects had to decide whether sele~te; strings of letters were 
English words. ' When the first and third worq.·s related ·to the 
same mea·ning of the second word in the trio, for example, sa\1e -
bank- money, the reac~on time to . recognize the third word 
~ decreased. When the first and third words related to different 
meanings of the . second word (for ex~ple, river -bank -money) 
' ~ 
reaction times did not differ f .rom a control sequence with _,. . 
• 
unre\ated words. In a · sec~nd similar expe.riment, semantic 
I . . . 
cont~xt was found to influence recognition of ambiguous words. 
· Ail experiment by Meyer and Schvaneveldt ( 1.971) showed 
{j 
fihat recognizing ,the meaning of· O!le word ·facilitated. recognition 
' .. . 
of the second word of a pair. Forty-eight pairs of ~ssociated 
.• 
;. 
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28 
. . 
words, for example, bread - butter, forty-eight pairs of unasso-
' ~ • I ' < 
elated words, forty-eig~t pairs of non,;,words, and ni'.nety-:six ·' 
-. 
pairs involving a ' 'word and a non-word were pre~ented to , subjects 
who pressed a "yes" key if botn·letter strings were words, and a 
t 
- •no" key if they were not. It was found that the "yes• 
. responses were significantly faster for. pairs · of·as~ociated 
. ~ 
· words. 
' ·J • In a second experiment, su~jec~s pressed ~ •same•· key 
if'two letter strings were both words· or both non-words: ··samf 
.. 
. 
i • I • 
responses were s1.gnificantly fast:er· for . pairs. of. wpr.ds. 
. . . 
, I 
.Morton ( 1964) tested· the effects of context in an 
•' . 
experiment.~iliz.i.ng a: tachistoscope. • 1 Words were flashed with 
. . . '· 
.either an incomplete s~ntence ·or a row of X' s is f,ront of the~. ,. ,· 
Exposure time was increased by 11 .'54 ~sec:. to ·a · criter~on of t~6 ·' 
successive correct responses. Followin'g o~e correct response, 
' . . 
.f ' ' expos\,lre t .ime was kept the . same. There were three conditions1 · 
'j high probabilitr context, . low p~obabili~y c?ntext, and no con-
. , 
. ' 
text. 
, . 
I .... , "• 
Res·ults showed that the threshold under the high ,. ' . 
. . . 
probability context condition was significantiy lower than ,un~er· 
. ·.the low probabi:J.ity condi-tion, while both con.~ext conditions had . 
' , . . . ' .. 
. . a: nighly signficant effect .. ~omp\red with ·. the control conditi.on. , 
. . ' , .. . . i 
Further, whef errors were· made under the two context 'conditions, 
, . 
!there was a bias toward giving as an incorrect response a word 
more probable in the context than the stimulus 'word • 
The effect ·of familiarity on reading rate .wa~ . tested. 
bf Pierce and Karlin · (1957) .• Subjects of at l.eas~ high· school ( \ 
., . 
. \ 
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' Q .· . 
education read aloud as fast· as they could cyped lists .of words 
' ~ 
chosen ,at random from a given vo~abula~1- It was found that ·'the· • 
.. 
sbo ·most· familiar trisyllable words were. read as· rap1dly, ·as the 
,. ' . 
least familiar one syllable words/· · · 
~ . . 
' ' 
.. 
In a separate exper_iment the word Lists prepare.d. l<:ep~ 
,· ,. ' 
length and familiarity constant for .a giv·en list. , Words we.re 
~ 
chosen from a list. of 20,0QO most freq.uently encountered-~...,wo.~ds. • . 
.Reading rates w;re me~s~red -- ~or. : (~i) th~ tl\ou~·a~:most fami·l;al;'<~~ 
,. . . . . . . . .. :'l l • 
words, (b! the ninth to ten\h : t~ousand "mpst ·fa7iliar, . ~nd (c).-~ ·, 
the' nineteenth t.o twentietl.thousand most familiar. : Tke~e . was 
. A.;_· • • ' .. . 
~ -
. •' 
. . ··~ ~ 
...... 
' 
' l 
1 . 
, · . 
.• .; 
' . 
. 
' .. 
. found to be a ·consistency among· readers as. to the relative .. ·/ 
' ;1 
'" 
.. · ... · 
effect of .leng~h and · fainil.iar i ty. • • t ,. 
. • . . . I. ' • 
. ~ . 
In -yet another . . expet'iment by Pierce !and·. Karlin · (1957 )', · 
' 
'· 
read'ing. rates for random.ized lists': of ~ight nonsense· .wo·rds ·· ·· 
' ' .  
·I 
' '. 
. . ' 
· averagi~ 1. 5 syllabl~s per: word,. for ex~ple ,' •,j.evhiii,' - ~nd· · ·· 
. - . ' : ~ : 
'tosp,' which were neces~arily u~familia! when firs~ encoun- , 
' . . ~ 
·, . • : ; - C) • • ~ • 
tered, incneas~d as the re~ders became ·m~re familia~· wit~ _ 'the , • • 
. . . -
w~rds from suc~essfve reaal'hgs,. until the r'ates approaehed tho.si . · ..  
I . 
of the .first; experime~t:. 1f . , ... . .. 
. . Bi_e:iller <j 977) . tested ~e._ effect .. of conte·xt ·on re~- · 
• . · ing rate in an .exper_i.ment usf~g ~hil~en from fap.es twp :to six 
I and adults' wpo were college ; g~aduates • .. The slbje~~~ were ' toll 
.. 
to read as quickly. as possib~~two. ~asa( rea.de~ - pa~sage·s, two I .. 
• ' .· f., • 
·~ . . . 
fifty word lists S'e:lected,J=~m t~e .pas.sages,. and two fifty 
' • 1 
letter lists. 
. ~: 
~ I 
He f-ound ~.at~ . (.a) 'the time r~~uired to identify . , 
letters, words, · ~nd wcn;d~ . ~n · ~co~text was• $-educed as chil~ren go~ 
• ' . 
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' 
... ' 
old.er, · (.b) less time w~s required to identify words in context 
• 
than words OUt •Of context or letters, and (c) younger children 
I 
1. took longer to read simple words out of . conte~d~ than letters, 
·.'.·while olde-r children took about the same time to identify either 
letters or words'. Biemiller concluded that most childre·n and 
adults requi,re less time, as measured in mean seconds per unit, 
' ' . 
· to read text than they do to read words. 
' .  
. , 
Carey, Harste, and Stnith ( 1981) tested ,the effect of • 
·. context as vwo groups of students read two ambiguous pa~sages. 
.. . ' . 
- .For the first passage, the ·dominant interpretatiol'\ wa's a convict I 
'I' 1, . . • .; 
.... • ' • • • ' ~ ... , t 
"" . planning an• .. es.cape f.,.rom prison but a non-ci<?.~inant . inte'rpretation 
~ ~ 
. .., 
• 
of a wrestler trying to break a hold was also'· reasonable~ Pqr 
. " . . . ~ 
. .. 
"t!)e secon~ passage the dominant• interpretation was of. friends· ·· 
> 
getting together to play cards.'- and . the non-:dominant -interpreta-
tiOn wia of a ~~rsal .: f~~ ; woOdwind ensemble'. 
Tl'ie subjects read the passages, took a :vocabulacy' 
test, were l!sJ(~d for,.a fr~e recall o~"' the second passage, then • 
. . ~ '" "' ·' ' ,--· 
took a multiple choice. 'test. for bo.th passages. Different music '· 
and physical educ~tion majors were tested in t~o se~tings: a 
'" physical educati.on or music c:IrAss, or a neutral class, English~ 
.. 
. . 
.for example. The experimenters~ con6luded. that:· 
. \ 
••• reading is· a socially ·dete·rmined 
phenom~non ••• language and, language \ 
.learning a.;e fundamentally;. social as 
well as -cognitive encounters ~ith 
m~aning. · . (2 1) • \ 
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Students' background was found to be a much better predictor of 
passage interpretation in the more constrained environments ' than 
in the neutral ones. 
_Tulvlng and Gold (1963) found that increasing th~ 
length of .congruous· context facilitated tachistoscopic identifi-
' 
cation of words, while increasing the length of incongruous con-
: . 
text interfered. Subjects were required to read sentence~ 
c~mple_tingf them wit~ a tachistscopic~lly prese~ted con~ruous or 
inc~g~uous- word. . Th4l e·xp~r~menters concluded that. it was the f 
. amount of · reievan~ information in the context wtich was impor~ 
. . 
~ant, that the ~ou~o-f ~timulus in~or~ati~n needea ~as ~n 
inverse function of the amount of ~~avaiiable from 
. " . . . 
- \ 
other sourc·es, r ~he same ~1=l_uslon reached by Weber ( 1 9 70), 
using a different investigative technique several years later. 
~ • ' • ~ •. I 
Studies Showing Reading Behavior 
to be Adult-Like by Fourth Grade 
., 
This investigation used grade four subjec~s on~y, but 
as several experiments have shown that reading behavior is . 
\ . ' 
adult-like by th'is age, gen~ral inference's about reading.ft\ay be 
drawn. from the re~lts.· 
- . \ . 
. . ·: Levira ar:'d 'Turner ( 196~) in an BVS ex~eriment using t 
.·gr,ades two, four', six\ eight, tori,. and adult{.' fOund the BVS to 
be longest on three wor~hras~s · except for ~rade twos. 
( . , Biemille~ I 1977)! i!' an experimen~ using ~hlldren: in 
,..erades two to sfx, found younger children took longer to read 
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• 
simple w~ds out of context than letters, while older children 
·took about the same time to identify either letters or words. 
Taylor and Frankenpohl (1960) found that even the 
. 
fastest reader is limited to about four fixations per second, , 
whi~h !s the rate achieved by f~~rth graders • . { 
Resnick ( 1970), in an EVS ·study using grades three, 
five, college students, and college students reading upside-down 
9 
material, found p~rformance~proved from grade th~ee to 
----college, .but college students rea.ding _;upside-do'!~ words . 
performe~ at the ,level of the gr_a.de ·.thre~s. When they O'!ercame . 
• 
the perceptual problem&, they did use their knowledge~ syntax, 
unlike the grade threes. 
~ . · Tinker (1965) f~und eye movements become m;re . 
- adult-like at fourth grade,· and that the BVS is the · same for 
second graders regardle$s of phrase length,, but fo; fiu~ 
.graders and older subjects, 'the .. BVS was longer 'for three ' word 
\ . 
p~rases than for two or four word phrases. 
Levin and Cohn '1968), in an BVS study of _grades two, 
four, nine, ~nd eleven, found older children had a longer BVS r . 
and by fourth grade -children were able to use.grammatical struc-
~ture. 
Summary 
In summary, there is ample evidence that readers· 
utilize syntacti.c and semantic information to· facilitate read-
, I 
ing. Specifically, j~e st~dies-cited show: 
.. -
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on reading (Ep~in, 1967; Levin and Turner, 19701 _Wisqer, · \ ' -1976). ' 
:2\. Both good and poor readers utilize syntactic constraints 
( We be r , 1 9 7 0 ) • 
3. Good readers make greater use of syntactic information than 
poor readers (Levin and Cohn, 1968~ Levin and Turner, 1966~ 
.. , • ~ 
Weinstein and Rabinovitch, 1971). 
.. 
4. Syntactic structure influences the reading beha~ior of older 
readers more than younger ones (Levin and Cohn, 1968: Levin and 
,. 
Turner, 1966; -Levin and Turner, 1970; Resnick, 1970). 
.. 5. ·Complex gx-ammatical constructions impede reading fluency 
i ' • I ' 
·• 
while -more syntactically constrained material, for example, 
passive sentences and those having a clause following the main_ 
verb; has the eff'ect. of increasing fluenoy 'or. comprehensibility 
(Brown and Miron, 1971; Fodor, Sever, and carey, 1968; Foss an~ 
. ~ 
Lynch, 1969; Bamilto~ and Deese, 1971; Levin, Grossman, Kaplan, 
. 
and Yang, 1972; Levip and Kaplan, 1968; Levin and Turner, 1966; 
Sawyer, 1971; Wan'at, 1976). 
6. ·The effect of the syntactic context increases through the 
length of the. sentence ('Kolers, 19.70; Levin, et al., 1972; 
\ . 
M~ler ana Coleman, 1967) • 
. ' . - . 
· 1. Syntactic context . exerts more influence · than· .semantic con:-
. ·. 
. 1 
' ; . 
I text (Cooper, .. 1974; Hamilton and Deese, 1971: Real;y-an.:l-d-MM+i:t-llheC1r1tr--,- -------:--
. 
\ 1970J Levin, Ford,. and Beckwith, 1970). 
• \ , 
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a. Surface structure orga~iation has a greater effect on read-
' ing than 4eep structure (Brown and Miron, 1971; Foss and Lynch, 
1969; Mehler, Bever, and ~arey, 1967). 
.; 
' 9. The ver~ is the most significant word in the sentence 
I I 
(Chafe, _ 1?-~0i Fodor, Gar.rett, and Bever., "1968; Healy and . Miller, 
/ 
1970; Wanat, 1976). 
· · 10. Prior semantic context ha~ a priming or disambiguating 
ef.fect ( Biemiller, 1977; Care·y, Barste, and Smith, · 1981; Morton, 
1964; Schuberth and Eimas, 1977;· .schvaneveldt, Meyer, and 
/ : . . ·~ . . '. 
. I . · . . 
Becke~r, 19'76· S~~nnet ·and Bakes, ·1976; Tulving and 9old, 1963}. 
11. rd miliarity in9reases reading speed (Pierce a9d . 
Karlin, 957). ·. 
" 12., ·Reading benaviour has adult~like characteristics by fourth 
l 
_grade (B.iemiller, 1977fo L~vin a~d Cohn; 1968; .Leviqd Turner, 
1966, . Resnick, 1970, Taylor and -Frankenpohl,. 1960, Tinker, 
1965). 
• Chapter three wil1 describe the manner in.which . th-is ... 
investigation ~ealt with the question of ·whel;her contextual . 
information is of sufficient strength to allow good. and poor 
reading compreheriders to utilize a _prediction strategy to 
facilitate word identification. 
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Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY 
!ntroduct1on 
According to psycholinguistic theory, reading behav-
. . 
iour is governed by cognitive processes~ Obviously, at some 
pqint perception ~ at least some letters, words, o~ their 
distinctive features is essential to comprehension,_but the 
proficient reader ~requires a minimal amount of graphemic and 
. . 
phone'mi~ info.rmation to recognize 1!'7ords. He · is able to 
integrate informatiqn from several sources to produce a hypothe-
sis about the identity of an upcoming word, a hypothesis . whibh 
· is either · ac~epted as the reader proceeds ~ through the sentence, 
' . ' ' ' • 
or, because of encountering unsuppor.ting cues, is rejected~ 
causing an eye regressi~n, . or, less likely, progression in order 
to reassess the context. 
The English la~guage is highly redu~dant. ''lo(1r exam-
ple, plu.rality can be indicated through a marker on a noun; use -... 
of a num~er-bearing determiner, a plural marker on a verb,_or 
use of specific vocabulary. Similarly, tense, mood, and 
sentence type (declarative, imper«t~e, interroga~ive) can · qe 
and usually are den~ted by several indicators. Certain nouns 
.are often ~ed with .a .specific class of v~rbs, adjectives are 
' . usually associated with compatible nouns, and verbs require use 
. . 
. . 
of suitable nouns, for example, the subject of "dine" cannot be 
. J . 
·~ 
inanimate. I~ addition, English ~s based upon rules which /_,.--
/ 
govern word ' order, phrase placement, and use of inflexions. · 
' . . 
'l'hese and other factors all combine 'to form what 
•· ~ 
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linguists c~ll the grammar of the language. Evidence illustra-
• 
ting children's creat.iye, non-imitative use of language indi-
cates that language is·not ~e~rned merely through imitation of 
adult speech. .Rath~r, languag~· development· see.ms to follow a 
pattern which appears to be innate. While granunars v.ary for 
' . ,............. ' . \ 
different languages~ there . likely- exists an underlying p'reqispo-
. . \ .. J' .. 
sition to discover and use language structure. " · 
' 
·. This is essentially the view of ·Chomsky (~957, J965, 
·  . 1970), the linguist who deve~oped the model of granunar upon 
which the psycholinguistic reading theory is based. 
( 1970). states·: 
" As Lyons 
Chomsky's assumption that certain formal 
prineiples of granunar ar~ innate is · 
,intended to account for two probleltls · . 
simultaneously: (~) the universali~y o~ 
the principles on the as~umpti~~~ that they, 
• " ~-, are in fact found to be. ·universal and, 
( ii) .the child • s aflccess in constructing 
the grammar of his language on the basis 
of the · utterapce~e hears around'him. 
It ·is the second -of these questions that 
Chomsky regards as the -more important . 
{'the language is ~reinvented• each time 
it is learned, · and the empirical problem 
to ·be faced by the. theory of learning is 
/ ~ow this invention of gra.mmar can take 
, , / . place • ) • ( 112 ~ · . \ . 
. // · Th':' reader, ·~ent faces the reading task wi1!h ali the 
. / experience of his oral lan~uage, 'the perhaps unarticulated but 
~ ~ nevertheless fir~y rooted knowledge ' of grammar, semantic input 
' 
i• 
! ' 
; ' 
~ 
~: 
! 
. ~ 
· from his life ~xperiences, and a m-ind capable of perce.iving, 
' organ!zing-~a.tan'c:Hng, ana evaluatipg incoming information. 
In · fact, ac~ording to this m_odel, information about the materia-l; 
being read .is as mu.ch .outgoing as it is incoming. 
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The reader's cognitive activity permits him- to select 
an absolute m'inimum amount of graphemic information. Although 
. . 
only four to six letter~ may be fr\ focus during an eye fixation 
(M~Conk1e and Rayner, 1976a), shapes. and spaces in the peripher-
' • T/ 
al field can pr~_vlde valuable information ·about wo~d shape and 
l~ngth, reducing the al.ternatives from which the reader must 
make a choice. 
MateriaL which is difficult or· which relate.s. to . · 
. ' 
unfamiliar_ concepts and experiences will -necessitate the reader's 
. . . ' " ' . . 
gleaning more stimulus related informat~o~-tn · order to decode 
· and ·subsequentl'y attempt to understand, whereas material which ' . . . - . ' 
is more compatibie to the-- reader's background can actually. be · 
. ' .: . , . 
decoded with the ·aid of comprehension. The proficlent reader~ 
' 
able to make st~ong predictions before encountering a word • 
._' .. 
Statement of the Problem • 
• 
This investigation was based upon the question of 
I I 
whether b~th good and poor read~ng comprehenders utilize a 
J, 
. . . 
prediction strategy, grounded in an awareness of the semantic 
. -and .syntactic structure of the reading material, to facilitate 
word recognition. 
.High and low reading comprehenders, ·who were all of 
average wor~ ~ecognition ability, ·wer.,. asked to read orally a -· 
. . \1 . IIIII" 
set of forty.:.five sentences, .thirty of which had . h_ad the verbs 
.ch.anged to alter their .nteanlng, _syntax:~ ot both. It was · 
expected that high comprehenders would overlook the 'deliberately 
- 0 
inserted errors, substituting gramm,tically: .~ccep~~b~e 
. . • I 
al te rnati ve·s. 
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., 
. I 
Theoretical Framework and Research Design 
• The Isakson and Miller { 1976') study is of 
interest to this investigation. 'It was designed to 
..-...... . 
particular~~~ 
I 
provide 
~u~or--,for a 
·c -,(r"omer ( 1970) 
.. 
conceptualization of reading failure described by 
.. 
in which poor reade'rs are classified as being ,. 
either.of the ~deficit" or "different" type. "Deficit" readers' 
poor vocabulary and word identification skills were thought tc:> 
. ' . " . 
be the source of thej.r. reading difficuity, while. "different" . 
.. 
readers have adequate word recognition 
. . ' 
skills but fall to• 
" 
.. 
· com~rehend _ what .tre~~e~d. 
Studie_,t su~ortive of Cromer.' s posibion that compre-
hension difficulty can be the resu_lt of poor word recognition 
' 
ability or a failure to integrat~ word me~nings were criticized 
because thJy failed to control for · t~~ word recognition level of 
the subjects. Thus, the Isakson and Miller (1976) study was 
designed t9 test f~r- the relationship between sen~itivity to · 
s~mantic' and .sth~actic cues a~d comprehension ability without 
the 'interference . of varying word recognition abilities. 
Because the good comprehenders made ~n ~ncreasing 
! • • 
number of errors as the s~verity of the disruptions ·increased 
t 
while· the nUll\ber of errors: of the low comprehend_ers was not 
•· . 
affected by sentence· type, Isakson and Miller concluded ~hat 
·. . ' . .. ... 
good _ readers were more sensitive to linguistic cue:s, ·dd 
utilized sem'antic: and syntactic informa_tit;m to integrate the 
meanings of indi.vidual words. Poor . rea~ers were seen to ign~re 
lingulst ic cues and treat words in isolation. This finding i s 
contr~dicted by several . atudies ·which show both good and poor 
., 
' 
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_readers rely on linguistic knowledge to facilitate reading 
(Allington and Fleming, 1978; Allington·,and·strangel 1968b;., 
Cio£ £ i, 1982; Hutsdn et al. ; 19 Oo; Mer f.u, Sperber, anrl 
... . 
McCauley, 1980; Schvaneveldt1 Ackerman, and Semlear, 1977; 
Schwartz and Stanovich, · 198f; and Weber, 197~}.; • 
. ~he fact that the Isakson and Miller ( 1976) study -did 
not arise f'rom the psycholinguistic school of thought,· but 
rather · came about .as a means of defi~;ing two ~istlnct types. of 
reading failure, probably explai.ns w/:y a secondary analysis. 
\ 
performed on their work was not considered in their hypot~esis . 
··or discussion. If, in f"act, good readers are more sensitive to 
~emantic and · syn.tactic cues, acco_rdin) to psycholinguistic 
theory, they should make predictic:>ns based on· £1\ei.r linguilftic 
knowledge and experience, and ·th·eir ·processing of the· sentence-
' ~ . . 
at hand. If th~ readec.s I expectations about upcomi'ng words had 
sufficient strength, the go.od readers . should have been more 
" 
likely to overlook an incongruous word, ma~ing a substitution. 
more in line with their p·redictions. 
H<?wever, the f~ndings' of the Isakson ~nd Miller ( 1976) 
st.udy appear, to be contra'dictory. The good readers made . an· 
., ' . 
increasing number of errors · across sentence type, indicating 
' their su~rior sensi~ivity to violations · of linguistic rules, 
but when; the two gr_oups were compared . on the numbet of . erro:s 
made' on each sentence type, it. was the :tow readers ~ho made· 
~ ' ( . 
significantly more errors on semantic~lly violated sentences · 
than th~ good readers. If' the low comprehenders . treated ~ords 
' 
as individual ' entities, as the authors claim,, t.ney should have 
.\ . i 
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' been expected to notice the disrupted words and 
I 
verbatim. I~ poor readers can be characterized 
read t~em 
as not being\. 
I 
I 
j 
able to integrate tl1~ meaning. of individual words, the incongi:u-
\ 
ous nature of the insertions .should' not have created any partie.; '·. 
ular- difficulty for them. 
• • By th~ s~me reasoning, low corn~ehenders could have 
been expected to rn~ke fewer errors on the doubly violated 
. I 
sentences than the high cornprehenders, but the (esu~ts showed 
· there was no diflf.e.rence between the . groups on this m~asure. As 
~1 the s~bjects were s~lected t~ have average word · recog~i:_i~n , . 
ability, it is . curious that poor readers· made more errors than 
~ .. • ~ . - l':o . i) 0 0 • J ' · 
. ' . ~ 
good readers .on the · normal sentences. These comparisons were 
not seen by Isakson and Miller (1976) to provide a measpre of 
sensitivity to semantic and synta~tic cues, and the findings 
were not explained or discussed. 
' 
• 
The present investigation was . des.igned to test for 
.......... l· 
predictive behaviour- using an improved version of the ·Isakson 
• and iiutr c1976l model. Several aspects of the studies were 
· .simi.lar \in f.he following ways: 1) both used grade four· subjects~ 
• 
I . . / .. 
2) word re~ognit~on scores from standardized tests were used to 
\'(· 0 0 ~ 
categorize students as ~average if their score was within +.5 
fill - ' 
years of grade placementi 3} subjects were classified' as high · 
. 
comprehenaers lf their scores on a comprehension subtest ~ere .5 
years .or. more above grade level · or low comprehenders if. their · 
scores were .5 years or more below grade level; and, 4) iri both 
studies words were manipulated 'at the verb position; 
This investigation, however, used sixty subjects 
,, 
.I 
--- ---- ......... - .. .. -------..--- ---
I 
i 
I 
I 
\ 
• 
t 
I' 
t 
.. 
• 
compared· to forty-eignt in the original, had fifteen sentence 
trios com~ed to twelve~ and required subjects to read 
forty-five sentences, compared to twelve. Sentftnces were 
9 
selected from the evaluation manuals accompanying the reading 
41 
series in use in the schools from which the subj~s were drawn, 
.... . . 
to be , related to the so that the reading mat~rial was likely 
. . l 
subjects' reading experience. In the•original study, the 
sentences were artificially created. Each was .exactly thir~n 
words in length, written to be rated as grade four level 
. j 
material according .to a readability formul~, and each of the 
' words manipulated was chosen to be approximately 'equal,J-n. · 
frequency of occurrence. The resultingt constructions were l ess 
likely to be representative of typical reading material. 
Each subject ~n the Isak~on and Miller\(1976) st~dy 
read only one sentence from ·each group of three, ~onsisting of 
the normal version, and two vJolated variations, whereas 
subjects in this study read all fifteen normal sentences as well 
• a~ two violated versions of· each one. The Is~yon · and Mi.lle.r 
. ( 1976) subjects were not vulnerable to having their reading of 
.disrupted sentences affected by ~hav:ing seen/ in some cases, 
, . . 
1 the unaltered form first ~· hut the study was then not able to 
compare subjects' reaction to normal and violated versions of 
t. 
the same sentence. : ~l 
. 
u • 
The~sakson and ~Miller ( 1976) study was designed so 
--
• 
- ----·--
that for each normal sentence .two viol ated · forms were constr uct- \ 
* ed, ·a semantica~ly vi~lat.~d v~~·s~'on and a semantically pl~s 1 
- 'syntactically violated version. In •each 9ase' the word changes 
. . 
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were made only at the ver~ position. This present investiga-
t.ion, althouqh oriqinally based on the · Isakson ,.nd Mi er ( 1976) 
" . design, combined the two groups of· violated sentences for the 
~ 
analysis and discussion. 
\ I 
For Isakson and Miller ( 1916J, substitutio.n of a 
\ 
transitiv_e (or intransi_tive) verb for anoth~r constit t~~j_·a 
semantic chang~ whereas substitutjon of a transitive r~ a~ 
intransitive vi rb (or vice versa). constituted both a - ~em ~ic\ 
. r ' ~ 
- • I 
and a syntactic alteration. ~ 
In this investigation it ·was discover~d tha 
the verbs in the no~;mal . and violated s~ntenc'es-: 1 could aye 
• trapsit1ve and an i:ntransitive sen!Je. Thus, .. ~he.~ a wo~~ 
substitution wa~ made there was always .a Gpange in meaning but 
. .• . . . \ 
often there was also a change in the syntax ·of. a sentence when 
. , . . . '\ . 
only a semantic difference w~s des,ired.- _ _ i · 
· Combining the two groups of viplated sentences _was 
, ' 
possible because of the high correlatl?n (r=.75) _found t exis 
' between semantic and syntactic var i,ab~es (Beebe,· 19 81, 109). 
~his rel~tionship was borne out by . the factor - analysis co 
. . ) 
in this investigation an- the variables semantic acceptabi 
and syntactic acceptability of subjects• substitution err rs. 
,. .· 
In fact, the correlation coefficient was almost identical 
/ 
,....- . 
(r=.?Sr from Table 5)•~ - ' 
. ;.,../' 
· This inv~stigation, based on psycho~inguistic t eory, 
I 
looked for .fur'ther evidence of good readers • reliance on 
tic and syntactic dues. The substitution drrors ~of each roup 
1 
,were compared on measures of semantic and syntactic acce 
. 
ity, and gr.aphem.ic' and phonemic si~ilarity to' _the target words. " 
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4 
The number of corrections of ·b~h gramm~tical and u~gra~atlc~~ 
. ~ 
substitution errors made by e'ach ·.g~oup .wi:!re d\,s_cus~ed. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 01: There will be no difference in t;he . performance. 
r 1 • 
of high and low compr~hende'r·s re~ding. unvi~lated _fien-
tences. 
0 
• • q 
,~ 
I 
. . 
. Hypothesis 02: High compre~enders 'llili make mor-e errors ~~ 
~enten~~s. r . J..ow comprehenders on v i'olated 
) 
Hyp'othesis o·3: · High ~mprehenders 
. . 
... ~ f 
' ' ~ 
will make . mor~errors on 
, tl' ~ 
~ 
viofated sente~ces thlln on those which have not been 
" 
alteredoo . . " 
.-
.. ~ . 
' ~ 
Typ~ aff.ec1( the " ' I 0 .. gypothesia 04: of ' sent~nce will not DUIJlber of .... 
. ~ . 
errors made · ~y low comprehenders. A o ~ \ 
Hypothesis OS: .·High ~rehenders r substi tutiori errors wi ll 
bear a lower degre'e of grapheq\ic and' phonemic 'similarity to 
,-
. . 
. the targS.t words tha~ those of . . low comgrehenders•. : 
* • ~ 
. Hypothe-sis 06: High comprehenders ' 1 errors .will be. semantical Ly 
-' ' . ,. • .. " .t : ' ·. '', ' ' ... I ' ' 
•and syntactical!~ acceptable in the. ·context . of ·the rest of 
. . . . .-
the sen~ence where~& ·those of .low comprehenders will not. 
· ~ . . . . '' 
Hypothes~s 0 7,: . . As the·.,level of. difficulty 'increases, high 
' comprel;lende .. tj '. substit.ution :·errors wil~-. reveal ru: increas-: 
ing dependence upon graphemic ·and . phonemic. cues, and a 
.· . ' . 
• i •• · · " • • , • • 
,. ·corresponding ·.decre'asi~g re.litince up_on semantic an~ . synta9-
. • 
tic information. 
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·Hypothesis 08: : As the level of difficulty increases, ~th high 
~ .. 
· and low ·comprehenders will make increasingly fewer errors 
~ . 
on violated sentences~. 
Hypothesis 09: High comprehenders will correct a h~gher· proper-
tic~ of ungrammatical 'errors .than .will low. comprehe~ders: • 
. . 
Hypothesis 10: High compr~henders who read ·ad inserted anomaly 
verbatim will be more likely than low 
change other words in the sentence in 
it meaningf~l. t 
' 
.. 
.. 
b. 
Methods and .Procedures 
comprehender§ to 
I 
an~render 
The sentences were selected~rom the fir~t stories of a 
each Evaluation Manual of the Nelson Readi~g Program at ~he 
~hi~d, f~urth, and fifth . ~rade l~~el. Five sentences were 
" . ch~ at· ·evenly spaced p~s~tions throughout ~ach story, and 
-~ three versions presented .to the subjects:. the correct form and 
t'!.o versions . in whic;:h ~h-e verb was replaced ·by' a wor~ which 
, ' . ·. . .· 
altere~ ei teer the ~~ing of the sentence, o·r 'the mean~ng and 
syntax simultaneously. 
. .. 
: Bach su~ject was asked to read a total of forty-five 
sentences, arranged so that no two sentences from any one group 
or from• any one s'electi~n were pres.ented ·consecutively. 
t ' ~ 
Subjects were selected from the population of grade\ 
0 
four classes of schools admiQistered by the Avalon Conaolid~ted . 
Scho?j Board, St. John's, Newfoundland, whic~ ·had given the 
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test in the spring of 1981: ten 
' ' . 
·elementary schools in ;otal. 
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All ·subjects were within ±·5 years of grade placement 
on the vocabulary ,section. of the Gates.-MacGinitie test at the 
time of testing. Those comprising the high comprehender group 
. . : . ,.. . 
scored .s years· or more aoove· grade level on compre~ension at 
\.' the t .ime. of testing, while tliose .comprising/he low . comlj><ehen~er • 
·\)group sc'Ored • 5 years or more be,low gra~e le:l· As the 
• 
subjects were a~l rated as average on word recogn~tion, i~abili­
ty•to read the- words fn .the target position should not have been 
~ 
a source of ~rror. 
I ' 0 
Of seventy-two students who fit the high. group crite-
ria, thi,ty were selected at random, while of the total of 
thirty:-one ·students .who _fit the low .. group criteria, one was · 
• 
chosen at random .to be deleted. Thus, .there were thirili sub-
·.· jects in each group. 
·'· The ~ubjects were glve'n three warm-up sentences, then 
~ere asked to read .each of the . forty-five ~xperim~ntal sen-
• 
ences, each typed on a five by eight inch file car~. The 
. 
I 
students were instructed that: th~y had been selected to 
participate in a reading experiment~ their in.dividual' identities . 
i 
( 
were to rema.~n confidential and were· to be destroyed once the 
.. 
data had been compiled; their rea~ing would be tape recorded as 
a safeguard; ·the experimenter would be making notes duri~g the 
session; no. assist.ance would be offered J they were ·to read as 
11 • 
well as . they couldJ a.nd .they co.uld . have as much time as they. 
required., 
All testing took p~~e ind;..vidually 'in a .. ~uiet, 
, 
private setting within each school. • 
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'It L.. 
Instruments 
1. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test 
.. . 
- The Gate,MacGinitie Reading Test was used to sc-reen 
., 
subjects and c~tegorize them as high or low comprehenders. 
Information from this test was used for two reasons. Firstly, 
it ptovided subtest scores for reading comprehension and word 
recognition so that on the basis of these two scores .subjects 
could easily be rated as a\'erage in word recognition if they 
. . 
scored within a half year. of grade level, low in comprehension 
\ if their comprehensipn score was a half year or more below grade 
. 
level,. or pigh imcomprehension· if their comprehenslon score ·was 
a half year or more above grade ·level. 
Secondly, as very few st~dents in any , one . class fit 
,• ' 
the criteria, quite a large 'number ~f classes had t~ be 'tested. 
For practical reasons, it was more feasible to screen subjects 
on the basis of a test which had already been administered in 
several schools than for the investigator to car~y out a test 
which would provide the same information .... 
2. The Set of Forty-five Sentences · 
G 
Bach level of the Nelson Reading Series currently ~ 
use in the schools administer~d by \he Avalon Consolid.ated .. . 
School Board is accompanied by an !valuation Manual containing It 
four reading selections. .The sentences used in this study were. 
chosen from the first~tory of ·three .of thea• manuals so the ;. . ' ' 
style would be familiar to the subjects. Levels three, four, 
/"' 
and five were chosen so that ~h subject would be p~sented 
with material above, · below, and lt ·grade level. ' · 
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3. The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues 
The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscu.es ( 1973) 
.. 
provides scales by which pral reading errors, or miscues as 
Goodman calls an utterance whi~h is not the same as the o~ginal 
. 0 
word in print, can be judged by criteria in eighteen categories, 
four · of which were utilized in this study: graphemic similari-
ty, phonemic similarity.1 syntactic acceptability·, and semantic 
acceptability, When ra.ted according to 'these scales, oral 
. . 
reading errors can be evaluated qualitatively and can provide a 
' useful insight into the strategies. readers employ. Bottom-up 
I 
information processing is reflected in. high graphemic and, phone-
mic . scores, while top-down processing. is reflected in high 
semantic and syntactic acceptability scores. 
The graphemic similarity scale ranges from zero, 
applied when there .is no similarity. at all, to nine, applied 
... ' 
when the "expecte~ response" and the "observed ·response• are 
homographs. For example, if a subject read "was" for "have," 
. ... 
the substitution received a score of zero as there was no 
" 
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recei 
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end portions1 "take" read ·for "like" 
' . 
one as they have a k?· sound in common~ 
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~, 
"washed" read for "wished" received a score of eight because the 
two words differ by a single vowel. 
Using a method descr:~bed QY Beebe t( 1981), the graphe-
J {'. ~,... 
mic and phonemic. scores were both calcu~ated in the same way, as 
a percentage of the total possible score. For each subject, the 
. . 
denominator was formed by multiplying the total number of 
substitution errors (the only type of error which could possibly 
receiv\ a rating) by nine, the maximum score ·possible. The 
. ..-.... . 
numerator was formed by totalling the scores for each substitu-
' . tion error. The resulting fraction multiplied by 100 produced a 
percentage indicating the degree of graphemic and phonemic 
. • . '• I 
similarity. .# · · · ·· · 
.'. ~ . 
The scales for .semantic and syntactic acceptability 
\ . , 
each range from zero to three. A·sC._ore of. one was applied if 
' the .. miscue resulted in a structure which was semantically (or 
syntactically in the latter case) ac~eptable only with the pr~or 
• portion of the sentence. A score of two was given if the miscue 
resulted in a structure which was semantically (or sy~tactiaal-' 
ly) acceptable only with th~ following fOrtion of the sentence. 
A score of three was given°if the miscue resulted in a.structure ¥ . 
which was semantically (or syntactically) ~cceptable within the 
entire sentence. I . 
" Fo~ example, in t~e violate~ sentence, "All you need 
to do is wonder ~the combinations," wh~wander• was subs.t:ituted 
for "Wonder 11 r it WAS ,~ated as three Oz:i , the syntactic ac~eptabil:­
.ity scale and one on the scale for semantic acceptability • 
.. 
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' A perc~tage score w~ calculated for both semantic 
and syntactic acceptability in the same manner as for gYaphemic 
• • 
and phonemic similarity. For each subject, the denominator was 
formed by multiplying the total number of substitution errors by 
three, the maximum sc?re possible. The numerator was formed by 
~otalling the semantic and syntactic scores respectively. 
Again, the resulting fraction multipll'd by 100 yielded. a . 
' .. , 
.. f ' . 
percentage indicating the degree to which a reader•s miscdes 
i ..---
were semantically and syntactic~lly acceptable within the 
I . 
context of the sentence. 
For each subject .and for each/dependent .variable of . 
graphemic and phonemic similarity and semantic and syntactic 
acceptability, scores we~e calculated for each of the three 
levels of difficulty as . ~ell as the :totals. 
Statistical Procedures 
• \ 
Three 'types of err<~r at the verb position were 
~ 
recorded: those of repetition, omi~sion, and substitution. 
:( '• . . 
using the Goodman 'taxonomy (1976), the latter were coded for 
•graphemic and phonemic s~milarity, ~~d semantic and syntactic 
acceptability. F.or ,each subject .and in each category, total 
scores. were calculated .as well~ scores at eac.h of the three 
4T ·levels .~iffic~lt~. · _-- j 
Three correction ·scores were also calculated for each , 
The proportion of corrections of errors made on all sub~. 
'· ' 
.forty":"five ~ords was found by d·ividing the total number of 
.. 
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• 
~mission errors (repetitioq errors by their nature cannot be 
corrected) and multiplying by 100 to obtain a percentage. 
The proportion of acceptable miscues corrected was 
I • 
found by dividing th~ number of a~ceptable miscues which were· 
corr~cted by the total .number of mission .a~d substitution 
errors and multiplying by 100. proportion of grammatically 
unacceptable miscues was calculated n the same way. 
A miscue . was defined a~ a if the entire 
resulting sentence was syntactically 
acceptabl2eimilarly, a miscue was fined as ~nacceptable if 
the enti~e re lting . ~entence was·. u~accept~ble _ ·s~manticall~ 
and/or sy actically. These criteria were utilized whether or 
not the miscue occurred in a normal or violated sentence. 
For example, if in the semantically_ and syntactically 
viol~ted sentence, · "S_oon there safe a clearing all. the wa_y round 
the cabin" the .·subject 'substituted "will be" for "safe~ut 
later regressed and read aloud •safe," . it was described as a' 
cor-rection made on ·a .grammatical miscue. 
In the nor·mal sentence, "Hammer and nails came next, 
• 
. with many other things," the omission of the target .word "ca~ew 
rendered the sentence unacceptable semantically and syntacti~al- · 
ly. · When the error was c·orrected it was classified as a correc-
tion of an unacceptable miscue. · 
.. 
Two other. variables, described by the mnemonics ·cHNEG 
and HPOS were also considered. CHNBG refers to the situation 
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in which- a violation results in a subject making errors whi le 
, 
reading the unaltered words in the sentence, although the viola-
tion itself was read verbatim. I~ such cases the errors had to 
., 
. . 
be judged to bet arising out of the violation. 
CHPOS refers to the situation in which a reader, 
having read a violated word ve~batim, then changed other words 
' in the sentence to agree . with the .violation, in effect creating 
a grammatical sentei1ce out of an ungrammatical one. 
. ~ 
In· each case, the maximum· CHNEG or CHPOS score for 
each se'n~en.ce was one. The total CHNBG and CHPOS scores were~ 
calculated for each subject •. ." 1 . 
~ . . The ~ata wer_e c~m~ile~, ·written in m~chin~ readable ·-
fbrm, and,. us~ng the S~atistical Package for the -Social Sciences 
Program ( t975), a c;me way analysis of ~ariance was. per.formed. 
. . 
High ~nd lo~ comprehenders' sc~res · w~re -compare~ by type of 
· ' sentence, level of ~ifficulty, graphemic simila~y, phone~ic 
similarity, semantic acceptabil-ity, syntactic ~cceptability, 
corrections o.f acceptable and 'unacceptable er rors, and other 
errors in the sentence •. ., 
A factor analysi~ _ was · per,ormed to combine . (a) the . 
.. 
'graphemic and pho.nemic similarity scores, and {b) the semantic 
an~ syntactic accepta.bility.scores. High and low comprehenders 
w~re then compared on· the two new variablea, graphemic-phonemic 
... 
· similar! ty, ancf semanti'c-.syntactic acceptabiliix.-
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Exeected oUtc~ 
As the high and low comprehenders in this 
• 
, 
study were 
all rated as average in word recognition, they were not expected 
to differ in their performance orr normal sentences. 
On violated sentences, high comprehenders were 
~ected~to' make mb~e errors at the verb positi~n .. than low -· 
I / .. comprehende~cording to ps~olinguistic theory, good readers process P.Aint more efficiently by using ~ prediction 
strategy rather than a . precise letter and word identification 
approach. They were expected to igno.re words in the ·text · which 
'did not fit with their expect~tions, substituting words which 
did. • ·. 
It was expected that high comprehenders would make 
• 
more errors on violated sentences than · on normal ones, .whereas 
• • 
poor read~~s, using bottom up processing s~rategies, would . read 
the :incongruous words verbatim,. res~ltirig in similar scores . on 
both sentence types. If good readers are more sensitive 'to . ·. · 
' 
linguistic constraints, when these constraints A\;e violated, · the 
good read~( should have beep less likely to,interpret the 
disruption.: as being acceptable .and !ftore likely to substftute .' a 
' 
word ;ongru.ent ~lth. hi~ ·reading of the sentence to that poin~ • 
· Low · con\prehender.s were- exp~cted to make ~ubstitution 
. I 
e"rrors which had a high deg.tee of graphemic and phonemic 
. ' 
~imilarity to the target word, . if th.ey· primarily use graphemic 
• 'I 
and phonemic information to identify words. 
. ~ . . · 
Bigh comprehenders' top-down word identification · 
strategie.s ~ere expe~ted to ~result in · substit~~n . errors which 
. . ' 
had ~ low· degree· of graphemic 4an~honem_ic similarity, but, 
,ill . . 
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unlike the low group, their errord were expected to be semantic-
• '. i 
ally and syntactically acceptable in the sentence. 
As the level of difficulty increased, high comprehen-
' ders were not expect~d to be able to utilize a prediction strat-
egy as successfully, were expected to pay stricter attention. to 
.. 
the print, and the·refore have an increasing grapho-phonic score, 
and a decreasing seman!ic-syntactic score •. _ 
Because it was expected to be more difficult for bot.J'l 
groups to utiliz!Ja prediction strategy for more complex materi-
. ...---~ . 
al, both groups were expected to be forced to attend to the · 
print more exactly, notice ·the ,inserted ·anomalous words, and 
· thereby make fewer errors·· on violated' sentences as their level 
. of difficu~ty. incre.ased. .. ,; 
·, -
If high comprehenders primarily rely upon their tacit 
.kn~~ledge of linguistic structure to facilitate reading~ they 
could · b.r- expected to have a greater awart;!ness of an ungrammati-
·cal utterance and make 'a ·higher proportion of corrections of 
this type of error than low: comprehenders. 
. ,. 
High comprehenders, if they are utilizing cognitive 
processes and tapping their knowl,dge of · grammar to aid in word 
rec-ognition, should be comprJten~Hng as they read in· order to 
' generate · furth~r hypothese~;_ If they wer~ r4¥ing ~or me_aning 
.. they ·could , be E!xpected, if they happened to read an anomalous 
. . 
. ' ----word v~rb~tim, to attempt to 
• .J, • • 
appropriately altering ~ther 
' . 
• 
render · the 'sentence mea~ingful by 
word~~the. sentence . 
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Limitations 
• 
OnEtt. limitat'ion of the study is that while the data 
were collected in the first three weeks of the grade four school 
year, screening of subjects was based on Gates-MacGinit.ie 
. .. 
reading tests administered i~ May and June of the previous 
school year. • There ·simply would not have been time to complete 
.• .. . 
the research before the summlr vacatio.n. Bowever, as no 
.. 
students receiv~d form~l instruction ~uring ~~e int,rval, the 
validity of the study sho.uld not be impaired . 
_·_ .One poss-~ble source ~-ror lies in the fact, thatrt"he 
low comprehender subjects were drawn . from a smaller populati~ 
. } . . 
. ~~-
~(thirty out of a possible . th~~~y-one) than were the high compre~ 
benders (thirty ou~ of a .possible seventy-two). 
• J 
Another limitation is one common to many invest~ga-
.. 
tiona, that is, that subjects were reading in an artificial 
situatfon._IReading behaviour under ·more relaxed and natural 
conditions may be different • . 
Finally; as the sentences were presented in random 
0 
order, in s~me cases .subjects' readi'ngs of violated sentences 
may havjl been influenced by having seen 'the ~~rm~h' correct form 
of a sentence before the disrupted versions, or vice versa. I • 
' . 
These effects' were minimized by having any ·two sentences from a 
I 
. . . 
group separa~ed by i'v~ others. The adv~n~age of bei~g .able 
to .compare each subject.' s ~rfor~~nce on the three versions of 
the same sentence outweighed/ the ~imitations of the design. 
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Chapter 4 
RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
The errors high and low compreheriders made on 
forty-five sentences of two different types and at three levels 
) 
of difficulty we~e counted, coded according to the guidelines of 
the Goodman taxonomy of reading miscues (1976), and written in 
"'l,., 
. 
machine readable form. Using the Statistical Package for the 
• Social Sciences (Nie et al., 1~75), descriptive statistics were 
computed, .. ,and an analysis of variance performed to cotnpare the 
two· groups on thirty-nine variables. 
A ·factor. analysis was per:formed on four. of the vari- • 
. ·~. 
ables: graphe.mic simila.r'icy1: ph~me~ic simi).arity, syntactic 
acceptability, and semantic acceptability, creatin9 the latent 
variables grapho-phonic similarity and syn~actic-semantic 
• 
acceptability. An analysis of variance was then conducted on ··· 
the two composites as dependent variables. 
To judge the effect of level of difficulty, the . appro-
priate variable means calculated for the analysis of variance 
procedure were plotted . ~n graph form. ; 
The variables entered into analysis were ascribed 
mnemonics, which are presented in Table 1. 
Hypothesis 01: 
·Findings • 
There will be no difference in th~ performance ; 
of high and low comprehenders reading unviolated ·. 
senten6~s.! · 
• ~~~ ' 
Hypothesis 02: High comprehenders will make more errors than 
low comprehenders on violated sentences. 
·-
1 
l· \ 
l· 
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. ~ 
.. 
---------------~-------. . 
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• 
; I 
• 
' • 
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I ' 
Mnemonics 
WORDREC 
RDGCOMP 
•coRSBNT . 
VIOLTOT 
GTOTAL 
L3TOT. 
L3COR 
VIOL3 
• L4TOT I 
~4COR 
VIOL4 
L5TOT 
LSCOR 
VIOLS 
G'rOT 
G4 
I 
' I 
Q 
. I 
. . / . · 
' 
... · .. 
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• TABLE 1 
Mnemonics Ascribed to the Variables-
Description • 
( •· 
Word recognition grade equivalent score on 
the Gates-MacGinitie Reading_ Test 
Reading comprehension grade equivalent score 
on Gates-MacGin!tie Reading Test . 
Score on 15 correct sentences 
Score on 30 semantically or semantically and 
syntactically violated sentences. 
. - . 
TotaljSCore' on all fotty-~ive sente~ces 
Score on 15 level 3 sentences 
4 
~ 
·Score on 5 ·correct level 3 sentences 
• 
• Score on 10 semantically or semantically and 
syntactically violated sentences • 
: I 
Score on 15 level 4 sentences 
Scor~ on 5 corr~evel 4 se~tences , 
Score on 10 levei 4 sentences violatea 
either semantically -or ~mantically and 
syntactically. ., 
Score on 15 le~el 5 sentences 
Score on 5 correct level ~ sentences 
Score Ollt 1o level 5 SEmtence~ violated 
semantically or semaRtically and 
syntactically'. . • • 
Total graphemic similarity score ) 
Graphemic similarity on 15 level' 3 sentences 
Graphemiq similarity on 15 level 4 sentences 
. - .... 
-,...._._~ . -·. 
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Table 1 (Cont'd.) 
Mnemonics 
t 
-
I ! . 
.:. 
GS 
PTOT 
P3 
p4·J . . 
PS 
- ~ .olj ,'t SYTOT 
SY3 
.. 
1 
SY4 
J 
SYS 
SEMTOT 
-S~M3 ' ' 
SEM4 
, SEMS 
- ' 
. ' PCORTOT 
PACC · .. 
iON~CC·. 
CHNBG 
! ,, 
' 'CHPOS .... 
• 
~ 
<> 
... 
.. 
... 
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... 
.. 
Descripti-on 
• 
Graphemic similarity on 15 ).evel · 5 •sentences 
Total phonemic similarity, score 
Phonemic sirililarl ty on 15 level . 3 sentflce.s .. 
Phonemic simil.ari ty ~\·15 level 4 sentenc~/ • / 
Phonemic similarity on 15 . levil · ~ sentences 
Total percentag'e oi;,..'syntactlcally acceptable 
substitution ' errors · 
Percentage o'f syntactica-lly acceptable 
substitution errQrs at level 3· · 
Percentage of syntactically acceptable 
. supstltu~ion ~·errors at: leve.l 4 
Pe:rcentage of syntacti.cally acceptable 
·substitution errors at level; 5 '. · 
\. 
I 0 ~ 
...... 
Total pe'rcentag~ .Of semantically a~cept'abl~ . 
substitution errors ') · "· 
. -,. . 
. Perc'e·ntage of semantically ~eptable · 
substitution errors at level 3 . . l 
. ) . . . 
~rcentage of se~antically ~cceptable 
suq,atltution errors at 'level •· ., ·. 
· Perc~n~age .of'semanticaily a~c,pt\bte 
·substitution er-i-ors a~ level 5 
. . 
Proportion of corrections on ail 45 wor4s 
• ~ I 
Proportion of acc~table. er~ors correcte.d 
.. 
. . .. I .. 
Proportion o·f unacceptable errors corrected 
. ., ' ·• ( 
' . . ' . ' 
.. The ~umber · of 'times ~ ·v)olation ha'd_ .. a · .. 
~gative effect ... En t}le · re~dlng of ·other 
portions·. o~ tm; sentence · • . 
·~ . , . . . , ' 
. I . . • ' 
The number of times a ·reade~ made. other · 
portions of a sentence agr~e with a 
viblation · . ~ 
' • 
. . , 
·, . . . 
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When ~l~h and low comprehenders' scores were compared 
~ ' 
. 0 ~ 
on each of fthe sentence ty~s, there was f.ound _to be no 
, ., .. -------
significant difference in their performance. 
presented in Table 2, ·rows 2.03 and 2.04. 
,/ 
The results are 
_ While ~utcome is in line with_ '.the hypothesis·. in 
the case 0~ normal sentences, the signffica~ce of this finding 
is·substantiall~dimini~hed in light of the result of· the other 
'\. comp~rison in thls group. The requi~ed task clearly did not 
. ~ ' . . . . 
elucidat~~·-. ~he underlyinc:t dlfferenc~s which· caused the subje~~:ts 
to score high or lo~ in 
. /"' 
read i D9 teal:.: · 
. -' ' ~ 
comprehension on the standardi:zed 
. . , . 
Hypothesis ·OJ: 'High cqmprehenders wi~l make more errors on 
... violated sentences than on those which have not 
. been a,ltered. 
I 
~ Bypothesis · 04: ~ of . ~entence ~ill ·~ affect the number of 
· · ~ errors made by low comprehenders. 
~ · 
The data ·t..l ·ysis- showed_,sup;ort for hypoth~s.is three 
-
'\ 
but not for hypothesis. f_our a~ both' high and low compre~enders . 
made more errors on violated sentences tha~ on' n~rmal· 9fte8-:.- ·The 
· . . ) . 
results are displayeq numerica~ly on Table 3 and gr-aphically•on 
' cll'art 1. 
Hypotl\es is 0 5: 
.fiypothesis 06: 
,. 
.. 
High comprehenders' substituti~n errors will 
bear a lower degr~•~of graphemic and pho~emic 
s~mi~l~rlty to· ·the target words ~han those of low 
compr~~ders~ - . , 
. . . 
High compr.ehende~s' subst~tution . err~rs will pe 
semantically and syntactically -acceptable in the 
context· of ·the r,est 'of· the s .entence whereas 
-- those of l .ow .comprehenders will not. 
I . 
·soth hyp.ott:u!ses -five·. and a·~x were re·jected • 
. . ! . 
/ 
•·..; ~ 
• 
~ . . , 
, · 
./ 
• < 
J . ' • 
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_ ____........_........ -----------
·. ; 
~·' ... ~ ..... "'f".- -~.,.,~ ......... - -. ---- .. 
I .. 
' 
.. 
' .
... Criterion 
Variabl.e 
2.0·1 NORDREC 
2.02 RDGCOMP 
.... 
. 
2.03 CORSBNT . 
.....-... 
2.04" . VIOLTOT 
~ 
~ . 
2 7 o·s GTOT¥ 
'\ 
: . 
TABt.E 2 
.. 
One.Way Analysis of Variance'Resu1ts; 
Effects· of Rank (High , or Low Comprehendera) 
on Criterion Variables (N•60)a 
. ~ 
Source Sum of d. f._ Mean F-Ra:tio · Signif igance 
Squares Square Level. 
\ 
. -~ 7 .,4_5_4 Between 170.02 1 170.02 .0001 -
Within 564.97 58 9.74 
732J. 15 
I 
Between 1 7326.15 306.423 .·oooo 
Within t 58 23.91 
" , . 
-
. 
Between 0.82 1 .82. o,., 787 0.3786 
Within 58 
-. . 
. ' 
-
. > 
. . 
-
Between 15.00 , 1S.QO 1.~., 0.2038 
Within 526.600 58 •. 9.079 --- ' 
" -
Between 22.82 1 · 22.82 1. 736 0.1928 
within 762 . .. 17 58 13.14 
. 
-
asee Appendix 3 for descriptive statistics • 
... 
- ...... . ~-- · . 
.. / 
I 
\ 
I 
... 
Eta 
· Squared 
" 
0.:(!1 . I 
o·. 84 i. 
0.013 
~' 
o:.28 
, .• -~ 
~ . -
tt 
-
0.029 
..; 
' 
. 
I 
Tab1e 2- (Cont'd~ 
•• 
• 
.. 
' 
Criterion Source,.. Sum of d. f. 
Variable ' SquareS'/. 
/ 
2.06 L3TOT Between :. 0 07 1 
Within 166~87 58 
-
·'' 
2.07 L3COR Between .000 1 
Within 
' 
20.73 . 58 
. 
2.08 VIOL3 Between 0.417 1 
r Within 124.167 58 .,. 
• 
-2.09 
.. 4TOT Between 4.82 1 
,, Within 131.37 58 
.J "' 
2.10 L4COR Between 0.07 1 
Within • 15.67 58 
... 
2.11 VIOL .. . Between 
-·· ~ 
3.750 1 
~ Within 111.23.3 58 
. . ~ .. 
• 
• .. 
• 
, 
j 
Mean 
Square 
0.07 
2.88 
. 
.001) 
·, 
.36 f 
. 
-0.417 
2.141 
4.82 , _ 
2.27 
\ 0.07 
0.27 
. 
3.750 
1_ .. 9·18 
- . 
• 
... 
.· 
P~Ratio 
0.023 
.ooo 
0.195 
2.127 ......... 
0.247 
1.955 
-
.. 
• 
- ···--··- ... ·-- •. - - -'!"', ---
.,. -- - ~ · - ~ .. ··-
Significance .,Eta . 
Level 
0.8795 
--
~ 
1.000 
,. 
-
0.660.7 
~ 
-.1502/. ~ 
' 
0.6212 '--
0. 16 73 
• 
Squared 
' 
0.0004 
I 
.000 
' 
0. 00.3 
, 
.035 
o. 004 ' 
... 
.033l 
f"_} 
. 
. 
_,. . 
.:J 
• 
. .. .... - ..... . . ... _,. .. c...,..._ •.. c-.1'~~ .. ..... ~, ...... ..- _....... .~...._ ... . ~~~::-·-..... ·-.... . ...:. .. , .... ---
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Tab1e 2 (Con~·d~) 
Crit~~ Varia -f 
2.12 LSTOTt .. r 
... 
2. ~3 LSCOR 
' 
-
2.14 VIOLS 
--· 
• 
2.15 .. GTOT 
., 
2.16 ...._G3 
··-
2.17 G4 
2.18 GS 
,I 
•, 
.~:-
< " 
' \ . 
... 
Source- Sum of d. f. 
Squares 
' 
Between 3.75. 1 
Within 14,7. 9 58 -
. . 
Between .27 ,. 
Within 15.47 58 
Bee ween 1 • 6(i7 
5}-Within 102.73_3 
Between 21.6 1 
· '"'within 7548.33 58 
. ' 
J 
Between 32.27 1 
Within 24770.33 58 
..._ 
Between 224.27 1 
within 44125.67 58 
• 4 
• Between 81.67 1 
Within 45488.93 58 
. .. 
I ' . 
• 
• 
..... . ....,. 
-- -~ 
Mean F.-Ratio Signif ic_ance Eta 
Square Level Squared 
• 
, ........ ,. 
3.75 1. 4 71 .}102 .025 
2.55 
.. 
' 
,. 
.27 . # 1.00 .32 .017 
.27 
I 
1 .667 . • 941 .3361 .016 
- 1. 771 
-
' 
... 
21.6 .166 .6852 .003 
130.144 
.. 
-
..,.. .,. 
• 
. 32-.27 
.076 • 7844 .001 
427.08 
.... 
' 
-
. 22.4.27 .30 
- ·-· 
.005 .5893 \ 760.79 
J 
•· 
81.67 • 104 • 7481 .002 
'SJ .. 29 ' 
... 
t 
~ -
., 
- ....... - . .... -·· ... - .. 
(4· ..•.. 
" .. 
. v ..... , __  . 
. ...... _______ _ 
~able 2 (Cont'd.) II 
"' 
• 
• d. t. / Criterfon Source Sum of .. Mean F-Ratio Significance Eta 
.- ;; Variable Squares ~quare _Leve1 Squared 
... 
. 
.. 
-
. .. 
2.19 PTOT Between 5.4 .. 1 5.4 .028 .8674 .001 
, . 
« Within 11131.53 58 191.92 
~ 
. ) _ 
. •
• 
. 
2.20 P3 Between 874.02 1 -8]4.02 1.607 · .2100 .027 
.. Within 31542.97 58 543.84 
, 
'• 
... 
,. : . .. ~ ' 
1. 6"42 2.21 P4 
'. 
Between 11Js.a2 1 1738.82 .2052 .028 
- Within 61434.1;7. ·sa · 1059.21 
.. . 
' 2.2\ ' PS Between 299.27 1 299.27 .359 .5512 ,.006 
Within 48296.47 58 832 •. 70 , I 
I 
4.073 .0482 
.-.-~ 
.066 2.23 . SYTOT Between 1297.35 1 1297.35 
. Within 18472.30 58 318.49 
.... ' 
.. ~----. 
. 
. .----
2 '.24 SY3 Between 928.27 . 1 928.27 '1.604 .2104 .027 
. . 
.. Within 33567.07 58 578.743 
' .-: • 
-· 
~ ~ 
' ,.. ~ ·' 
.. 
2.25 SY4 Between . ~976~ 82 1· 
' 
. 6976.82 4.166 .0458 -' .067 
. Within 97130.17 58 1674.66 . 
.. 
$ 
' ~ . 
. 
2.26 SYS ~ ~ Between 1685.40 1 1685.40 1.676 • 2D0'6 .028 
Within 58336.53 58 1005.80 ' 
~ 
. en 
• 
, 
( 
• 
J 
.., 
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Table 2 (Cont'd.) 
,. .. 
• 
c~terion Source< Sum of d. f. 
Variable Squares 
~ .. 
.,. 
2.27 SBMTOT Between . 96.27 1 
. . Within • 15277.13 58 
. ·~ 
\ 
2.28 . SBM3 Between "1050.02 1 
Within 44570.97 518 
-
-. 
. 
.. 
2.29 SBM4· ~ Between 1188.15 ' 1 
•within 54506.70 58 
,. 
2.30 SBMS . Between 114.82 1 
•.. I Within 16156.17 58 l 
~ t 
2.31 PCORT"T Between 46.82 1 
.. Within 17422.~3 58_ 
1-
2.32 -~ACC Between 166.67 1 
Within 8782.6 7 58 
' ) 
2.33 PDNACC Bet we-n 385.07 1 
Within .10136.87 .58 
.. 
2 . 34 CBNBG Betwer 28.02 1 
-Withi 67tf.17 58 
2.35 : CBPOS Between • 15 ' 1 
Within 
" 
36-.43 58 
. ... 
\ 
"-· 
Mean 
Square 
96.2 1· 
4 263.40 
1050.02 
768.47 
1108.15 
939.77 
114.82 
278.56 
46.82 
. 300.38 
166.67 
151.43 
385.Q7 
J 74.77 
:;1 
.. 
28.02 
11.69 
.15 
.69 
' L 
'\ -
' l, ,<' ,,,,., 
F-Ratio 
.365 
' "'11.366 
__.. 
1.264 
.412 
.156 
1'.1 01 
-
2.203 . 
2.396 
.239 
. .. .... .... "W&- - ·· -- -
' 
Significance-. Eta 
Level Squared 
-
.5476 
. 
.006 
. 
.2472 .023 
.2655 
• 
.021 
. 
. . 
.5234 .007 
.. 
. 
' 
.6944 .003 
,:P 
' 
. 
-
,, 
• 2985' .019• 
'r 1431 . .037 
~ ~./ 
• 1271 .040 
-
.6269 .004 
-
-
0'\ 
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TABLE 3 / \ 
' Table of Means Showing the Effect · of•Rank on the Sc~res of 
Normal and ·violated Sentences .. (N•60)ab 
Comprehension Percentag~ of normal Percentage of violated 
Level · sentences re~d · correctly sentences read verbatim 
• Low (N•30) 
Bigh(N•30) 
' ... , 
92.67 
94.2 
asee .Appendix 3 for descriptive statistics~ 
71 
74.34 
., 
hAltho.ugh .. the hypotheses and discussion refer to· the mean 
,. 
number o~ errors made · by each group on each .of the sentence 
types, tne scores presented in Table ' ~epresen~ the percentage 
of sentences read correctly· (verbatim) .' 
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'Grap'h of Table 3 
_ . . "- - -~ ........ .... _:.._~- .. 
The Effect of Rank on the Mean Scores of Normal . 
Percentages of 
Sentences Read . 
CQrrectly 
100 
80 
60 
20 )· . I 
and Violated Sentences , 
(N=-60) 
• 
-
. 
... 
' .... .,....,. 
( i J . / .. , Normal . 
'--"""· ·u sentences \ . 
·.·• 
. Violfted 
senten·ces 
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·\.-
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As can be seen by referring to Table 2, rows 2.15, and 
2.19, there wa~ no support for hypothesis five. By looking at 
' 
the means of each group, presented in Table 4, it can be seim 
·· -'c...~ 
that the low group did have higher scores on the'· gra,phemic and 
~-
phonemic similarity scales than did the high group, as 
... 
pre~icte,but. this differenc~ was slight. 
· ·The results show that fo~ each group the average error ./""" 
bore a moderate graphemic and phonemic similarity; to the 
original word. 
The results of the analysis for hypothesis six are 
inconsistent. In sp-it~_ol_ a · factor ana1ysis which showed quite 
clearly that the synta~~ic · anq semantic factors have. a high ' 
positive correlation (.r:..78,· from .trable 5), only the syntactic 
• 
· acceptabllity comparison showed · a significant differ~nce. The 
. . I . ' .. .. . . ~ .. I .. 
- . 
results are presented on Table 2, rows 2.23 and 2.27. The· 
difference, Jlowever, was not · in t~e p~~dicte~irect~-on. ~can 
be. seen from Tab~e 4, the low compre~enders' scores - were higher 
''P" 
. : :;:! • ~-
than those o~ the. h!,Bh comprehenders in each of the four -- cate-
; 
gories in this group, not just graphemic-·arid -phon_emic accepta-
• 
bility ·as expected. \ 
Using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(Nie, et al., 1975, pp. 468-515), -a factor analysts was 
. . . ., -
perfor-med to ·see if by constructing composite variables the , 
'relationships could be str.:.engthened. Composite variables are 
' . 
more reliable, or ·accurate, · than .raw score variables. 
of cojnl>oaitea. a.s ~ri~er~ meaallres would constitut"' a 
test of a hypothesis 1;han use of ra~ score variables. 
'l'hus, use 
f~naer ~f .. 
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TABLE 4""' 
Table of Means C"omparing High ··and Low Comprehende·rs on the 
Dependent Variables of Graphemic Similarity, -Phonemic -
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~ 
• Similarity, Semantic Acceptability, and Syntactic ~ i 
__________ __ Acceptabi 1 i ty of Substi tut=-i;::.:.on:_:__:B=-:r=--r=--o=.:r:.:s=---(~N::_=--==6~0:..L)_a ______ _ ___ . ---r--! _ 
.l 
Comprehension Graphemic · Phonemic .Syntactic Semantic . 
Level . · S~milari ty Similarity A,.cceptabil;.. · Accepta~!l-
~ - it_yi' ity 
' 
Low (N=-30) 67.63 ~8.16 . 67.8.0 . 45.37 
High (N•30) 66.43 6.7. 56 58.50 r 42.83 
--
. 
-. 
8 See Appendix 3 for descript~ve statistics. * 
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TABLE 5 
~ Correlation Coefficients ~or. the Variables Graphemic 
Similarity, Phonemic Simila.ity, Syntactic Acceptability 
--- - - - - - - and Semantic Acceptability .(N.-60·) a · 
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GTOT PTOT SYTOT 
. 
. 
.. 
GTOT 1.000 -' 
t ~ 
PTOT • 603 : 1 ~900 
• 
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' · 
. . 
SYTOT -o. 098 .083 1 .• ooo 
' •. 
SBMTOT· -0.206 , 
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-0.071 ~784 
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_, Correlation coefficients were calculated for the 
• variables----B"emantic acceptability, syntactic acceptability, 
. * 
graphemic similarity, and phonemic similarity. Ql!ling a formula 
which takes into account the degree to which each of 'the factors 
..., 
is relate~ to ea ... ~h· of the others, the ;ariables ~semantic .and 
synta~tic accep~ability, and graphemic and phone~nic similarity 
were weighted a.nd ~dded to'gether to. form the twd composite 
variables: semantic - syntactic. a~cept~'ility and graphem.ic 
• phonemic similaril:y. Each m~o~ght of' as .semantic J . 
. , • ' . 
syntac.tic and gr.aphemic - phonemic cueing strategies. 
. An analysis of variance. was -carried. ~u~ on the two new 
. . 
vartables, · describ~d - by the ·mnemonics SS and GP. As can be seen 
' " . . by ~he results p'resented ·on ·Tab~e _6, rio significant· difference · 
·. 
was foun~r · to exist between high ·and low comprehenders. 
. . . . 
. ,:' 
By~othesis 07: As the .levei of -difficulty increases, high 
' 'COmprehenderS I SUbStitUtion errOrS Will reveal 
an increa·sing dependence upon-~graphemic and 
~ phonemic cues, and a correspqnding. decreasing . 
.. reliance upon .semanti.c ·and syntactic inf_9lm~-
. tion. · · ' · · ·· · 
~Th~ mean scores of the high cQmprehenders on the four 
. . 
· dependent variables .at each· ·level, .of difficul~y were plo.tted on · 
graphs for observation. The results are d~splayecf on Charts 2, 
,. 
3, 4, and s, . and on · Table 7. 
While ,.there is sorite support from the data ·f.or this 
I -... 
hypothe~is, the results do not f'oll6w the expected · pattern. .It 
' 
~ - . . 
. . . . . : . 
. ca.n be.·seen · from Charts ·2 ~nd 3 t:hat the patt_ern. i-ff the S~lJ\e f 9t · 
bot~ phonemic and graphemic simiiarity s~o-resa They, were high-:-
~ 
. est at the easiest. reading level, . dipped considerably at level . , 
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TABLE 7 
• 
Mean Scores of High and Low Comprehenders . 
At Bach Level Difficulty for the Dependent 
Variables Graphemic Similar~ty, Phonemic 
Similarity, Syntactic AcceP,tability, and 
Semantic Acceptabiliti/(N•60)B · 
• 
./ 
Graphemic Similadty 
. ' 
.-
c ''t 
compre~ens ion Levei Level 3 Level 4 ;/',_ J , . 
. , .. 
Lo,. . 69.67 45.90 
High • 71.43 42.,03 
""' 
• 
Phonemic Simila~ity \ 
Compr.ehension •evel Level 3 Leve-1 4· · 
' 
Low } ,. 68.70 55.06 
High ' 
' 
76.33 44.30 \ 
.. :J> 
Syntactic Acceptability 
Comprehension .. Level Level 3 Level 4 
tow 81.40 ' 69.60 
High 89.27 48.03 
.. J . ....__ 
Semantic Acceptability 
, 
Comprehension Level 
. 
Level 3 Level 4' 
I 11.. 
\ . ? . 
" Low 69reo 1 36.9r "' High 78~ 17 28 .o . 
\ 
\ 
, •see Appendix 3 for de•aripti•• atatiatia•. 
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"' four, · the actual grade level of the subjects · at , the time of 
' ----tes~in~ and -rose ~ain at level five, ·closely approaching the 
level 3 score. 
· It is . interesting to note tb'at .low comprehenders' 
responses followed the same pattern, and were quite close to 
• 
' those of the high group, although their scores varied less 
across difficulty level. For each of the 
J 
~wo variables~ -~ low 
. I • 
oomprehenders' scores were lowet than the 
·i 
high comprehenders' at 
le'vels 3 and 5, but. higher at level· 4 •. . .
The high, COm~reh~nderB I SemantiC ~d synt,actiC aCCept-
...._ 
ability scores decreased steadily as the level of diffi.cu·lty · of . 
. . .... 
f .. ~ - . 
the reading material increased, thereby suppprting the second 
portion of hypothesis seven • . The . results are displayed graphi-
cally on Charts 4 and 5, and _numerically on Tathe 7. 
' . ' 
Not surprisingly, the low comprehenders' scores 
' d]Cr~ased as well, and to the same degree. The relative • 
performance of hig* and low comprehenders was the same for each 
.. 
' of these two variables. At'~evel'3, _ the mean score of the high 
comprehende~s was greate.r, but at le~els' 4 and 5 the low 
I · ' 
comprehenders' mean' score was higher. ~ \.-
I ' 
The differences between the two groups was slight, 
with the exception of synt~ctiarR.t~bt·lity at levE!l 4, where 
' ' the difference was significant at the .0458 level, as can be\ 
-
seen from Table 2, row 2.25. 
Hypothesis 08 t 
I 
As the letel of difficulty· increas,es, both high---
and low comprehenders will make increasingly · --
•... • : .. 
.. 
fewer er ron on violated sentences. 
• • , , •J•#.f .'" 
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• 
The results pertalning·to this hypothesis were 
"' I • inconsistent. When reading the violated sentences both high and 
low comprehenders made the most-~rrors.at the lowest level of 
-difficul\y." However, the low comprehenders made the sam~ number 
of errors at levels four JJ"d five, while the high comprehenders 
made more~errors ~t the most difficult level than they did ~t 
• level four. The~~ results •are displayed numerically on Table 8 
and graphically on Chart 6. 
Bypothtfsis 09: 
. ·-· 
High comprehenders wil~ correct a higher propor-
tion of ungrammatical errors than will low 
comprehenders • 
Analysis of variance results, shown on Table 2, row 
-~ ~ . 2.33, provided no support for this hypothesis. From Table 9, it 
. 
can be seen that while the largest difference between the two 
groups occurred in the category of corrections of unacceptable 
,, errors, and the difference was in~he predicted direction, it 
did not reach significance. 
,. 
The low comprehenders varied little in their correc-
tion of acceptable and unacceptable errors, whereas the propor-
tion of unacceptable errors the high compre~nders corrected was ~ 
more than twice the proportion of acceptable errors corrected. 
Hyp~thesis 10:, High comprehenders who read ·an inserted ~nomaly 
verAatim will ~ more likely than low compr.~en­
. deA to change o~her words in the sentence in an 
· at\empt to render· it meaningful. · 
The analysis of variance results, displayed in Table 
... 2 -,... r\ 2 •. 35, ·provided 
that ,W\len each reader 
. ... ~ . 
no support for this hypothesis, suggestlng · • 
type becomes aware of the fact that the. 
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. Comprehensic;m 
Level 
Low 
(N•30) 
High 
(·N•30) · 
._, TABLE 8 J 
High and Low Comprehenders• Me~n 
Scores on Violated Sentences at 
Bach Level of Difficulty (N•60·).ab 
~ 
J 
Mean Score on 10 Semant~cally and Se~ntically plus 
Syntactically Violated Sentences at'Each Level 
Level 3 
6.83 
7.00 
( 
Level 4, 
7.23 
7.73 
' 
•Level 5 
7.23 
'\ / 
-., 
7.56 
•• 
• 
_/ 
l 
I .......... 
asee. Appendix 3 for descriptive atatistics • . <~ .I 
bAlthough the· hypotheses and-discussion refer to the mean number of 
errors made by each group, the scores presented. in Table 8.represent the 
mean number of sentences read correctly (v,erbatim). 
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I CHART '6 
High and Low Comprehenders' Mean Scores on Violated Sentences 
• at Bach Level of Difficulty (N•60) 
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TABLE 9 II. 
Table of 'Means Showing High and Low ~omprehenders• 
Percentage of Corrected Miscues _ (N~60) 
~ 
Comprehension Percentage Percentage of Perc~ntage 
Level · ' of Total Acceptable 
of 
80 
Unaccepta.l~le . 
.. Corrections Miscues Corrected Miscues Corrected 
Low- . 
( N•30) 
High 
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reading is not procee~ing satisfactorily, · they either continue 
-
on, assuming subsequent processing will resolve the problem, or 
. 
'know when to stop, regress, _and reassess ·the context. 
Summary of the Findings \ . 
Of the ten hypotheses t~sted, only numbers o~e, three, 
and. segments of nwmbers seven and eight were supporte~ by the 
\ . 
results of the statistical procedures • 
• 1. High and lp~ comprehender~ could not be differen-
tiated by their. scores -on normal and violatea sentences. Good · 
comprehenders were not shown by t~s measure to be more sensi-
• t 'iv,uto linguistic constraints. .. 
2 . - High and low comprehenders could not be diffe~en-
tiated by their scores on· graphemic similarity, _ phonemic simi~ 
) 
"' lari ty 1 \Or Sem'antiC acceptability o 
• 
• I 
;. J tj' 3. Low co~prehenders' errors were sig~ifica?tly more 
synia~i;:-.ically· acceptable . than ' those of high comprehenders. 
• 4. As the level of difficulty of the reading mater~a1 
increase~, ··high comprehenders did not reveal an increasing · • · 
'dependence upon graphemic and phonemic cues • 
. .. 
5~ The second portion of hypothesis seven was 
accepted. As the level of .didiculty increased, the semantic 
Ji - ' 
and syntactic.acceptability scores of both big~ and low 
comprehenders decreased •. 
• 6. Although ~hen reading violated sentences both high 
and l~prehenders made the moat errors' at the, easiest lev~l' 
aa ex~ect~d, the aubjecta' scores ·cUd not 'increaae ateadily· with 
' . 
t.ha level of difficulty of the reading material. 
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1. High comprehender~ ~d not correct a higher 
. ' -! 
p-roportion. of unacce-ptable erroJ;"S than low c~mprehenders. 
~owever; the high comprehenders d~d correct more than twic~as 
·many unacceptable err~)as ones which yere ·acceptable in .the 
sentenc.e~ Low comprehenders cor';ected slightly ~ew~r . · 
I ~ If . 
. ·unacceptable errors tha·n· acct~ptable ones. · '. 
. 
8. Neither ·high nork:low comprehenders· attempted to· 
make · violated sentences, meaningful by chang~ng -~on-target' words 
. . . . 
to compensate for· the anomaly created by the violated word. 
# ' -
.. 
. T~e features of reading behaviour identiBied by -
. . ~ . 
psycholinguistic theorists, -predicti~m, utilization · of grammati-
• 
cal knowledge, and lack of dependence on visual information, do 
.... 
.. . . .1 ;, 
not ·appear ·to differentiate high and low comj;)rehenders. :..,.- · 
While the results of this investiqati~n did~ot follow 
the expected p~ttern, they do not necessarily contradict the 
psycholinguistic theoty of reading nor are they -necessarily'· 
. ' . ' 
# inconsistent • . Rather, the results suggest areas · requiring 
further examinati~n, research, apd analysis. I 
A discussion of the findings .will be taken up in 
chapter five. 
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Chaptet 5 
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND EDOCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
Conclusions. Arising from the Findings · i' \ .: 
• . i 
The ·shift. in emphasi~ ·- from /structu.ral,ist-descrip{l~e ' 
' · to •transformational-gener'ative linguistic theory has had a 
.• pro:.;~d ~t ,on reading researc~-- and ~ ' significant in~:.,uence, 
on curriculum ~esign. 
-Parat'lel developments ·in ~he f _ield of .reading have 
. . . 
seen a tur~ing away from ·the idea ~hat a good reade~ ·proceeds 
methodically -and accurately through the print to the notion that 
.. 
a proficient reader thinks as he reads, ~ apparently•obvious 
point, yet Ol)e which is fundamentally contradicted by many . ' 
. ' 
approaches to the teaching o~ reading~ 
... .... ' . 
Psycholinguistic reading theo.ry claims that on· the 
basis of ~terial alre~dy Pto~essed, · ~ · reade~ predicts ·in ~rder 
to reduce ~ternatives and .the number of decisions to be made 
about the nature of upcoming words and ideas. A_good reader · 
' ~ ' 
utilizes the ltural redundancy of the languag~ and his tacit_. 
}' ~knowledge of the rules of grammar to create.hypotheses which are 
confirmed or disconfirmed by subsequent ~inimal ~ttention to the 
~ 
visual .array of lette.rs, words, ..And ph~ases. _. According, to 
. 
top-down'th~orists, . there is no need to. identify each letter 9r 
. ' 
even · each word . in order for accurate comprehension •o take 
~ . ~ 
' ( place, in fact, Smith ( 1973) ·claim!~ comprehension ia predictidn,· 
, tha~ comprehenaion ·must precede the identification. of individual 
words. 
' 
··-
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.obse-rvations .ad~in~ \ from r _ea,di,ng, ·re~~arch ' as 'e!lr.ly' as 1885. 
. . . . . ' '• ·. . . 
'$ Brewer ( 1976) repo'rts . res~arch·.: find-ings in wli.ich words· ln prose~ 
. "'\ . . . - .. . . . ' ·. . ' .· . 
. passages can be re~d almost. as. fast · as. lists of -.letters, the 
• ' ~~ ; • ' b 
• • • II I , • • 1 ' 
immediate visuai apprehension sp,an fo_r letters · in J>r.ose ,. is ,mu.ch 
great;er than for ra~~o.m letters, late~cies t?: init,iate pronunci-: 
atiQn of wor_d~ ,a~e shorte~· than ' those.~ f?r i~tt.er~· , . and vis~!' 
\~ ··, . . . . . . ' 
recognitb-on thresholds 'for w6rds . are lower than thresholds''-for 
. ' "'-""' ''· ~.· ... 
"' . ' ' . ' 
. . letters. .1 . •• · 
• 
.. --~ 
It is out of the psycholinguistic theory _of readin~ 
. " .. ' 
. . 
that the hypotheses for this in~estigation · ar·ose. ·If predic-
( . . l . . · . • .• - . • 
t1.on, utiliz~ti'on of aontextuli'l information .to form hypotheses, 
f : ,I:-
lack of dependence upon visual ig~ormation, and linguistic ;~· '· · · J. 
. .. . . · ' 
awaren·ess are the salient...._fea.tures of skil-iea reading, then it 
' I ' · - , • ' 
was expected that read~s- whose comprehension test scor.ea were 
.. .. , 
high would ~xhibit, greater evidence of top-do~n processing as 
. ' ' . they read specially. designed sentences than would readers whose 
co~prehension test scores we~ low. : 
. . . 
. Support for these ideas comes not onl~ fro~ ~~orists, 
,.; 
but researchers as well. · In a survey of the studies conducted . 
i·n this area, Golinkoff (1975-1976) foqnd that good comprehen- · 
, . 
//) . . . . ~ '• . r- ' 
ders possess rapid and accurate word recognition skills, read in 
• 
phrase-like units, ar~ flexible in their pattern of reading, and 
' . 
• 
made fewer uncorrected grammatically uhacceptabie errors. Poor· · 
. 
comprehenders tended to read in' a word-by-word fashion with a 
mlnimum of text organization. 
----
·i 
\ 
i 
l" .. .....- • 
• · · In .this _in.veatigation, it- was expect;ed that -when 
sentences .hai:J word's ~ubatitut~d which re'ndered. t~em an~JIIlloua'l 
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( . . ·.., . 
·good reade'rs, -efficiently reading, according to the ."'PdpcipleS :_ 
::. ' ... ' ' ... . 
described :by the psychoiinguistic inodei, · W$)uld u.nconsclously• -
• • , · · • · . r ' • i 
"· '-" · • • l, . 
overlook. ~he .anomalous ~nser-~iona,·. ' sub~tituting ·worqs _app;-opri-
. J ... . 
ate to the .me~ning a~d ·· syntax of th'e material! Further, lit: ~as 
" ... . . 
axpe~ted . that good reade·rs' . substitution error's' would '"pro~i-de. 
~· . • e . 
_additional evide.nce of conceptually":odriven~ readi_ng -behavi_our ... ·. :· . .- . 
' II\ • ,· • ' : \ 
. 
Th~ hypotheses. were formul•ated as follo,ws: . ;. . ' . •,• .· 
. ., ·'' . . . 
. 1. ··There will be. no difference · in . the perfor~ance 9f high · .aild 
.,. ... • • 0 
. •, 
' I , . • I 
I ' 
low comprehe~de.rs reading unviolated. ~en(~nces· . . . .. .. · ' . . : ' 4 I 
.. · ..... .'f~ .. . . to . 
2. High comprehenders will make ·more ·errors than low 
comprehenders on violated sentel)ces. ·. _ .- _/ 
. ... I 
. -i . f 
3. High comprehEmders 'Wil~ make more e~n,-rs ori' ~i~i~ted • . . -~ 
~ l ./1 : 
"""' I . 
I \ 
sen~enc~s then on ~hose which· have not .been attere~_", . ~ ~ ·... . .. 
·. . . ./ 
-. . 
4. Type. of sentence will' not· affect the number ·of errors made · 
/ " 
• \ ' <'\ . 
.· -"' . 
. bY low compr~hen~rs. . 
' • 1 .0 • "' ' • • • • • ' ~ . ' • ~: i 
. 5. High comp(ehenders' ·sU'&stitution errors . will bear. a, lower· . . . . • ... ,. · !' 
' . ,, . .. . .. . .. -. ~:'. . . : / ':"t . . ' ·. • 
degree · of _graphemi~ ~and p~~,~ic si_!n.~l,~~~~Y _to .th~ ~a~get wo~a:s ~ -~- ~;: ~- ~ ; !" 
-th.an those· of low compreh~nders. . ' - ~ ··: · , . , ' · "" • 
• " / ' • .. r •' • \. ' : , 
. , i , , • • ~ . If&"' I . . • . 
6. High comprehenders' · subst;itutiori errors .will be "emanti:ca1ly · ·. - ~ 
:, ... _· ~. .... .... ., .. 
~. and syntacticallt_ :~cceptable in the context o_f ·the ·-rest Qf t~e·. K~ ·. ·1 
senten·ce. whereas those of low .. coinprehenders will · ~ot. · · / . . .' · 1 
7. As ~he- leJJ,el of diftlcul~y "incr~~~~ hiCJh ~o~p·r~h~ndef':·~: · ·• , ·• ' 
' I • ' I o ~ ... I 
·substitution error& wii.l · rev~al an ~n~rea~incy~'·pen~enee upon 
.· . . . . 
. g·rapherftiC and phonenti~ CUeS 1 a~d ll 'COrresponding decre!si.ng 
I ,,.. o ' .. 
· . :_ ' 11 ·, 
• ' --. v 
' ' .' ' ~ 
. ' . 
. reliance ·upon •semantic and synta.ct-ic ~~~forma\l<:m~· . . · . I :. 
'·· ~/: . : 1/ .. 8. · · · ";~he le.vel of. dlffic~Uy ~~.,~~abltiJ r>ttr high lind ·.~o;· . ~ . ',. / comprehendera will' make .increaaingly fewer era:ora ·on -~i'olated ••. 1 
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. ! · . 
'-. ~ - . .--. ~ --~-~- - . __ ,l __ ---
_:,~_ I Hi~. c_ompf;hend~·rs . will cor~~:-· higher p~opor.~i<?n o'f ·/ ~ 
ungrammatical e,;rar,than will low-compre~~nders~ ~/ 
. . • . -- . ., . . - I 
10 •· ·. High comprehenders who reacr .an· . i -nserted anonial.y verbatim 
. . . . . - .- ' . / . 
~ill ~e more likely th_an l_ow ~o~prehenders' to c~ang~ __ .ot~e·r words 
• . - . ------~ . - 1 
in the sentence i:n an attempt to re'nder i:t · meaningful-.-/ 
. .............. _ ............. . . .. . 
.. ' ~ , -- } ' 
The findings of the data ana~y~~~".a,i_~ 'li tt7e to shed_ 
. . . - . ' "-..... ~· ' .' . Uqht·- ~n. the man1. issues _sel~cted for ex~miriat_~on,_ as high .and 
·, .. . . .. ~ 
lo~---~~mprehenders s~ar~~- n~arly : ~\1 :acets ~~ rea_~~-n: __ behaviour 
chosen . for obser.vation'. ·-, •· 
' · I . - . -
·, • 
- ~--
'·';- Both groups' responded . ~o · inserted semantic and syntac-
, . 
. ' ., " ' . ' . 
tic anomalies in the·same ' way, with -no significant - differ~nce 
\.. . j : ~ -
.between tqeir. performance .• on each of, th~ s,e~tence types, and -· 
. . . - ' '- ~ 
,both qroups' scores across sentence types were-similar. There . 
. . . \ . 
-- ~as rio . significant· difference· between th.e ·two · groups on the 
'• • t • • ' "\ ' 
measures of _,graphemic simil~rity, phonemic simila~it'y, or ---. _ 
. . . . ' : . . 
semantic adceptab~lity - Qf miscues, correction of ungr~mmatical 
• 4 ., I l o 
fniscues·;. and readings of unaltered ppr;tions of t _he sentence. 
- ' I 
,Level of difficulty affected each gr!oup ·equally. These results, . 
·~ t • • 
·--....__ . , , - I - ------ - - - . - ·-
desc~i.bed in detail in chapter four, suggest that both high and 
. . . .. .,_,. \, .· . \ . 
lowa.~ompre)1enders ·are equally sen~itiv~ to linguis.~i'c cues, but 
• do n~t ~~~essariiy d~rnol\.strate ~h~\ all readers rely. on 
.·/ ~ graanuatica:l ~at~c>n to Yacilit81e word rOc"ogOition. 
---~-----> -~ -, · · -, • Whl.le -·~ev~~ai: ~-s.t.udl~s have found that good· -and poor 
~ --------, ' . I . --'~ readers cannot be differentiated by their performance on tests 
I . '- ;?· , ?___~ aspect~ of linguistic .awa'reness. or- use of context ( Alligton 
and. Ple'ming, .1 9]8: Allington and Strange\, 1968b': · Cioffi, 1982: I I ~ • 
. J 
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Hutsltn. et al.-, 1980; Meq:-ill, Sperber, ~and Mccauley, ,198~; 
Schv~neveldt, Ackerman and Semlear, 1977;.'Schwartz and Stanovich~ 
... ... 
19 ~ 1 : We be r-,~-9 70) , the ';;~_act that , in ·t!fis i'nvestigation both . 
. ~ 
· ·groups fead approXimatel~_ -three-quarters of. the violated senten-
.. - ' .... - ' . 
ces verbatim (see Table 3) detracts ~rom the strength of BUG~ a 
claim "in this case. The subjects did not .appear to crea'te · 
. . 
expecta_~ions of ,sufficient Power to have led them 
'" . .\meaningf~1- ''words--for the violations. ~'-
'· ' ·, 
\ 
to "substitute 
.. ' 
Additional weight could 
measure ·of graphe'mic and phonemic 
"'- -
hctve been expecte·d from the - -~ i 
similarity and sem'antl c._syn- · . . . . ~ .. 
' 
tactiq, acc~~~~b-~li.ty. ~es:e~ _hyp~t~eses five: and six. 
the mean scores of these~~rif~bles displayed on ~~ble 4 
How:~~ - · 
. '''""::.~....._ 
indicate · "-
• · • 1 • r 
a ''lack · o-f ~upport for th_-is :suppof!!i ti~!l. - ,A·. m_o~,a~e percent;fge of 
the high and ' lnw groups,· errors were . syntl}otlcally acceptable, . 
- '"' . ' . 
sixty-:~ight- perc~nt and- fifty-nine• percent respectively, · b~t les~: · 
· tha·n half of t:t'l~ er_rors of ea~ . group were sema~tically accept-
. . : ""' . 
able. These results, especially 'when ~combined wit~ the _finding 
. ' . 
. ' '---- ........ ,, ~ . -
that two-thirds of the errors of eachigro~p were graphemically 
- ' ""' ' \ . - -. . .... " . 
and phonemically simi~ar , ·to ~a..c.iginal words-,.,_ do not. necessar-
ily lead to the con.cl~~ibn that either ~ood r~~~-s'-~1\ all ·. . -.. 
. -
readers primarily utilize top-dowp cueing strategies. The· 
., 
subjects in both categories· ac:~ually appeared to .be more 
conscious of the visual- features of ~he target words :than of · . 
their grammatical_ characteristics. The hypothesis that reliance 
.. ~ upon _ syn_tacbic cues is indicative of P,ro_ficient reading was 
refuted. by- the fact that• one of the very few 'findin_g_s . of this 
I 
- I 
study which achieved · significance was . that ' low comprehertder.s' · __ 
' · 
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I 
,. . 
· errors ~ere. more synfractically acceptable than, ·those ·of high 
I • - -~ ~A 
:c-om~henders ~ .. 
----- • l • ~ ' 
. 1-t-~was expected that. as. ·the level ot difficulty 
, . . ~ 
. ,. . . ·• 
increa'sed, .the high comprehenders would find it more difficult \ ·. . . . . . . 
to grasp the . underlyin9 sef:antic- apd syntactic st'ruc;ture of the \ 
:reading m4~erict~ so that ~JY could . ge;e~te hypotheses. abo~t 
upc~m~ng words, \~av_ing _ i~stead to reso.rt to mor~ clos.ely
1 1 
inspecting'"_the grapho-phonic properties of the. printed words. 
The. miscues -~f hoth. good a~d poor readers reve~l · that 
conceptually _di:'i-veri proc:essing_· ~id_;>ecome' _more ~ifficult as the 
~ I . . . . I • \ . 
. · / reading material · ipcrease.d i·n diffi6ulty, (see Table 1, ·and. 
/ . .· . ' ' 
__.-/.-- . I , , , . 
Charta 4 and ·s). This agrees with the fir:td'ings ·of a study b1 
. . . ' .' . . '\ . ' . ,. 
Schwantes (1982) who .found when grade th~ee .subjects read 
r \. . . . . . . . . 
stories with a higher read~bil!ty level than their, own, there 
. . 
· was a reduction in the context effect. 
; The higher . level stori_es co~ld be exp-:cted to· cont~in 
more comple~ vocabulary, clauses, ideas~ and ·concepts, inhibi- . 
. . 
ting the reader's. abi'lity to quickly process what he ' has redd . in 
·.order to predict what is t:o follow. As a result·, at the highe~t 
of the three levels tested~ the miscues indicate that the . 
s~jects . had very little awareness o~ the grammatical class or 
.the underlying mea'ning of ·the target words. 
· Both high and low comprel'len?ers' miscues show very . . ' 
little di~ference in the use ~f the data based cueing strategies · 
. '., . . 
as the level of.difficulty increased, and, in fact, readers 
. . ... . lf!~\l, . 
re_lied most pheavf:ly u~on graphemic and phonemic information . . 
. . 
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·', 
' . . 
' · while reading th~ easiest mate.dal, the reverse ··of what was' 
\ expeqt~, _-at 1:_~~~ _in _ the case of ·the h~gh g_roup. . ~ .. 
· . ~imilar _ result;s ·obtained_ o_n . both the grap ic 
phonemi.oc ~iqlila~ity measures- tested unde hypothesis ~e 
ahd ·· 
suggest that graphemic and'phonemic factors are ighly 'related. 
·' . . 
• • J 
This was borne .out by the ·positive correlation (r=·.6o, ·Table 5) 
. ' . 
calculated for these two.variables-~- -
r " • Th~- res_ul ts \how -~hat both good .and ~s· 
appear to be less reliant upon bottom-up processing .when the 
. . . 
readi'ng material is· matched to their wo.rd recogni~i<?n level and . 
· grade placement. When-the material is .e!1:her ~asier or more 
.. ·... \ ·_ . ... . ..-. • .··. \~ . . 
.~- di.~ficu+t ttpe .subjects · required inore information from. the actual 
\ 
print to _id~tify words. . \ • 
~ \ 
The finding from hypothesis six, that low \comprehen-
, .. . . 
ders' errors are more BY:ntactical·ly acceptable than those of 
high comprehende·rs, .is congruent with the. results of a stQdy by 
. . ' . . 
. Allington ( ~ 978)"' WhEm 'high . and lqw .readers oi,ally r 'jE!ad a story 
and .the words of that story in random word orde~, i~ ~as foun·d 
. . . I 
- tha~ good ~-eaders : ~elied more <It syntax for fluency whereas po·or 
readers relied more on syntax~for acc~racy. 
The most inte~esting, and the most discriminating 
',· . " 
finding of this investig~tion was ·one related t'o hypothesis 
nine.· While th~ hypo.thesis itself, · that hi,gh comprehenders 
· would. dorrect a higher proportion of . ungranunatical err9rs than 
. . 
low eo~k~ehenders, was rejecte.d, it was found that high . compre- • 
benders c~rrected more than. twice as many ungrammatical errors · 
~ •.. 
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e.. ·.- -~ • ~ • • 
as. ones which w_ere .cceptable, ~hereas low compr:_ehe.nder~ ' 
corrected appr.oxi~ately the same prOP.Ortion · of."· e~bh ~ype. 
' . . . ' . · .... ' 
These results .imply t~at good re~ders aspire to. attain. 
I 
a granunaticat render.ing of the text. 
. I I'f, by utteting an 
anomalous word, thet create a sentence which 
-.. , ' . . 
violates their-
' implicit ' sen~e of li guistic propriety, they are more likel y to 
right the situation . han when the error is grammat~cally "• . 
acceptable. 
Beating tw in mind, firstly, that high anp 
. """"· 
low comprehenders d no~ be differentiated by thei:r P~!~~~-
• . ' # • 
'•-· 
constraints, . and· seco many· of the corrections:,_ o_f 
I , • 
• 
.. 
.I 
' 
·' ~ 
' ' 
: ; 
: f :,' 
I , 
:I 
."-...., 
' . 
I ' 
ungrammatical miscue 
.. 
were actually 'cor:ections on "Words whlch·: -~- _ · '/ . 
---. 
; 
' t 
' } 
were part of.~n ungr 
poi_t;lt to 
sing •. 
While good. 
additional information 
atlcal, violated se~tence , these .findings 
between top-down~~~d b~ttom-up proces-
-both utilize . linguistic 
l made . and a correction I 
whic~ s.ignal~. that) a. mis~ak~ has beenf' 
s necessary. Vi~u'al inf_ormation mu_}~.J 
.. 
! ' 
I 
indicate the . necessity for rejection ·of the reader's ~ypot~'esis. 
He likely regresses, ":i u~xamines th~ w!'rds he·: ha~ read, 
. ; ~ 
discovers the discrepan and utters the "corrected" word even 
. I 
th·ough it may, in the of this study, render the sentence 
I 
ungrammatical. 
,• 
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• • • Discussion. 
Righ·and low comprehendets• reading of incongruous 
. . . , .. ~ 
1 • • fl ' 
orfl.y when the·re was· a discrepancy between an· 
. . 
• • , <) 
.~e·rial diffe_red 
· utterance a'nd the 
• 
• 
to integrate essential in_fQrmation· frQm 'vacyi-Mj. sour~'es aior:"t-
.  . . 
. . .. 
effitiently th~n low compiehenders •. 
' .. ' . . . - •· 
. . ' 
• . When 'low compre~endet~ ut~&r an anomalous · se~tence~ : 
• • ,. .·f • " .. h r ., 
its actual nature has no effect on their subsequent reading. 
~ . ' . . . . . ··" ~ . \ . . ; . .. 
High. comprehenders are· able· to··gain addlt:ion.al vi~ual evidence 
. . . - . ' ... . . . .· I ' ·\ . ~ : 
which' .either verifies the. c.orrectness of· . ttie anomalous utterance 
. . : . '~ 
. . . . 
or poin.ts to· the need to .cor.rect a dlscr.ep~ncy betweeJ;t the print' 
. . . 
and the previous rendering of .. f.t '. · ... . 
• ~ • • .• ' , ., • A • 
There are . several studies which -lend $Upport ' to the 
. . . ~ . . . . 
idea that the ability to ·quickly · sea~ - for~ and .. process· vi!!Jual 
- . 
infprmation and integrate it with . informai;:i,on !'rom otlier so~Jc~. 
is. characteristic of proficient ·reading. 
. . 
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read a passage in whib~ words whi~ ~ad been· ~l~ere~ mahi~ai_n:::.e=-d=------+-'--
the configurations of the. _originals. They found ~hat good~ 
reader~ r~sponded with the alter~d . w~rd forty perc~t"of the · 
.tfme .w~ poor re.~ders r~spof!ded t~enty.:._se~~n_ · percent o~ ~he 
time J both g:roups at times·. ignon;:d .. t~e . s:yntactic and semantic 
constrai~ts ·and r·e'spo~~e? inst.ead to the graphi.c : information~ 
· poor rea~erl!! ~ere' mC?re l -ikely to· r~spond "'~ith .a contJ!!xtuall y . 
appropriate word than.good \readers~ ignoring the graph!~ infor-
• . 
mation 1 and more than half 1:he initial respons.es . to target words 
cwerithe origi~alsr showing that both groups w~re sensitive to 
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~ 
col'lcluded that a good 
• 
, ., I Q- ' <f 
· "--.._ contextual·· inform~ti'oo .' • :The · resear'"Chers 
.. 
.. . 
• 
' 
reader could be.distinguished from a poor reader .by the relative 
/ . , I 
. ' 
·efficiency with which v.arying 
·• 
~pped. integratively • • 
... 
I I 
information !fources 
. ·' 
.. .. J-~ . 
. . . 
C<ijlld . b~ ~ 
' 
. 
• 
" · ~ling'!=-on ·a~d- Strange ( 1968) provid.ed · subjects ·wi.th 
se,nt~nc,es co.ntai.ning "blanks, while l~tters of the omit!ted words 
' ' \ : . '. . . 
• 
were S\)b,equently ~upplie~ ~s requ1i red·,. They foun~ th·at more . 
skil.1-ed .readers -~were. able ' to use graphic ' 'iri~o~mati1n' in _ conj_~nc­
tion ~H:h c~nt·extuaL restr~ints more_ efficient~l y. _ -rurr~y and· y-
Malipharit '(1982) £ound that readers ·_with _a hi~ wo·r~ recognition· 
score' were able to use c?,xt more _effectively Samrle~s; Begy, 
.. ·~ ;.· . ' . ( '11-r • • .. \ • ·, • 
an~ Ch~n ( 1975-1976 r fouric:l. t _hat ·good readers _WeCE~I s~pe~ior when-
·'. ~ . l \ 
given a conte-xt ,and pa'I'tial visual cues, and were better aware 
• • I 
of having made an ·error. \ 
( ,' 
The Instrument 
~ ·r -
.. . \ ' 
. I 
' · . 
this 
The natur·~ t_h_e_d_i~~- ~~erences betw~~~ t~e ! find~ngs of 
investigat;i on anj-A~at of · rs~kson and· _Miller ( 1976} is , both . 
• interestlng a~d surprising. . U~like this investigatipn, in. which 
j ' ·- • . 
there -were nb s1"gnificant differences, in the --predict~d di~ec-
· . tion, at any rate, the Isaksdn·•nd Miller (1976) study fourid 
high compreh_enders ·showed a s~cj~.if~cant. _incre~e , in erz:o·r~- ~ 
acroas· sentence type, · and_ high- compr~enders ma~e si9nificant,ly : · • 
fewer,. ez;rc;»rs on n6rmal and semantically v'io.lat.ed sentences than 
· . ~·· ~id '{ow ~omprehenders. · On semantieally and syntactic~ly....._ ' 
~l'( . . • . .. . . # . \ ' • • 
~iolated sentenceB there was no· difference in the number of / ' ' , ' ·. . i 
I errors made bY. either group. 
"' l . • 
I ' 
At. the very least, the research design appears to be · 
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I 
. . 
. . . 
unreliable. It is .interesting to note that. the places where 
. . 
significant comparisons 9/ere found iM' t_his study, the· measures 
• t ' I • • ~ -l ' )I • ' •, ' .. 
of the effect of level ofadiffic'ult~ on th~.~ernantic and . . -.. 
. . 
• syntactic a-cceptahili ty of 'reader-s' errors and the correction of . . . . 
- . 
tho~e .which ·were unacceptable, . wer~ .less. condi t1o~ed _by .tqe 
. ' . . I 
• 
• 
.. instrument . ~n the measures~ related ~0 r~action:'~o .sentence 
. . , .. . . . . . . 
type. - · · _- · . " · -· • 
. ' •• • There have beoen · stud.ies which 'hav~ . employed a version. 
.... . . · . ' 
D • I If 'ilo\ r ' 0 
. of tlw disruptive effect, and have achieved.-significant· results. 
• ..... • Jt ~ • • • • • • • 
. When good ·and poor grade four .readers were 1nstructed to read 
.. .... • ' ' ' • ,i 
~ ~ g ' ; . • • • I ' • ' • • ' ' "' ' 
: ( .'!t meaning'. a story containing graphemically simila~ substi t;~-
·' .t I • ' 
I · tions, Schwartz and 
I t 
Stanovich ( 198 .. 1") . found -subject13 transformed 
._ . . .: ; • • " • # , 
· " ninety percent o_f ·th.e. alte~ed words; . '
.. ~ .. 
. . . \" . 
Thomps.on (1981} .created low semantic ·Constraint · · 
. . . . . . . 
pass.ages by switcl;ling words around in··a normal reading book 
series st?r! so.thit the resulting passage , was - ~yntact~cally 
acceP.table . and contained the ~arne words as the norma~ pa~sage 
·from which it was derived. The errors of the grad~ three 
subjects were found to be g'reatei:' for the violated passages than 
·, 
normal ones, 'and the passages with low ·semantic' 6onstr~nts were 
• • • • ~ '• " <i : ' , • 
..f reado more sl.owly than . normal ones. . .. 
. ~inograq and' Johnston ( 1982) ~cons-~ructed ambigud.us· 
'if 
' . . . . paragraphs on either a church .. or· circus theme so 
~ ' • • • • • I 
that ,there ·was· · 
a single referenc'e to' either ·i~ sent,e~ce six ' .. and 
,, . . ' . 
an anomalous · 
• . <I • 
Twen~y grade ' six -sent~nce as sentence eight of the pass~ge. 
' . . 
students of ·high ·and, io~ r.eading' ability, given . either no 
preparation or material related' to one situation ot the other; 
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.were :0Sjd tO or any re~~ the . pass a9e • Whe ~ they were ~sk'1<J . 9 4 I . . ' . . . .. ' ~ .. . ' probe questions to discover, whether they had noticed the 
- I \ . . . . . 
an~maly ,I good reade.rs performed· better than poor ['eaders, I \ . . - . . 
the schem!l p~eparation had no effec.t on . ~rror ~etect·ion. 
' • 
but 
i \ . 
. I • . • 
. t In spite of the·.efficacy of. the disruptive effect .in 
\ ' 
the abo e cas~s_,~ it . does seem to be som~what flaweg-, especially 
wh~n ~s~d in ' a. ~~sign in which subjects are ~equired ~0 read . 
I . \ 
orally a · set of u,ll_r_elated. sentences. 
-' . \ ' . ' . -
' ~ . · Firstly,\ readers' likely approach printed mater'ial . with \ .. 
. • • , 1 ·.- · • r --~ . 
· a bias that . it· ~ill\ be semanfically and . syntactically 'correct • . 
On disyvery that e~ors are present, · tliey may v;er~ well use 
differjnt strategie~ - \h~n they · wo~ld reading unvio"-lated materi-
al. j . 
I . ~. . . \ • . 
~ - · Secondly, . us\ of the senteqse 'disruptive effe~~ to 
discover::. the · effect of contextual constraints "may be i ,nv_ a_ lid I . \ . . r • 
because of a lack of .sufficient context to generate predictive 
. l \ 
. . , 
.. 
beha~ilu r. . \{ . 
· . ',Thirdly, the unnatural reading s~ tuation may. ·influence · " 
· ;;,ad~,; ' to aetend rno·re c~re\ully to the .ilctual'prl nt • This' 
c~rt,~ijlly seemed to be tl\e c~~e _in 'thi; in~esll9ation; a·s...,..both ~ . 
~ig~- a -~ lo~ subject~' eq·o~s\ bore a high graphemic and phonemic· 
· si~Lla .ity to _the ·target ~ords·~ a findl'ng whlch was not affected 
_by)ile .leve.J., .of dif£"iculty of t~~ mate.rial. • . • 
I . \ . 
Most .reading occurs ~nd~r 'conditions in which:-· the 
'a/ der. likely has some expectation of tbe nature of the material 
. ' .. ' . . . . 
1 . ' • ' 
6 I ' • • tl 1 
t be i~ad J .the materia.l "Consists o~ at least several sentenc~s . 
· r:elatea\'on ·a common idea7 . and,: the r'eader is · permitted to pe_ruse. l . 
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I 
the prlnt in his own manner as he ..,..reads it siieritly. In this 
inves.tigatioti, as in ma~y oth'ers p(e~i.ously. cited, readers were 
· brought lt.o a r~other ·than ) thei~ familiar _classromn, and 
f I c. ' 
' lj ' 
introduced to a stranger who j informed him/her -that he/she had 
' I. 
been selected to parti;ipa~e/ ~n a read,ng experiment. They werE!·' 
. . \ . . " . 
then prese.n~ted wit~ iso_l~te/ ~ent~nce~ typed on file card_~ r and 
told to read them _,rally. It is a moot point, 'then, 'that the 
. . . . , I . . . .. . . ! 
resu1ting reading strategies · were representative of those· used 
- . I . . . . . 
under mor;-e tyllical · _c_ondi tio
1
n.s·. . . . 
.... ·.~. . 
. ~inograd and JohJs~on - (1 .~82) li~t sev•ral additional 
. I - . . . . . 
point:s relevant· to thi.s study which question the validity of I . . . . . •... 
what they term the ·"error ~dete~~·io~ :pa.rad~gm"_.: · . · · . 
1. · Readers' lack · of ~-r.elevant bac.kgr~uni( may cause him 
to overlook the error. · 
\ . 
2. Re~ders, espe~ially the young, may suspend disbe- · 
· lie! b~?ause .they have read "much that. is unbelievable. 
'3. s 'ubjects may "be ~s . ant l:o . ~ critical of an 
experimenter in · the · -sting situation.· · . · 
. . . 
4. ~ub~ect.s may :assume-t~ writer made a mistake and 
ignore 1t. · . '\ \ . 
5. · Subjects may notice ·the error but assume that 
subsequent information will resolve the prob.+em. ( 71) 
I The_y .add to th~_s li'st three . limitations of error 
.detection tasks,·one of . whi~h is .C;\ppropriate tothi s etudy, that 
there is a diffic.ulty in determining · which of _the reasons cited 
. . ' 
above is . responsible for ·poor performance on the task • 
crid.cism "of . oral · readin'g ' er.ror analysis ·cari be . ~ded 
to that of the er·ror detection design • . Leu ( 1982) describes 
• 
several weaknesses of the method,' such as the difficulty. in 
. . ~ 
distinguis~ing which .. of several information sources :was used 
/ 
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i , 
~h~i case of multiple-source errors. For ex~mple, when a miscue 
• 
is . both s.emantically acceptable and phonemically similar to the 
original wo~d, it is not possible ·to judge which cueing ~trategy 
. . 
triggered the error. He also poi'nts out' the genera,l i~sensi ti v-
~ty:to the ef£ects on error patterns resulting from the type of 
instruction the subjects ~ave expe~ienced. In this st~dy all 
the subjects· fo;llowed the same instructional· reading program, 
but this presents the proolem of limiting the · g,~Jleralizabili ty 
. .. 
of 'the ~.sults •·. 
Stu8ies Supporting Ideas Contrary to. the Hypotheses 
I 
' . · • Perhaps the instrument is the cause ·of the signi.ficant ~ ~H.Screpa~cie~ in the research in· ·the f_i~·ld of util~zation of 
contextual ~onst'raints ·in word recognition ~nd comprehension. 
. 0 
While the body . of research cited inJthis paper supports the 
position that better . readers utilize contextual cues to facili-
tate .word · recognition, .other studies have reached the conclusion 
that gQod readers are less reliant on contextual than yisual 
. . 
information, whfle poor . readera' rely more on semantic and 
c 
syntactic cues than on grapho-phonic sources. · . 
-· 
Stanovich · ( 1980) proposed another· ·explanati on: 
. , . 
Experiments in ' which subjects a~e. given unlimited time ~o 
. . 
. ' 
provide evidence o~ paving utilized contextual information are 
not representa1j.ive of normal readi-:g. The. results of studies 
which show . poor readers . are· .. ~ore reliant on context occ.ur 
because tbey .haye slo~er word recognition times which permit 
contextual facil'ftation to result from a conscious-attention 
. 
mechanism (the cognitive activity 'r.~quired is described in 
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technical detail whic'h need not be·r~ported here) as .well as an · 
,"" , 
automatic activation mechanism. Good readers' word . r~cognition 
"I · ... 
quickly 
. . 
occurs so that the target word can· be n~med before the 
conscious-attention mechani~m is ' required. ~ ,. 
In 'a study cited~ previo~~~ -· .Allillj-ton ( 1978) found 
. 
poor readers rely more on syntax for accuracy than ~ood 
. readers. . - ~ 
Allingto!l and Freming (1'97~) fou~d that when su~jects 
.,. ; < • 1. 
wer.e·. asked to read passages cont.aining ai:'tered .high frequency. 
' • • , , . . • .... ·a. . 
words .in context, there· was rio d'ifference betwedn the gr.~ups • . ' · 
However, w})en the words wer.e randomly ordered, the good· readers · 
• . ' . \ . ' f ' • 
wer~ significa_ptly more ~ccurate -~n recogni.t~on ~ithout 'tl)_e · .. { 
. . 
context than poor readers'. The good readers· performed s~milarly ... 
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~nde'r both CO~d~tj.OnS WhereaS t~e p00r readerS I aCC_Ufa~y d~Opped . . ~ ', · . . 
• ~ f 
off considerab~¥ fn the absence of contextual itlformati'on. " 
'· In the Allington and Strange (1977) s~udy ci~ed 
previously, in whlch words in a pa_ssacje were altered ·but -the1r 
' configurations maintained, goo'd reade~s were sJ:lr;>wn 't:o., l?e :more· . 
' .. . 
reliant on the 
. , • . . ' • • a, • , . • , II 
Visual i1\formation than. P,OOr· · readers in tha~ , .t~ey. ' 
re'sponded with 
. ' . . . . 
the a-ltered words mote ofteri than ·. did poor-. ·· 
·. \ \ 
readers, and poor readers were more ll~ely to . reap~~ - with a · 
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I' ~ ' contextually ·appropriate word than · were~ ·good ·- readers•. Th~~ · ~-
finding r~ns contra'ry t=o -~~p~ct~tio:ns ·. ari~i~g -:fro~ _: P~~~O.lln-• ~ · . .... 
guistic theory, but not nt;€ssaril,Y 'to its under~r~~~ass~mp­
tions. Beca~se use 'of coit~xt is thoug)lt to f.aciiit~te . ~ord 
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Ih· a study requiring grade t.~O ·a~d ·grade· f~r. s_ubje;ct:.s , , . , 
. . .. : ' ) - . . , 
·+ . ~ ,, 
. f 
I . ' 
,• . 
.. 
'I ' • ', ' ' • \. • ' • ". I 
t 'o . de~id'e wheth~r pairs of · wor~s . ~ttr.e associated, .un~~s'ociated,_' . . · ... ~ . . 
. . . . . . .. . . •. . . .. ,.. . . . . . . .... 
. · .· ._a. w~rd a~n.-:rd: ~r. two~ ~on~w~~ds, ··~c~~~ne:eldt,;"A~k~~ma~:' ~ ·: :·:~::' ·: ~~- : . : ~ 
• · al'id . Semlear~ · '(1977'} . ·f-ound ·that poor~i:: readers us.e at'· least .)ls· •. ·,. ·~ 111-.: ... · .t . · , 
• 4J , ' - 9' # :i • • lil ' ~ • o ' I • • • • ' ... ' ' .' • ' : 1 ' I , • • '• : · '•'' -....._.._ •' ' : ' ' ' • ', ' ,.: \ • .. . ' .1· 
· much semant~c . context as ·better readers. · · · .,, · '·.. ·.. ... = . .. · 
. " ~ A . . . ~- .... . : .· . 
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- ':' . : . . . . . . ./ . . . . . . ·. . . . .". . . : ·.. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . r 
; .I ~ .· .· ·. · ~ '.'; ,' Stan~vich, West; . ~nd ., F~~man ' ( 198·1) 'devised ·an . experi_~- :: . •_. • :_ 
' . . ' 'JIIent' i·~ whicn ' ~~e~ty::.fo\1r · .. g;ade .t.~o 'subjects read'· ~ene~n·~·ep ... :_ :-::~ ·>_ .. · ; .. , .' 
' : f.'; , :. · · which :~;~ ·divided .int~ ~wo pa~~ ~ ~lie .;ont~,xt ~n~ t~~ ,t.;~g~t;' . .·· . . 
( _.. 
: :; · ~;/ wo.<d, wliic~ wa.• .al\f~yt· th~ ti.Se.~o~~~ i;, tlie Sentence • . · Tb<ire • ·:·. :. : · . 
: - .t' ~-·· · .T ·_ · ._were_·.th·ree · cond-~t~.o~s;;. c~ncj~uous. cp'ntext ·~:· ·in~onc:Jruous _cont.ext-, . ,..,~ .· ·.-. ·. 
'' • ·,· • .- .. ,, ,' • • .. •', • ' . ,..- • , · , " • .... o• • \ ' • •• ·' ·. · : , ·· , : , · ' •, ' ' \ ' . ,-, ' ' ' ', :, ' '.•. • I' 
.. :·· ·I . · , .. >'Jnd _ri.o . contex~' - i~ .which .t~e._·. tar~e~· ~6-rds w~.re preceqed.- by .. •, · .• ~ . 
,• . I .· · o . t . · · · = • • • • • • • • , • • • : ~ " • • ·.. . " ' 
· . ~ · :'j..· . . "the~ • . . :. Subjects· were requlre~.- _t.o .pronounce _the .target ·wo~ds as 
~ o ' 1 I • ' . ' • . 
· · \ they .-'were pfojected f 'rom , slides. Th~y : fo~nd .:that' there was- a 
. \ . .,, . . . . ~ : . : . 
' . . I., · :_y · . high ' n~g~ti~e- ~·orr~l:at{on ' b~tween reading 'ability · ~~d . c~n.text 
' . . . 
, 
.. 
. ~ 
~- us·e, .and that the magnitude of the context effect declined . . . ( -
~ . 
. ~·) . 
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t~ro·ug,h ' the -. s~hooi · Y'~ ~ ~ 
. . ' ... 
. ~- ~· _' se·ve~ral otte~ studies f~urid ~hat -c~ntext effects 
.• ~ec~ine ~iJh· ~~cre~si.ng age of the · subjeets . <'sch~~ntes, 19B1a~ 
• • ' \ .i1 ~ . ' C' 1 ' . 
. s9~wante·~, 1981b: .west .. aQd Stanovi'ch, ·197~). _-) . -~ • 
• , • ' ' (f f ' ' • : "' .:-r. ' • • • I • 
. , { .. Bi~miller'_:s (~970_) study o~fers _ ~ .. fascin.,:ti,ng ·.insi?_ht_ 
"J,nto the S'trategic. use of contextuai and visual 'informat'ion. 
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· ..:, . At t~ beginning of the year_, the subjects' errors 
~pshowed a;::he 1 re~iance on contextual cues, hardly' s~rprising, 
as they. re still likely. to be basing their reading on th~ir 
# • l b • 
oral, language,expe~ience. The first month . in which fifty-
percent of ' reading errors were of the "no· re$ponse" type was 
~~ken to be ~h: ~e~inn~g of_ the "no · response phase". ' siem!ller 
~oqnd .that: those who•r~arned longest in the pre-no response 
' • . 
phase were the poorest readers; there was a ·large and · 
S-\gnificant increase in. the per.centage . Of graphically similar 
. . . 
·.· substitution· errors among the respons~ · errors occurin~· in' the 
. '\ . ' . ' . . ' 
.;._no~r-esponse· . phas~; - ~11# ea~lier a child .moved into the. IJ · 
,) • : , 
\ 
no-respo~se phase the better was ~ls rea~ing performance at the · 
·, 
. • end .of. t~e year; and · i~ the post-no-response phase substitution ~ 
• 
errors became both more contextually and g'raphically constrained. 
( 197~} study sug~-~t . th~t ,• J · ·The results · of . Biemiller's 
good readers. are·a~le ' t~· become . proficient in bottom-up proces-
·sing skills and ,find· their use efficient. Poor readers lac,. of 
......... 
developmeri~ of visual processing' skll).s offers· them no cl\oibe 
but to continue to rely u·pon contextual inf:ormation. -
It is Stanovlch's (1980) position that a process at ; 
. . 
any level can compensate for deficiencies at any other lev~l. 
,. 
, 
a The ~ iJ;sue is whether · good r~aders have a 
~gre!ter tendency to use contextual redun-
dancy to facilitate ongoing word r~cog~ 
nitionr not whether given virtually 
· unlim~ted time·, good reader~_ can make 
~etter predictions .••• The question is not 
whether the good readers have better 
predictive a~ilities, but whether they are 
' · · actually mor,e prone to rely on ~uch . · · 
abilitieB to Bpeed word recognLtion. (45-461 {) ·. . . 
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Stariovich ( 1980) ·argues that a good reader is utili z-
ing his. cogn'itiv~ capacity ~or comprehension pro~~sses, such 'as 
integrating new -~nformation wit~ old, but for word recogn~ion 
be u'ses physical ' c'ues, achieving results mo;-e' quickly than if he 
, . ' .. \ 
utilized a con~qi:o,:.1s-p.rediction contex~-based str~tegy. 
'· 
However, he made a dist-inction between conscious prediction· 
' .· . . . . . - ' . . ·' · ·. 
processes, which are._ne_cessary only when bot~om-up wor?. -recogni-
. ~ . 
. -
tion processes are s"lowed _either because of_· developmeri_tal! 
' . . .-. . : . _· , ·, . : . . . . . ·. ·.;_ . .'·-:: .. : ' ; 
inunat\)-ri ty or.- -.~n~~~uate_ ~-timulus information,. ~n~'-,_ -au~?iilati~ 
activation, ~tt-ro·u~-~: -~h·l6h ·:c~n~ext . ·~cts_. to speed w.dr~-' :i~bognition 
. ' ' .· d:: · ~. ' ,· .·;: ·- ~ ~ ~ .' · .. - . ~ · \ . : ·· . _: · . . -. .\: ·. ~ .~ . . , · . ~: . . ' \ 
in the fluent '· reader-•. . :'··:;· .. ;:·. ·. ': ~ ' .. · . . . . :>:.'. -,.'; ·,. :_ ·. 
, 
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~ : I sniith . <t973) :;a.r·g.ues -~tha\);C::omprehension .. 'p ·recedes,:"o·tci ·: 
· · · . · ~recpg·ni ~i:~i~,_,. ~~~~lme~ : (. 1 ~ :~~-~ ;:~:' :~~~~~:~}~ -·:t~~s :.Po~l ~Ion,: . ciai:~.n~:· ·. ~ ; : 
-tef~d~~9· : ~~-~~- :~imply ·p;~Q~~~:'_ -~<>6·.- ; 8;6~{-y·: ·fi.r! ·;_~o~prehensiort'·~~ ·• '1. • I 
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' . t~lt~ plaC:e ' _i~ . each word had, ,tp_ b~ . . ~<3.entifieq. ·. · · . .... , . 
_. - : \ ' ' - :.'. • I . • ' /) < ·. : t .~I >: . ·: ,. \ .. . ~ 
·. -::·' TOe two· contradictory positions. ~n -.the role' of ' conte~~ 7 _- : 
• .< . • • ~. - - • ; ~.. . , •• ', 1, , . . •. ' r. • 
t-~al ' .:a~d ~i~ual. informat-ioh pr~sent~d h~re · -~appear -'to represez:lt 
. • • . ' \ l ~ - . . . . 
' • • • • ;. ' 'I ~ • ' > ' 
~ . s~~ges · in an ongoing dtalecti6~1 prop~ss . of . reading ~heory 
. ·' 
.. 
·development_. 
. . ~ ' . 
• ' r .• • 
Theories in which ·letter and· wo.rd recognition · 
· n~cess.arily preced~ comprehension w~re .'~~ppiarlted by thos~ ~hich 
. . . . . . . . l .: . 
. claim the reverse (Sm~th,_. 1911' ~ Go~dman, .' 197.6). ~·A synt_hesis 
.. ' 
·. ~ \ 
' . . ... 
be·t~een. th~s_e extreme~. is ~m~lied b.y .'the: wo'~.k ·of ltumelhart . . ·: . 
·,J ' (1977) and also Stanovich ·c-1980),, in that they '.are 'Suggesting an 
. \ ... ~ : 
. . . . . 
lnten~~tion betwe_en the use of both io~rces i _o~ i~form~tion. . ...-.. ·:. :·~ · 
_ Stanovich's (1980) position is that a deficiency 'in the ability,_< . 
• , \ I . . . . .'.I i--,.~· 
to use top-down procesa·ea, either- because they are :not well · • .··' 
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• • 'l .. • • . \ 
developed in the reader or because insufficient co.nt~'xtua,l . 
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information is available, will result in the use of .bottom-up 
strategies. 
., 
However, Goodman (1981) labeled Stanovich~s (1980) 
\ 
model as being of the bottom-up type as ~t assumes accu.rate word 
· r~'cogni tion is a prerequisite· to comprehe~sion. Good~a~ - l~bels 
his own psycholinguistic modet .as being, in fact, 'iriteractive, 
in that it requires the interactive use of g!apho-phonic, . · 
syntactic, and semantic cues to construct meaning~ 
.. 
' Tl:lompson (1981o) is criticalco£. the,)>tanc;>vich posi.tion 
0 ' • 
o·n sev_eral counta, including the point that ~-lthou~h :<the ' ·,\ 
Stanoilich (1980) model is conslstent. with evidence : that a good 
. ' .. ~ ~ , . 
reader~ is more reliant on cont'ext-~ree decod(lng, it is not . 
. . . ... ' 
·~ . . 
suf~ic::iently explained why t::his sho~ld . be .so. ,: :· · 
• 'ot •; 
' 
.. 
, .. Case ·studies ,, 
' . 
• J • ... 
' ' 
. ' . 
, Throughout . this rep_ort dou.bt has been cast: upon the 
. . . . . .• 
· . . validity o.f the assumptions of top-down reading: models; . 
: . ; . . : . ~ ~ . ;.. .. . ~ " 
.. · botto~t~..:up .•reading models, the use of the disruptive -effect · and 
r ) • • I 1,.• • • :~ • ' • ' I ' ' 
' . . 
.. of · oral reading error analysis . Further, the findings of the 
~~ . ... . ~ . . . . \ . 
data : an~iysis. performed on the subjects' responses to the 
> • ~ \ ,· ' • -........:..· 
·; ... assi~'ne'd ~a~~ . in ~this investigation did not resolve th·~ - qlies-
tions imP,l!e~ by the hypotheses • 
, • I'' 
.... .. ~ •' 
Po"l' these teasons, it; ·-was· thought that·· a 'closer 
. . 
··' 
• 
~XaJ11inatiO~ · 6f S~Veral Of the ' 'su~jeCtS 1 reading WO~ld. facilitate 
an unde~st~_ndi~g· .~f the pro.cesses involved as the high and - ~hw 
<...t 
: · · ,.,comprehimders tack~ed the oral .reading of ·normal ana. anomalous . \ 
.. .. material.' · The r!!sea'rcher again'· listened to the recordings of ,, 
' 
{. 
· .. : four of · t.h~ subjects, two of whom scored at the higher end· of 
; "' > r. • 
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the · range of comprehensi'on scores, and two of whom scored at the 
' ., 
. 
lower end. These subjects have be~n assigned fictitious names. 
/nne 
/ 
Anne's grade equivalent comprehension .score was 7.2. 
It was~ c.lear, from listening to Anne read that she is 
reading for meaning, She read the unviolated sentences ·smootihly 
~ ~and with appropriate intonation, exc~pt when she came - upo~ a 
\ 
... 
wqrd ~he di~ not know. 
~x~ple:· A4.2 And you ca~ ~ for the shots at the counter on 
.. the way out. ' 
' .. 
In ' ~his violated sentence, "ne,~" was substituted ·for 
. "pay." · . . ,, 
Anne .- read the first three words with confidenc~,": 
paused, . ·and 'regressed, to .. the beginning.·· The sentence was read, 
'again, with the disrup~ion·. uttered verbatim •. 
\ . ' 
It .appears that-when-Anne came upon the word "need," 
. ...o--..., she realized it was incongruous with what she had read. r ·L ,. · , 
1 spent time reasssssing th~ situation, l_ikely look~ng at 
She 
"need" 
' ~ . 
' I 
.. 
and the first words of the sentence again, : and made another . · 
·attempt. The final reading was read with confidence, as Anne 
had made certain "need" was in fact ~ printed on the f~~e card. 
r 
· The pause and subsequent regressiolh 'typical of hetl 
approach to anomalous ma_terial, indicate that . Anne .• was awa're' of 
the .fact that som~thing was · amiss, · but the conventiof!al oral 
"'-· 
rea.ding analysis proves in'adequate in its abj.iity to· demonstra-te 
.. 
what the reader is actua1ly ~o~J."::· As the ..{lltered word was read 
verbatim, Arine's awareness o~ did .not appear as an error or a 
·--- ....... ............ - --.. ~~· · -· .,_.., -
\ 
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correction. As· no other words in the sentence were changed, 
. 
there was no entry on.t~e data scoring sheet under "CBNEG" or 
"CHPOS". 
Anne appeared to be attempting to make sense of the 
. 
sentence. Having reexamined the print, _confirming th~t the 
., 
_anomaly .was actu~lly present, she was prepared to read the 
sentence fluently. 
Example: B23 Hammer and nails eyes next, with. many. other 
• · things. 
In this sema~ticall~ and syntactica~y violated 
sentence, "eyes" was substituted for "came." • 
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Although :pausing ' just b~(.ore th~ violated word "eyes", 
· Anne read xhe violation verbatim and without regression, but 
read ~he second half of the sentence with, a tone of uncertainty, 
and read "with" ·a se.cond titne. She read as .. if she ex_pe!=!ted 
successive reading to ·resolve the conflict between what she hap 
read and, what she knew to be acceptable. 
Example: C32 All you need to ·do is · wonder the .combinations • 
. 
. In this violated sentence, •wonder" was substituted 
for "remember" . 
. . \ 
In this case, Anne read .the viola~ed sentenc~ wi~hout 
any hesitations until just befQr~ the ·final word, probably 
' 
'because, not knowing the word "combinations," she needed to· 
direct her attention there. .. 
Example: B51 · Soon\ there was a clearing all the way . rour:td the 
cabin. .• 
It· is interesting to note that · when Anne encou~tereel 
this unviolated se~t~.nce, havi,ng experienc.ed ~he two disrupted 
\, .. 
- - - ... -·--~--~:_.__... __ ....--_ · ~· .. ·-- ·- ..... ( .... . 
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versions previously a~ having lnsuccessf:lly strugg~ed to make 
! 
sense of them~ she read this v~~sion ~ hesitantly, as if . she 
1 
•· expected to come upon an anomaly. I . . 
Anne's reading _was codsisten~ throughout the assign-
/ '' ~- . 
me nt. · On twenty-two of the .thi lty .disrupted'· sentences· Anne m~de 
significant pauses just before or after encountering a violated 
- . I . 
- ~ord, whil~ the normal sentences, ' except in the case described 
above, were read fluentlr. • I ' 
Bert / Bert~s gr~de• equivalJnt comprehension · score at · 6.t was 
· also at the· top end of . the ran'~e ~ . H~s· reading patte·r~ was 
I 
similar to Ai:tne' s. j ~ 
However, six times he changed other words in the· 
i 
sentence so that the effect of the anomalous character of the 
insertion was neutralized. 
'Example: C22 "LarryJ you feally begin talent," she said, 
putting his work on di5play • 
. 
In thi~ violated sent~nce, 'begin' was substituted . for 
..J~l 
.'have' •. 
Bert had read. 'talent • with the acc,ent;. on/ the last 
syllable in his·previous · two indicatin~ the word had 
been sounded out ,but without benefit of s Uleanin · In this 
case, · he made ~ slight pa~se after 'begi~ , ls_r.uptea word, 
then substituted for 'talent', a sentence · 
·which was more 
Bert made ·sigri pauses or after the 
altered word on twenty-t the thirty pted sentences, 
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while the normal ve'tsions were 
"'--
times Bert regressed after the 
read without hesitation.: Six 
stop and repeated the ent·i ~e 
. .portion of the sentence up ~o and iricluc)ing the violation, as if · 
. , • • . I . , 
to ma~e certa~n w~t he t~ought he saw. was actuallY there. 
\ • I 
Seven \times Bert's readin~ of the disruption or the word ' 
following it were read ve.ry slowly, sugg~stng · he was tr~ing to 
gain 'time in an attempt to resolve the apparent problem. 
In general, Bert· appeared to be puzzled on encounter-
. . 
ing nearly all of the violation~, yet when ;he made efforts .to . 
. ; 
·recheck the material .and discovered the aridmaly d't-Q exist, he i 
. . 
' . 
was able to confide~tly carry out his reading. ~f .subsequent 
portions of the .sentence. 
Carl 
Carl 1 .s grade equivalent comprehen~i'on score of 2.1 
fell at . t .he lower end .of the range, and . is two years . below .his . . 
giade place~ent. 
Carl's pace was much slower than that of the two good 
comprehenders, but· his reading was even. 
. . 
He read carefulLy, as 
if he \fanted to master each word be.fore PliOceeding on to the 
. . next, an~ -fe made very few errors on the ~verall task. 
He made only five pauses w~ile reading.the thirty 
violated sentences. 
. \ 
These were noticeably shorter.t.han those of 
! 
the good co~prehenders, a_nd four . of them ··occlir:red before the l 
violation.' c~rl 's . reading was not ahead of his thinkin.g· to the\ 
. . \ 
extent that he would utter the altered ~ord first, then realize i 
. I 
' 
there was an incon~ruity. In several' cases. when he did not ' 
p~use, the dlsrupte~ wotd w~s rea~ without the proper intoriatiori 
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evident in the rest of his oral reading, indicating an awareness 
of th.e ~nsert-ion. Carl displaye,d an awareness ofi linguistic 
constraints as the following examples show: '• .• 
. . 
C33 All you need to do is morning the combinati'ons. 
!n this doubly violated sen~ence, "morning" was 
. . 
substituted for "remember". , Carl changed "is" to "this," made a 
long pause before "combinations", and made several attempts at • 
!. 
~ 
pronouncing the first syll.~ble before getting the word tight. ' 
A33 I'll ~ the needle. ready. \ ~ ' \. . In this semantically an~ • ' I • ' . syntactically violated 
. : 
·---
I . 
~ 
1 
,. 
\ 
.. 
··,· .. sentence, ."was" was substitute~- · for "get". Carl read the 
f 
-~ntence as follows: "I '1.1 .•• I • 11 will ••• I was the needle , . 
rea'dy. n •• . '-...-
·. ~Syntactic; onsiderations appear to be foremost in each 
of these'.ca,ses as Carl attempted to make ·sense of the material. 
' . ' ' • 
' . 
In three othe'r. instandes, Carl changed the target word. In each . · case~ . ~he ·--·s~bs~-i tution~ . were appropri.at;.e syn~actic_ally. bu: _On!_Y---:-'-'-- - -..!._J _ 
once was the repl~cement sem~ntically acceptable . as w~ll. 
. . 
Carl's reading of the following sentence was typical · 
of his approach ~o viola~~d ~enten~es: · -~ · 
B22 Hammer aqd ·nails cleared next, w~th many other ings. 
~ · . . -
In this violated sentence, "cleared" was substituted 
.. 
for "came". "Next" was read more slo~ly than t ,he other words, 
but otherwise the sentence ~as read evenly and with appropriate 
intonation·. 
In the following example of a violated sentence in 
which "begin" was substituted for "have,." Carl indicated his' 
\ . 
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\ ', 
awareness o'f the _ anomaly 9Y ~eading "begin talent" slowly and in 
a hiqh~r pitched .monotone than the other w~~~·. 
C22 nLfrry, you really begin talent,~.~ said, putting ~is 
wo k on display. · 
. ' 
. ' 
In not one case did Car~ ·stop after reading .an anoma-
ly and ~eread the entir~ sentence; and only once did he repeat 
the tar~~ word. • 
'· ---.. 
Debra 
. 
.... ' 
· Debra '"s g~ade ~quival~-nt compreh~sion score of 2. 5 
pl~c~d }ler at the. lower·_ end of 
. . 
.. least fluent of the four ' cases 
the-rang~ • . Her reading was the 
selected ~or furttler st.udy here • 
' . 
A few sentences were read smoothly, but usually.-words were 
. pronounced slowly and carefully, and litany were repeated, .even :in· 
' ' 
·-
' unviolated sentences or clauses. 
Debra, li,ke Carl, read the ·anom~lous w~rds much more 
i 
_,slowly than others ·in the sentence in nea~ly every case. On 
---on-ly- seven·-of -the violated sente-nces -did she-pause just before 
. . • 1 , 
or after encountering a target word, and these pauses, like 
Ca~l's, were less noticeabie than those of the good comprehen-
ders because of the more halting reading style. 
"-
In only two\ cases did 9ebra re_peat an altered word in 
I . 
· order ~o att~mpt - to ~ort"ect an anomaly, and in .only one of these 
cases did she . repeat the. entire phr~se, unlike the .· good compre'-
. I - - , . -
henders who appeared' to need the preceding context to assist 
I . I . ' 
! 
them in sorting out the apparent incongruity. The good compre-
. ' 
' . ' . 
benders actually repe~ted aloud the relevant portions-of the 
sentences nine and six _times respectively, but thei'r long pauses 
I 
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before and \ after _trre disrupted word, occurring in near~y every 
instanc~, ~uggest that ~hey were rereading silently. 
'i 
Debra • s reading of the following . semant_ ically and,v 
lOB 
.· \ . syntactical.~y v~ola~\d sentence in . which "they~ was substitut~~ 
for "take," \clearly -~her · .susceptibility 'to linguistic cues : 
B13 "I thoclght you ·might. like to they turns with the cooking,~ 
Mrs. Wi~son said. • 
Debra first replaced "they" with "take~, doing what I . 
the h¥potheses predicted the good readers would do, substituting 
· a word~hich \was more acceptable. In ·this case, it WaS' ln' £act 
the _o'riginal \word~ She later ·correc~ed. the err.or without the \ 
benefit of re~readi·ng ·the , conte~t •. · '. 
·. Deb ~a · spmetimes uttered th.e altered w~~d .befor,J 
,. \ ..,. ' . . ' " . . 
noticing a discrepancy, but ill gene'ral her oral reading· suggests 
I 
. I . . , 
she has a sho \ t eye.,..voice span , ~~nd she does qot · read for 
me'aning in phi"asal units. " 
· A m·o1re typical example ' of her rea~'ing behaviour can b~ 
- I., . • . 
seen in her reading of the ' following v.iolated sentence in which 
. ' 
. I . . 
"wished" was substituted for "teamed". 
\ ' ' ' ' 
C52 That afternoon Larry and Brad wished up as they ' never had 
before to \win the _game. · 
AlthJugh D~bra displayed .no signs of having _difficul-
1 . . 
I ' ' ' ty, ·nor did she hesitate be£~: pro~ounc~ng any of the words, · 
• I . . ' . • 
her reading was. not flueni;. She made a slight l?ause just before 
'wished, • but 'read the word itself witho,ut ·error .• 
Throughout ·the.ex~rcise, Debra coped with the anomal-
1 
ous sentences ~either by pausi ng just befor e the violation. or by 
c • 
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Case Study Summary\ 
slowly. Her intonation was often 
• 
'·· Both ,.tli.e good and poor comprehenders displayed ~n' 
'-
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awareness of the anomalous insertions, but each group dealt with 
.. 
the si t1,1ation diff~'rently. , 
The high comprehende_rs 1 reading was marked by a good 
' pace, appropri~te intonatio·n,. pauses just before or after the 
/ 
altered word on nearly all the violated sentenc_es, anQ ~;epet~~ 
. . 
' 'tio9s of the rele.yant_ p~rtions of many· of them. 
Th·e low comprehenders 1 readlng speed was considerably · 
. . . 
. . . 
· slower,~ their style mo're halting, and their intonation often 
. . 
inappropriate. 
., ' ' _ _ .... IJ 
Their pref~r:r:ed method of · treating-anomalous· 
mater1al was to· slowly pronounce the. altered; word, but so~eti':"es 
... 
they paused before or afte~; it ·. Their pauses· ,~- : ~~en they 
occurred, were much shorter than those of the good compr'ehen-
d~rs. 
The good r~ders appeared to employ the co.ntext in. an 
.,.~~1: 
attempt, to render th~ anomalous ·se~tences meaningful. . The poor 
comprehenders appeared to be att-empting to . resolve the anomalies 
by looking carefully at· the incoz:tgruou·s word alone • 
This unscientific yet careful examination of the r~ad­
ing of 'these four subjects raised' some ,.questions while anawering 
. . . . . 
. . 
others. Readin·g speed appears to be significant, but it is not 
. ' 
• 
clear whether the cognitive Qrocesses at work affect the 
' ... ' ~ 
readers 1 pace, or if the read~rs' pace· restricts_ the ~ype of . 
. 
cognitive activity permitted. The role \&nd limits of the short 
---~........._-, .. __ .....__,__ ____ _ 
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•term membry may be significant, as may the organizational 
. ' 
component of the long term memory. Unfortunately, current 
systems of oral reading analysis do not take reading speed -into 
consideration. 
Reading is obviously a complex cerebral astivity which 
~,;:,;>;.. is difficult to describe even under quasi-experimental condi-
~/ tions. The points on which the two reader types diff~~ed were 
.. 
I 
I 
able to be measured, . yet the mental processes which prompted 
their dispar.ate beh~viour remain unknown • 
. The good ~eaders seem to ·be integrating new and old • 
information as they .read. They re~lize ~uickly that the 
> • 
anomalous word presents a problem, · and they appear~~ take time 
to seek assistance from the mater:ial re'ad, previously • . 
The fact that poor compr~henders read the altered 
. 
.... . ~ . 
words more slowly than the others indicate they are equally ~ 
sensitive to .a violation of lingu.istic constraints. 
. General Conclusions 
The hypotheses of t:Jis study, grounded i n psycholin-
g'uistic theory, suggested that b cause utilization of cont·extual . 
information. tq reduce · the am n of visual i_mput necessary to_ 
' achie~e comprehension is ~e.ature. of proficient re~din~·, then 
go,!)d .' comprehend'ers would emonstrate a· reliance primarily· on 
. . 
contextual cues to identify words. Thi.s · ~eliance : was expe_ct.ed 
to manifest itself' in severai waysi 1) 'the good ·r~aders would 
create such . s~rong preaict-ions about the' upcoming material' that 
. . . . 
I they would unconsciously overlook deliberately inserted .anoma-
lous words 1 2} good reaaera would make substitut.ion errors ~hich_ 
I 
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would 9e semantically and syntactically acceptable ,but not 
' phonemically or ·graphemically similar to the target words; and·, 
3) good comprehen4ers would correct a higner percentage of u 
ungrammatical miscues than poor comprehenders. I' 
Poo·r. com~rehenders were ~xpecte.d -to be le~ dependent 
on the co~text .as demonstrated by a tendency t~ de~ect the 
presence of altered words, but 
made, theY, were expected to be 
similar to the'original .words~ 
when~ution errors were 
graph~mica'lly and phonemically 
In fact,;. the go~~ cornpr~henders . we~e shown to be . ' ' . . 
' • ' ' (' ' ' ~ I \ ~ · , I' I ' \ • ' I ' • t • 4 
better users of both contextual and ,·visual . information than the 
. . . 
. ' . , . . . 
poor comprehenders, at least :under quasi-experimental -condi-
-tiona. ·, ')I::' • 
The error analysis dernbn.strated . that good. and peor .· · · 
comprehenders' reaction tO\ the utter~~c·e of ano~cilous · words 
'differed only when the anomaly was actually pre'sent in the 
print. .. 
When this was· not. the case, only ~e~good readers made 
,_.../' . . . 
~ · . • , 
a correqt1on, ·even tl,lough- ~he r~sult:.ing sent~nc~ may, hav~ been 
.. 
of the violated type. The ·corrections must have been mad·e· · on 
I 
. '. 
the basis of visual information, as contextual information ·was 
. . ~ 
.. 
i:Ac~ngruent, ·and ~ould . have led to a _g·rammat'ically .. a~ceptab-1:~ :.· 
. • ' ' • ' . q • • • ~ ' 
substitution. lt,was found that 9ood and pOOf . COmprehende~s 
were equaily sensitive"to ·lingu;istic cues. 
The · observation~' ar.ising. fro.m ~ i • . . " . case studi es showed 
. ' ' . ' ' . . . . .. . . 
how-good :readers ~re also more . r~l~ant ci'n '-contextual in'f.~.rma-
tion. While both reader type~ display.ed an .awarenes~ qf· the 
·' ·~ i 
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i c~?ve tion o~ lingui~tic ... rules by making ~.!_gnificant pauses , \ l .... ·, f 1. 
I. '- . ,, ' . 
befor or after a target word or by saying the word more slowly, 
i q J •· • 1 t 1 1 onl~y .th' good comprehenders repea:teq preceding portions of. the 
. _) ~ , ~ ' .• ' 
sentence in order to resolve the difficulty.· The ~ength of 
. their pauses sugg~st that even when ·they ... did not . repeat the 
I . ,..,./. , 
context a~oud, they were ·reviewing it silen~ly. , J 'I • 
.Obs.ervations~ from, the case .. st.ucHes ·helped to · resol·.ve a 
. ·
problem which ·~rose ~rom the .'or~-1 reading err.g.r analysis. · The 
, . . . '' 
findi-ngs of the latter · stigg.ested that good and p~~r ~omprehen-
• 0 ... • • • • > ' • 
ders '"were. equally sensitive to sem~~tic and. syntactic cues·, but 
. '·' . ' . . . . . ,. 
•" ... 
• 
' w ) :--
. ' i . 
J. 
; 
i 
! • 
' 
as n~arly ' ~hree-quarters of· t~. 'violated sentenc's _were 'r~~~,.. .• 
verbatim the · observui was shro~d~~: in d~ubt ~ rh~ evidence• 
~-
, . t Q 
that both the high and J,: w readers 'treat .an<5ma.lous words' 
I • l ~ 
original ~lalm, and shifts . the doubt to Jthe efficacy f the · ' 
~ ' . -: ' ' . 
in'strument. It· appears that the· unrelated sentences did not , . 
provide suffic~ent context to enable readers to ·demonstrate 
·• tl)eir ability to utilize .context to facilitate word 
' · I .. 
recognition. ' ~ 
It may be, howe•~r, that ·uiitil i:he act. ~£. rea i · i~ 
· more clearly understoo·d·, research ·results will' cont nue to 
. 0 • ' ' 
illustrate the apparent paradox th~t ~hile good readers 
. ' ' - ' . . ' f> ' ~ 
better at exploiting 'context cues·, context effects are mo 
' . . ' . ---- . . 
notable with poor readel"s (van·Dijk and Kintsch, 1.983L 
. ' 
this investigatiQ11, Carr ( -f981) ·found that niany recent studie 
!, •• • • • • ~ 
.--- ' - . ~ . 
show good readers _to be better at.· both t_op-~~ .~nd bott"oni-up 
. ' .. . 
processing, rl\ther .than having well developed abilities in one 
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,-... 
. , . .- \ 
Rowever, the substantial -problems which surround the 
use of the.disruptive effe;t suggest . that even with 
modificat~ons, more reliab~ and · valid results would be obtained 
through an alternative design. , 
Educational Implications 
" As good rea_ders were shown· to be .b.etter user.s of ·both 
I 
·contex~ual' .and · visual.informat.ion, reading instruction ought not 
Q. • to sacrifice. one for'. the: other. . 
; · 
I 
I 
~mith - ( 1978·) _argued thaJ: the, co~plexitY. _. pf the 
. . 
'spelling-:-to-·sound correspondences render ,pho~ics instruction ! 
. . 
. . . . ' 
un·reliable ;"that phonics requires reading from right to left, 
i.:;. 
th-at is l . the p.c·onunciation of let.ters•. is ~d.etermined by those 
.. 
' ' ~. 
which come ne.xt; tnat pponics .works if yo~ know what the ·word is 
. l~ke~y to beln i:~~ ~st Pl~;e. . ' . . ' 
. 'Although ~h good and poor readers were shown to 
' '• . 
. ~tilize· phonemic. informatio~, its souree wei~ f10t/ ·r~v~·ale~.: · 
Knowledge of le~ter sounds may have -·been the ~esult of direct 
·. p~·onid~'n'str~cti. o~ or -fndi rect . learn! ng from to· 
meaningful reading~mat~rial. Similarly, utiliza-
tion of graphemic· information may have ,. r.~sulte<l f~om f ash card 
I 
: ' \ • .. t • ' , ' ·• 
drills · or frequent opportunities to read the same words· in 
• ' ' I I 
sentences. · Ability to utilize ·contextual cues almost certainly 
. ' ' ' ' . . ~ 
was d~~eloped indirectly ·from reading experience. 
While instructional- methods are not · ~P~<:ifioally 
.. 
. 
: 
• • C) • • ....- • , · , .. 
indicated. by the findings, .an awareness that good readers employ. 
. . . 
varying strategies and so~rces of information int~grat1vely 
' ' shQuid suggest to. teachers that students. wlll benefit from the 
development Of DOth top-dOWrl and bottom:up ... :i~~.i~B • . . . . 
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I ' . 
. . . 
area at the expense of the other. Thus, as van Di'jk and Kintscr 
(19.83) .Point out, there are'weli'designe'd studies . . which have 
~ ShoWn good readers to be better;: UEfers Of cont;.ext 1 .good readers 
not to be reliant ~n the context, and poor re~d.ers to be most 
.. ' . ' 
:reli"ant on the ' context • 
' . 
• • . people actually cio all these diverse. and 
. ' ' contradi~tpry ·tnings •. •. people will do ~lmost 
everything .and -its .opposite given the right 
co·ndi ti"ons ~: A. theory, t~erefore, has to . take 
into account this divefsity and be ready to 
explain X as well as not~X'. It · is _norivacuous , 
insof~r ·a·s it' spe~ifies t}1e prepise conditions. 
under· which· X arid not.!;X occur, · or under. whic·h 
~ . ~n observatiori i~ Avid~nce for ~or its · 
. . : 
·, · . ' opposite• An · ob~e'tvat-i~n m~y have many caus.~S · 
· . an~ it D)ay confi-rm· X under some circumstances 
.. . 
· ' . an·d not-X un'der' ·othe'is •. Theories have to be : 
' complex because ,the world is complex, but they 
'must· not: :be · ar.bitrary.' (27) ' . . · .. 
, ·.. ~ .. : ~- ' . ·-~ - . ' ' . . ,· ·. . . . . . . ' , ' ' . . ' 
. .. · ~ .:_._bisc:~~e.f1~·g· :~he ·w~y~ in w~!V:ch ,readers exploi't 
, : , ' I 1 , ~ ( ~ , 0 I ' 01 \ l 1 , 0 \. ' , • • 1 
a'vailable in~ormation : and. integrate ·-~t with existing knowledge 
. ' ' . . , I, , • . . : - ' · , I' , , _· , 
is still .the:challe~g~: i,t _was Hi Pillsbury's tlme. 
~ J •,' o \ ~ , I 
·l 'sug~estions : for Fur~~er..-; R~~earch · 
I '• I • t ' • ' I ' 
· . . , .·The good ·reade.rs appe'ar.e.d ·.to' use the two sources of 
• ' ' f ~ :. : • ... . ~ • ~ . ' ~ • • • • • • ~ ' ', . t J 
· inforroat~on.· int~grati v:ely~· :~ut' the processes . involved rema~n a . · 
. . . . ., , ' . . .. 'i. . ~ . . . ·.• • . . 0 Cl • • • • 
~ystery .. The· data ~ri~ing '·from· this l stud~'do not reveal ...-whether · 
J '. •' •. • . • .' ·. " • . • • ' . • • • (' ~~ ) · • _.._.....' • 
there is .a contl•nllo:us.-·sw1tching .back· .and ·forth nor what' cues · 
, . _; '• . l . I . I 
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APPENDIX 1 
Test Sentencesa 
A43 ~d you can hat ~or th: .sh~~s at the 'counter on the way 
_out: .\ ~ 
That afternoon L~ry and •Brad wished up as they nev~r · had C52 
before to win the game. ~ 
!,!.. Q ). 
B4'1 "In this kind of weather we could ge.t. bush firf!!S ..,"· .. 
. 
' 
. .... 
... 
C33 All you need to do is morni~g 'the combil),ftions. 
~ do 
. ~ 852 Soon there had a clear.ing al1 the ~ay round ·the cabi ·:.-' 
J ' 
' .. A31 · I' 11 ge~ -the nef!!dle · ready .. . 
·,, 
B43 "In this· kind of weather we could brother bush .. f•i'res·." · · 
. ' 
A:42 And. you can· need 'for th'e shots at the- counter. on the" way.· 
out. ., .. ·- \ 
' .. ... -· 
C41 - Everyone would U\ugh if ' he ran o~to the f!eld in \the· ' · . . :: : .: 
·· Raiders' . colours instead of his own! . 
0 . 
A33 I' 11 was the needle ready .• 
• 
.. .. ' . 
.. 
• 
C12 
. . ... •( . 
If she didn't, he might tell ou~ wearing an orange swea~er• 
B31 
A13 
B22 
C53 
832 
A51 
C23 
A22 
\ 0 
.and blu' ~.lac~s wLtm one1·r~ sock . an~ ~one gt'een_. 
,' .. • -, t.l ~ d . . 
Their ~other was df!!lightea with. the, ·food.· -
.... ' ','. ' 4.' " • • ... ..~ . 
. ' '\ . . 
"I don't what needles,"" he·. said. 
It : . 
. .• . 
Hammer .and nails .dl.ear~d next, ~ith Il@ny other things. ·• 
. . '"' 
. ~ . "Lar·~ ,l_ you r~-all¥ haye talent', ." she said~ . putting ; h\s 
work orr display~ . - ' t..-· . ; '-..-: T~·at arterno~n ~'Try and ~~- som~body .up .. _ as .~hey. ne~~T . nad 
before .to win ' ~h~ . gam~. · 
. . .. 
Their mother have delighted 
. ' ,,... 
"What h~\re yo-~ be~- ·wai ti'ng 
• . ... G. 
with" the food~ 
to· say?"' · 
··' "\ 
I . 
• 
I 
\ 
"Larry, you really pair .talent,~ sh~ said, p\t-ttinc{ his work 
on d\~pra.y. - ... . . • 
Crackle Toes a~d .. Cream_·_ PJl~f tried into the animal . hqspi-
t '8tL • . > . 
1 
.. 
" ' . 
.... f 
t \",.,. 
' .. 
"f", .. 
. r 
' ~ . 
l 
1 
1 
I 
i 
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... • •t . • 
' t 
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·' 
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·• 
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'tf 
Q.:11 
B23 
C32 
A21 
B13 
A12 
C11 
~-~~ ..... --- _ ........ ........ _ .. ..... ' J-· ~ -. 
.. 
"I thought you might like to take turns with the ·cooking·," 
Mrs. Wilson said. ~ 
.. 
Hammer•and nails_eyes next, with many other things. 
All you need to do is wonder the combinations • 
cratkie Toes and Cream Puff went into the animal hospit~l. 
"'-' I • 
"I thought 'you might lik·e to they turns with the cooking," 
.Mrs. Wilson s~id. · 
~I don~t talk ~eedles," he s~id. I • 
' J • ' \ 
'If she didn't'; he might go out' wearing an orange sweater. 
· an~ blue slacKs· with §he' red sock and one green. 
. ' 
B53 . So~ 'ther~,._.rs.afe .a. cleadng all the : way ··rourid ·the cabin • ., 
· A52 
C51 
C13 
C42 
B~1 
A53 
. 842 
A41 
B33 
A32 
C31 
• A23 
.. 
. ~' . 
. "'What h:~ve you _peen,- waiting:· to~ purr?" 
..:... ~ I ' & : • '.,, f I 
\ ' 
• ' ' . ..,J. Thllt · a.fternoon:. ~rry and Brad teamed up as they never had 
before to win· the game. · · "' ., 
.. , . . . . -, . · ~ - . 
If she didn't, he might .was ~ut ... weaiing an· o_r~~g·e sweater 
and blue slacks with one r~ sock and one g ree1i" •. .  
... '!I' • 
. . 
Everyone would fling if he ran onto the field in the .· 
Raiders' colours .instead of · his _. ownl · ,,_ 
Soon there was a clearing al~ the wa~ round the ~c~bin. 
. ' ' · . 
"~at hav(. you ~~en. w ... ~~~ing . to . mu_~,t?" 
"In this !tind of ' !f~.ather w.e coula ..a:.sk ··bush (~res . " 
. ~ . 
. ~ ~ .. -
And ·you can· p!y for the shots at the· cou11ter on the · way 
o~. . . ~ 
.·-
Their mother 
·~ 
I'll s~y the 
'All you~ 
Cracki.e Toes 
ch~p delighted with the food. 
needle .ready. 
\ 
' . ' 
to do is remember the .combinations. 
and Cream Puff .well into the · animal hospital: 
. . . . 
' ' I 
• C22 .. ~La·rry, 
work on 
you really· begin talen~\" she. said, putling his 
display. · · 
•., 
·B21· Hammer and nails came na,t, with many other things. 
C4 3· Everyone~ would. matter if h~ ran onto · 'the .''field hi the ' ' · 
. . Raiders' colpurs instead of his. own l . . . . . \ . 
:· -: 
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B12 . "I thought you might like to arrive turns with the 
cooking," Mrs. Wilson said. 
A11 "I don't like needles," he said • .. 
aTne symbols preceding each sentence refer to the level.of 
difficulty, type of sentence, and the. placement of the sentence 
within the reading selection. 
The letters refer to the level of diff~culty: "A" repre~ 
sents )level 3, ~a· represents le~el 4·, and "C" represents lev.el 
5. · 'The first numeral refers to the placerqent of the sentence. 
within the selecti6n: "1" represents the first sentence 
selected; . "2", the secon~ and· so on. ' . 
Th~ second 'numeral restrs to the type of sentence: "1" 
fepresents a normal sentence, "2" and "3" . represent sentences 
which · have ·.been \U.olated semantically or . seman.tically and · 
syntactically sim~ltaneously. . 
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G List of Schools\ 
-, ' ~ 
. ., . ~ ·-
School Gates Experiment Nui:r of Subjects 
MacGinitie D~te 
'• 
'Dest High Low 
Date 1 ... 
Morr~s May 1981 Sept. 9, . 1981 7 3 
· Acad~my 
....... 
;·o s· ' MacDonald May 1981 Sept. and 11 10 
' Drive 1981 
.,_ 
Elementary_ 
. 
Pouch cove May 198l Sept ~ · 10 .2 
Elementary 
' . 
/ 
· · co~an Heights May 1981 ·Sept._ 12 3 6 
~  tl Elem~ntary \ I . 
~ ; ' 
St. Mary's May 1981 Sept 11 and 15 1 2 . 
· Elementary \ , J, 
' Park Avenue May 1981 Sept. 15 1 1 
' 
El~mentary > 
f 
St. Michael's May 1981 Sept. 15 8 1 \f 
Elementary • 1 I 
Virginia Par) May .1981 Sept • 16 3 . 2 
. .! . . . Elementary . 
St. Phi l•ip' s June 1981 Sept. 16 
-
2 
I 
Elementary 
' 
' Dawson May 1981 Sept .• 12 2 ' El~mentary l I 
' 
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.. 
Descriptive 'Statistics for All Variables (N=60) 
. 
' 
...  
variaiie Mean Standard Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum Range_ 
I· Deviation _l ...,_ 
• 
,.. 
J 3.01 WORDREC 38.82 3.53 - -1.3 .2? 34 44 10 41~45 ' . . 3.02 Ri>GCOMP 12.15 -1.01 ·.29 
-
21.00 72.00 5 1 
3.03 CORSENT 14~02 1.02 2.85 ~1.34 10.0 15.0 5 
. 
,, 
" . ·,s 3.04 VIOLTOT 2J.80 3.03 o.os -0.35 13.0 28.0 
-
3.05 GTOTAL 35.82 3.65 0. 17 .. -0.55 . 25 43 18 • . 
' 
--~ 
3.06 - L3TOT 11.53 ' 1.68 -0.94 -0.'26 8 14 6 • 
' 
-
.. 
. I 
3.07 I L3COR 4.57 0.59<# 0.10 -1.02 3 5 2 
I - . 
3.08 i VIOL3' - -6.92 1. 45 -0.94 -0.23 4 9 5 
I 
3.09 L4TOT 12.22 1. 52 - 0.18 -0.56" 8 15 7 
. . 
-
. 
~.10 L4COR 4.73 .52 2.58 -1 •. 82 3 5 2 
' 
-3.11 I VIOL4 7-48 1.40 ( 0.20 -0.62 0 3 . 10 7 \ . \ -- ' \ 
\ f- . 
"" =-" . . t 
\ . -I . -, . .. c 
\ .. I . . - :.,. r 
. . 
- ::. \ 
L· 
- ~~ .. . 
---
- ~ 
........... ~. 
-..... ....... -.... -.. -~·--- .. .. .. .. ' .. ~· ' 
-
/ 
-
. \ . ' 
\ ' - • 
! \ . 
, _ Variable Mean Standard KurtoEJis Skewness Miriimum Maximum Range 
Deviation 
,. 
. .. 
-
' 
: 
3.12 L5TOT ; 12.15 t-.60 .. .77 -. 79 7 . 15 • 8 
-
.. 
-
3.-13 I LSCOR 4.73 ' ~52 2.58 -1.82 3 5 2 I • 
3.14 VIOLS 7.40 1.33 -0.34 -0.29 4 10 ' 6 
3.15 GTO'l' 67 .!3 . 11.33 1.56 - • 72 26 89 63 
3.16- G3 · 70.70 20_.50 5.29 -2.32 0 8~. 89 
' 3.17 G4 4B.97 27.42 t -1 ~05 - .47 0 89 89 . • : ~ . 
3.18 GS 66.70 27.79 ."85 -1.3S 0 89 . . 89 • 
-
\ 
I • .. \ . . 3."19 PTOT . 67.87 13.74 - .OS - .39 30 89 59 
. J J 3.20 P3 72.52 23.44- 2. 47!' -1.64 -o ' 89 89 
-
• • . 
. ~ 
3~ '21 P4 49.68 32.72 . ...::'1. 27 
• -
.33 0 89 89 
3.22 PS 63.07 28.70 _ . 03 ... 
. 
-1.03 .o 89 89 
• 0 -. 
3.23 SYTOT 63.15 18.31 ~1 . 42 - • 72. 0 100 # 100 
._.;, l .. 
3.24 SY3 85.33 24.18 3."63 -1.89 0 . 100 ' 100 ...... _ 
3.25 SY4 58_.82 42.00 . -1.55 -0.39 0 100 100 
. 
• 
. 
• 
\ . \ . . 
. 
' .' 
, 
--; 
\ ' -\ ' -. 
\ '. 
--
- -
.. ' 
-
-
. 
' 
"' 
\ . 
.. \ 
- -
- - -"-- - :----~~~~:. .. ~"'-"'' :.-L··¥'<-_ j . - - . 
' . 
. · v~ • · . .. ... -.' ., ' .. --·'· ... ·: ; ' : ~ . 
-.... 
i ,• ' . 
' 
. 
~ 
. 
-
variable Mean Standard Kurtosis Skewness 
.,.. Deviation 
.. 
... -
-. ~ 
3.261 
' 
. 
SYS 26.97 31'.90 • - .35 . - .87 I 
-3.27 SEMTOT 44.10 16 •. 14 - .• 24 - .27 
.''1. 
- - ' .87 3.28 SEMJ 
-
73.98 27.81 .05· 
! 
3.29 SEM4 32.45 30.72 - .53 .72 
-
3.30 SEMS 14;18 '16. 61 
-
.65 .78 
. 
3.31 PCORTOT 17.05 17~20 .88 1.13 
c 
.. 
3.'32 PAce · 6.67 12.32 2.83 \.88 . 
. 
1 o. ·Jl ~ 3.33 PONACC 13.35 3.77 i f_ 3.34 CBNEG 6.11 3~46 - .58 .37 . 
... . 
. 
3''.35 CBPOS .58 • 78 4.69 1.76 
. 
.,. 
. 
. 
- -
. 
. ' 
-
' 
I 
. 
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. j 
I f . 
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. .. ~ ~ -... c. ...... _ } . ... - .. ........... , .... :.. .. ·~ .... . . - .... .... - ' : • .. . • .: · -, 
. 
-
Minimum :Maximum 
' 0 100 
0 72 
' 
0 100 
0 100 
-· 
-0 50 
·o 67 
0 50 
" 
. 
0 66 
. 
0 15 
0 ~ 
. . 
.. 
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.. 
. . 
.. 
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-
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}•· ... .... 
-· ----·-···-~-
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• Range 
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100 
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. 50 
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66 
15 
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